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Foreword 
The thesis of Fabio Brantschen deals with the behaviour of slab column connections with

transverse reinforcement and, particularly, the influence of bond, anchorage and cracking on the
punching shear strength. The punching shear resistance of reinforced concrete slabs has been one
of the main research topics at the Structural Concrete Laboratory of EPFL over the last decade.
This topic is very relevant for practice as, in many cases, the punching shear strength governs the
design of slab column connections of flat slabs (required slab thickness and column size). A me
chanical model (called the “Critical Shear Crack Theory”, CSCT) has been developed, validated by
extensive experimental research and generalized to many cases during the last 15 years. This mod
el was recently adopted by some codes of practice (Model Code 2010 of the International Federa
tion for Structural Concrete and the Swiss Code for concrete structures SIA 262:2013) and is cur
rently having a large impact on engineering practice.

Within this context, the work of Fabio Brantschen is a relevant addition to the work performed in
the last years, as punching shear reinforcement is increasingly used to enhance the shear resistance
(and thus to reduce the required slab thickness). In addition, this reinforcement enables also en
hancing the deformation capacity and thus reducing the sensitivity to imposed deformations, the
risk of progressive collapse and the influence of seismic actions. For these reasons, this reinforce
ment technique is increasingly gaining popularity in Europe and North America. Also, steel manu
facturers are proposing tailored solutions in order enhance the mechanical efficiency and rein
forcement ease of placing (reducing labour costs).

Lausanne, October 2016

Prof. Dr Aurelio Muttoni





“Se qualcuno ama un fiore, di cui esiste un solo esemplare in milioni e milioni di stelle,
questo basta a farlo felice quando le guarda. E lui si dice: «il mio fiore è la in qualche luogo…».”

Il Piccolo Principe, Antoine de Saint Exupéry (1900 1944)

“Quand l homme abandonne à son geste la mission que son esprit renie, il ne l abjure pas,
il la passe à son servant, comme il passe la vie à son corps dans le sommeil.”

Sodome et Gomorrhe, Jean Giraudoux (1882 1944)

“Sag morgens mir ein gutes Wort bevor du gehst vom Hause fort.
Es kann so viel am Tag gescheh n, wer weiss, ob wir uns wiedersehn.

Sag lieb ein Wort zur guten Nacht, wer weiss, ob man noch früh erwacht.
Das Leben ist so schnell vorbei, und dann ist es nicht einerlei,
was du zuletzt zu mir gesagt, was du zuletzt mich hast gefragt.

Drum lass ein gutes Wort das letzte sein,
bedenk, das letzte könnt s für immer sein ”

Unbekannt, gefunden und abgeschrieben von einer Holztafel

“ : , , ;
, , ...”

War and Peace, Leo Tolstoy (1852 1910)
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Abstract 
Reinforced concrete flat slabs constitute one of the most common and efficient modern

construction methods. The design of such structural system might be governed by a brittle failure
in the vicinity of the slab column connection associated to punching shear. Several accidents in the
last decades motivated the development of solutions to enhance the overall structural response of
the slab and to prevent a progressive collapse. The arrangement of transverse reinforcement in the
critical zone increases both the strength and the deformation capacity of the slab column connec
tion. Various punching reinforcing systems have been developed in the past based on intuition
and testing. Recent advances on the understanding of the punching phenomena lead nowadays to
a better approach of the differences in efficiency and to develop new reinforcement products on a
more rational basis.

One of the main parameters identified as governing for the performance of this specific reinforce
ment is the quality of its anchorage and bond, influencing the development of cracks in the shear
critical region. Such characteristic is generally defined through force slip relationships and is
strongly influenced by the local state of stress and strain. Although the activation of reinforcement
often takes place within already cracked concrete for many structural members, the conventional
approaches supporting code formulations are still almost exclusively based on tests performed on
uncracked specimens. Anchorage of reinforcement bars in cracked concrete is relevant to the struc
tural response of the aging reinforced concrete buildings as well as for the new construction. In the
coming years, an increased emphasis should be placed on the study of the performance of reinforc
ing details in such severe conditions, with the aim to improve the knowledge of this rather under
rated but critical problematic.

Several experimental works were thus conducted in the frame of this thesis to improve the current
knowledge on the role of the anchorage of the transverse reinforcement in punching shear phe
nomenon. A programme of pull out tests on actual detailing solutions was performed in cracked
conditions similar to those developing in slabs at the vicinity of the columns. The results highlight
ed significant differences amongst the evaluated types of anchorages, confirming therefore the
various levels of performance observed in punching tests. The activation of this specific reinforce
ment is investigated in this thesis through tests on full scale slab specimens provided with extend
ed measurements of the force (external load cells) and crack openings (full and partial thickness
variation devices). The use of an innovative reinforcing setup allowed to track the concrete and
steel contributions in the punching phenomenon, providing the experimental information required
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to validate the main assumptions of the Critical Shear Crack Theory for the failure mode within
the shear reinforced area.

Observations on straight bars with in plane cracking supported the development of analytical
formulations to evaluate the reduction of performance –in terms of strength and stiffness– for var
ious anchorage details by analogous considerations to the aggregate interlock approaches. The
model is validated through a refined numerical method and the main test results available from
literature. Such developments can be partially used within the frame of the Critical Shear Crack
Theory, which calculates the contribution of the shear reinforcement in the punching strength –for
the failure mode of interest– with a physical model of activation for the transverse elements. The
latter contains a number of general assumptions –perfect bond and anchorage conditions, simpli
fied crack kinematics– which can be improved and refined on the basis of the experimental results
of the present research. Proposals are formulated to take into account in the existing model a more
realistic activation of the transverse reinforcement in the slab during punching –by considering the
degradation of the force transfer actions due to the presence of flexural cracks– and thus to im
prove the understanding and the predictions associated to this failure mode.

Keywords: 

punching shear, interior slab column connections, shear reinforcement, Critical Shear Crack
Theory, activation model, failure kinematics, bond and anchorage performance, pull out tests,
cracked concrete, serviceability and ultimate limit states conditions, force slip relationships
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Résumé 
Les planchers dalles en béton armé sont un système de construction moderne des plus

fréquemment utilisés et efficaces. Le dimensionnement de ce type de système structural peut être
dicté par une rupture fragile à proximité de la connexion dalle colonne associée au phénomène de
poinçonnement. Durant les dernières décennies, plusieurs accidents ont motivé le développement
de solutions pour améliorer le comportement global de la dalle ainsi que pour prévenir un effon
drement progressif. La disposition d’armature transversale dans la zone critique permet
d’augmenter à la fois la résistance et la capacité de déformation de la connexion dalle colonne.
Plusieurs systèmes de renforcement au poinçonnement ont été développés par le passé sur la base
d’intuitions et d’essais. Les récentes avancées dans la compréhension du phénomène du poinçon
nement ont conduit à une meilleure approche des différences d’efficacité et à développer de nou
veaux produits de renforcement sur une base plus rationnelle.

Un des paramètres identifié comme déterminant pour la performance de ce type d’armature spéci
fique est sa qualité d’ancrage et d’adhérence qui influence le développement des fissures dans la
zone critique. Cette caractéristique est généralement définie par des relations force glissement et
est considérablement influencée par l’état de contrainte et de déformation local. Malgré le fait que
les détails d’armature soient souvent activés dans un béton en partie fissuré pour de nombreux
éléments structuraux, les approches conventionnelles sur lesquelles sont fondées les formulations
des normes sont encore presque systématiquement basées sur des essais réalisés avec des échantil
lons non fissurés. L’ancrage de barres d’armature dans un béton fissuré est important pour la ré
ponse structurale d’ouvrages existants en béton armé ainsi que pour les nouvelles constructions.
Dans les années à venir, un plus grand intérêt devra être donné à l’étude au comportement de dé
tails d’armature dans ces conditions sévères, dans le but d’améliorer les connaissances de cette
importante problématique plutôt sous estimée.

Plusieurs investigations expérimentales ont été menées dans le cadre de cette thèse pour améliorer
les connaissances actuelles sur le rôle de l’ancrage de l’armature transversale dans le phénomène
de poinçonnement. Un programme d’essais d’arrachement en milieu fissuré a été entrepris sur
divers détails d’armature dans des conditions de fissuration similaires à celles qui se développent
dans les dalles à proximité des colonnes. Les résultats ont mis en avant d’importantes différences
entre les types d’ancrages évalués, confirmant les disparités en terme de performance observées
dans les essais de poinçonnement. L’activation de cette armature particulière est étudiée dans cette
thèse au travers d’essais sur dalles à échelle réelle avec des mesures détaillées de la force (capteur
de force externe) et de l’ouverture des fissures (dispositifs de variation d’épaisseur totale et par
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tielle). Une configuration novatrice de l’armature transversale dans la dalle a permis de caractéri
ser les contributions du béton et de l’acier au phénomène de poinçonnement, apportant des certi
tudes expérimentales nécessaires à la validation des principales hypothèses de la théorie de la fis
sure critique pour le mode de rupture dans la zone renforcée.

Les observations sur des barres droites avec une fissuration longitudinale ont donné lieu au déve
loppement d’expressions analytiques pour évaluer la réduction de performance –en termes de ré
sistance et de rigidité– associée à divers types d’ancrage en se basant sur des considérations rela
tives à l’engrainement des granulats. Le modèle est validé par une méthode numérique approfon
die et par les principaux essais disponibles dans la littérature. Ces développements peuvent être en
partie repris dans le cadre de la théorie de la fissure critique, qui définit la contribution de
l’armature transversale dans la résistance au poinçonnement –pour le mode de rupture étudié– par
un modèle physique d’activation spécifique. La théorie comprend un certain nombre d’hypothèses
–conditions d’adhérence et d’ancrage parfaites, cinématique de rupture simplifiée– qui peuvent
être améliorées et raffinées sur la base des résultats expérimentaux présentés dans cette recherche.
Des propositions sont formulées pour prendre en compte dans le modèle actuel une activation
plus réaliste de l’armature transversale lors du poinçonnement de la dalle –en considérant la dé
gradation des transferts de forces associée à la présence de fissures flexionnelles– pour une meil
leure compréhension et prédiction de ce mode de rupture.

Mots-clés: 

poinçonnement, planchers dalles en béton armé, connexion dalle colonne intérieure, armature
transversale, théorie de la fissure critique, modèle d’activation, cinématique de rupture, perfor
mance d’ancrage et d’adhérence, essais d’arrachement, béton fissuré, conditions aux états limites
ultimes et de service, relations force glissement
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Kurzfassung 
Die Verwendung von Stahlbetondecken stellt eine der häufigsten und effizientesten,

modernen Baumethoden dar. Für die Dimensionierung solcher Bauteile kann ein mögliches
sprödes Versagen an der Verbindung zwischen Decke und Stütze massgebend sein, das als
Durchstanzen bezeichnet wird. Mehrere Unfälle in den letzten Jahrzehnten haben dazu
beigetragen, neue Lösungsansätze zu erarbeiten, um das globale Tragverhalten solcher Decken zu
verbessern und ein progressives Versagen zu verhindern. Der Einbau von Querbewehrung in der
kritischen Zone ermöglicht gleichzeitig den Widerstand und das Verformungsvermögen des
Verbindungsbereiches zwischen Decke und Stütze zu erhöhen. Basierend auf intuitiven
Beobachtungen und Testkampagnen wurden bereits viele verschiedene Systeme von
Durchstanzbewehrungen entwickelt. Jüngste Erkenntnisse zum Verständnis des
Durchstanzphänomens führen zu besseren Ansätzen in der Beurteilung der Funktionsweise und
Wirksamkeit solcher Systeme wie auch der Entwicklung neuer Produkte gestützt auf rationelleren
Grundlagen.

Einer der wichtigsten Parameter für das Funktionieren solcher Bewehrungssysteme ist die Qualität
der Verankerung sowie des Verbunds, welche die Rissentwicklung im querkraftkritischen Bereich
beeinflussen. Ihre Eigenschaften werden normalerweise mit Kraft Schlupf Beziehungen
charakterisiert und hängen stark vom lokalen Spannungs und Verformungszustand ab. Obwohl
die Aktivierung der Bewehrung oft im bereits gerissenen Beton stattfindet, basieren Normen und
konventionelle Berechnungsmethoden fast ausschliesslich auf Tests mit ungerissenen Prüfkörpern.
Die Verankerung von Bewehrungsstäben in gerissenem Beton ist relevant für das Tragverhalten
von bestehenden Stahlbetonbauwerken aber auch von neuen Konstruktionen. In den kommenden
Jahren sollte der Wirkungsweise dieser Bewehrungsdetails unter erschwerten Bedingungen
verstärkt Beachtung geschenkt werden, mit dem Ziel das Wissen über diese heute eher
unterschätzte, aber kritische Problematik zu erweitern.

Im Rahmen dieser Doktorarbeit sind mehrere Versuchskampagnen durchgeführt worden, um das
heutige Verständnis über die Bedeutung der Verankerung der Querbewehrung für das Phänomen
des Durchstanzens zu verbessern. Ein Programm von Ausziehversuchen an gängigen
Bewehrungsdetails wurde in gerissenem Stahlbeton, mit ähnlichen Bedingungen, wie sie auch in
Decken beim Übergang zu den Stützen durch die Rissbildung anzutreffen sind, durchgeführt. Die
Ergebnisse haben signifikante Unterschiede zwischen den verschiedenen analysierten
Verankerungssystemen aufgezeigt und bestätigen damit die abweichenden Niveaus in der
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Leistungsfähigkeit solcher Systeme, wie sie bei Durchstanzversuchen beobachtet werden. Die
Aktivierung der Durchstanzbewehrung ist mit Tests an Deckenproben in Originalgrösse
untersucht worden. Dabei wurden umfangreiche Messungen der Kraft (externe Lastsensoren) und
der Rissbreiten (Apparaturen zur totalen und partiellen Dickenvariation) durchgeführt. Die
Verwendung eines innovativen Bewehrungssystems hat es ermöglicht, die Beiträge des Betons
und der Bewehrung beim Durchstanzvorgang einzeln nachzuvollziehen und damit benötigte
experimentelle Grundlagen zu liefern, die der Validierung der Hauptaussagen der Theorie des
kritischen Schubrisses für den Versagensmechanismus in der schubbewehrten Zone dienen.

Beobachtungen zum Verhalten gerader Bewehrungsstäbe mit Längsrissbildung haben zur
Entwicklung von analytischen Funktionen für die Beurteilung der reduzierten Wirksamkeit –in
Bezug auf Tragfähigkeit und Steifigkeit– verschiedener Verankerungssysteme gedient, basierend
auf analogen Überlegungen für die Verzahnung der Gesteinskörner. Das entstandene Modell
wurde mithilfe einer vertieften numerischen Analyse und dem Vergleich mit einer Reihe von
zentralen Testergebnissen aus der Literatur verifiziert. Diese Ansätze können teilweise im Rahmen
der Theorie des kritischen Schubrisses verwendet werden, welche es ermöglicht, den Beitrag der
Schubbewehrung zum Durchstanzwiderstand –den studierten Versagensmechanismus–
ausgehend von einem physikalischen Modell zur Aktivierung der Querkraftbewehrung zu
ermitteln. Die Theorie beinhaltet mehrere allgemeine Annahmen –Vorhandensein eines perfekten
Verbundes, einer perfekten Verankerung sowie einer bestimmten Risskinematik– welche durch
die experimentellen Ergebnisse der vorliegenden Forschungsarbeit verbessert und verfeinert
werden können. Es werden Vorschläge formuliert, um die Aktivierung der Querbewehrung beim
Durchstanzvorgang im existierenden Modell auf realistischere Weise –durch die Berücksichtigung
des abnehmenden Krafttransfers bei der Bildung von Biegerissen– darzustellen und somit die
entsprechenden Versagensmechanismus genauer vorhersagen zu können.

Stichworte: 

Durchstanzen, Verbindungen zu inneren Deckenstützen, Querbewehrung, Theorie des kritischen
Schubrisses, Aktivierungsmodell, Versagenskinematik, Verbund und Verankerungsverhalten,
Ausziehversuche, gerissener Beton, Grenzzustand der Gebrauchstauglichkeit, Grenzzustand der
Widerstandsfähigkeit, Kraft Schlupf Beziehung
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Riassunto 
Il solaio piano in calcestruzzo armato rappresenta uno dei metodi moderni di costruzione

più efficaci e frequentemente utilizzati. Il dimensionamento di questo sistema strutturale può
essere influenzato da una rottura fragile in prossimità della connessione solaio colonna, causata
dal fenomeno di punzonamento. Vari incidenti e collassi degli ultimi decenni sono all’origine di
soluzioni sviluppate per migliorare il comportamento globale del solaio ed evitare il suo crollo
progressivo. La posa di armature trasversali nella zona critica aumenta sia la resistenza che la
capacità di deformazione della connessione solaio colonna. Nel passato sono stati sviluppati
diversi tipi di rinforzi al punzonamento sulla base d’intuizioni e di prove sperimentali. I recenti
sviluppi nella conoscenza del fenomeno del punzonamento hanno permesso di proporre nuovi
prodotti di rinforzo, fondati su basi più razionali ed efficaci.

Uno dei parametri determinanti per l’efficacia delle armature trasversali è legato alla qualità
dell’aderenza e dell’ancoraggio che influenzano lo sviluppo delle fessure nella zona critica. Queste
caratteristiche sono generalmente definite da relazioni forza scivolamento e sono influenzate dallo
stato locale tensionale e di deformazione. Malgrado il fatto che l’attivazione di tali armature si
produca in un calcestruzzo parzialmente fessurato, le formulazioni normative sono tutt’oggi quasi
sistematicamente basate su prove di laboratorio realizzate su campioni non fessurati. L’ancoraggio
delle barre d’armatura nel calcestruzzo fessurato è importante sia per il comportamento strutturale
d’opere esistenti in calcestruzzo armato che per nuove costruzioni. Nei prossimi anni, dovrà essere
prestata più attenzione allo studio del comportamento dei dettagli d’armatura in queste difficili
condizioni, con l’obbiettivo di migliorare le conoscenze di questa problematica attualmente
piuttosto sottovalutata.

Diverse indagini sperimentali sono state condotte in questa ricerca con lo scopo di migliorare la
comprensione del ruolo svolto dall’ancoraggio dell’armatura trasversale nel fenomeno del
punzonamento. Sono state effettuate delle prove d’estrazione su matrice fessurata su vari dettagli
d’armatura sottoposti a condizioni simili a quelle esistenti in casi reali nei solai in prossimità delle
colonne. I risultati hanno mostrato differenze importanti di comportamento dei vari dettagli
d’ancoraggio analizzati, confermando le differenze d’efficacia osservate nelle prove di
punzonamento. In questa ricerca viene studiata l’attivazione delle armature trasversali attraverso
prove su piastre eseguite a scala reale e con misure dettagliate della forza (mediante cellule di
carico) e dell’apertura delle fessure (con dispositivi di misura della variazione dello spessore totale
e parziale). Una configurazione innovativa dell’armatura trasversale della piastra ha permesso di
definire i contributi del calcestruzzo e dell’acciaio nella resistenza al punzonamento, fornendo i
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dati sperimentali necessari alla validazione delle ipotesi principali della teoria della fessura critica
per l’analisi del modo di rottura a punzonamento nella zona rinforzata.

I riscontri sperimentali ottenuti sulle barre dritte in presenza di fessure longitudinali hanno
permesso di sviluppare delle espressioni analitiche per valutare la riduzione d’efficacia, in termini
di resistenza e rigidità, associata a vari tipi d’ancoraggio e basandosi su considerazioni relative
all’ingranamento degli aggregati. Il modello è stato validato grazie all’utilizzo di un raffinato
metodo numerico e basandosi sui risultati di altre prove esistenti descritte nella letteratura. Queste
procedure possono essere parzialmente utilizzate nell’ambito della teoria della fessura critica, la
quale, per il tipo di rottura analizzato, definisce il contributo dell’armatura trasversale sulla
resistenza al punzonamento con un modello specifico d’attivazione. Questa teoria si basa su alcune
ipotesi – condizioni d’aderenza e d’ancoraggio perfette e cinematica di rottura semplificata – che
possono essere migliorate e raffinate sulla base dei risultati sperimentali ottenuti con questa
ricerca. Sono dunque proposte delle soluzioni per considerare, nel modello attuale, una modalità
più realistica d’attivazione dell’armatura trasversale al momento del punzonamento della piastra –
valutando la riduzione della capacità di trasmissione delle forze associata alla presenza delle
fessure flessionali– allo scopo di permettere una migliore comprensione e predizione di questo
meccanismo di rottura.

Parole-chiave: 

punzonamento, solaio piano in calcestruzzo armato, connessione solaio colonna interna, armatura
trasversale, teoria della fessura critica, modello d’attivazione, cinematica di rottura, prestazioni
d’ancoraggio e d’aderenza, prove d’estrazione, calcestruzzo fessurato, stato limite ultimo e di
servizio, relazione forza scivolamento relativo
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K anchorage stiffness in cracked conditions (tri linear law, modified activation model)
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sw strain in the transverse reinforcement (per unit length)

F additional force in the transverse reinforcement elements (post failure phase)

h full thickness variation (slab expansion)

change in the orientation of the bar according to crack (compared to initial disposition)

sw stress in the transverse reinforcement (per unit length)

V additional load in the slab (post failure phase)

w shear deformations at the column face (computed from deflections wi and xi j)
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 Introduction Chapter 1

Reinforced concrete still remains, in 2016, the most universal construction material. The
structural interest of combining steel and concrete is beyond doubt, as long as the transfer of forces
can be achieved adequately to consider the contribution of both components. Nonetheless, the lat
ter has not always been a main concern for engineers, and many designs of early applications of
this material may still be found in which the interaction between the steel and the surrounding
concrete seems to have been entirely neglected.

In the beginning of the 20th century, experimental evidences [Sco10, Bac11a, Bac11b, Abr13] high
lighted that detailing of the reinforcement might be of capital importance in the development of
efficient structures. This problematic can be particularly well illustrated by the statements of
Mörsch [Mör08] on plain bars, who recognized as one of the first the critical role of the anchorage
in reinforced concrete in order to complete the transfer of force accomplished by bond mecha
nisms:

“The ends of reinforcing rods should have always be made with a hook so that sole
dependence is not placed on friction or adhesion. […] By bending the end into a
half circle […] the principle of rope friction is employed and a greater resistance is
produced on the inner side of the bend, since the hook will be pressed hard against
the concrete. […] These hooks possess the further merit of not depending to any
great extent upon the character of the concrete or the care given to the work.”

In the same period, some manufacturers and constructors developed a structural concept specific
to reinforced concrete in order to improve the efficient use of the material and the construction
methods. Simple columns progressively replaced the combination of beams and frame systems –
originally inspired from steel and timber structures– to support slab elements commonly defined
as flat slab. The success of this new typology of construction resulted in several approaches regard
ing the arrangement of the flexural reinforcement –generally experimentally based [Con13, Edd14,
Tay16, Smu18]– as no design guidelines were yet available. The original opinion on this subject is
very well represented by the thoughts of Eddy and Turner [Edd14]:

”The superiority of flat slab floor supported directly on columns, over other forms
of construction when looked at from the standpoint of lower cost, better lighting,
greater neatness of appearance, and increased safety and rapidity of construction,
[…] in this type of construction of great interest.”
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As slab column connections were quickly recognized as the critical part of this structural system,
specific solutions –mainly related to a local enlargement of the column– were developed to reduce
the spans and increase the part of load transferred directly [Edd14, Mai26]. The effectiveness and
simplicity associated with this construction method significantly contributed to its wide applica
tion in practice, and numerous projects were proposed by engineers and architects (Figure 1.1(a)).

Figure 1.1 Reinforced concrete flat slabs: (a) project «Dom Ino» by Le Corbusier in 1914 for
mass production of housing; (b) typical failure mode of the slab column connection; (c) solu
tions developed to limit the risk of collapse (from top to bottom: hyperbolic concrete drop
panel, column capital or disposition of shear reinforcement in the vicinity of the column)

As a consequence, several accidents related to these structures were reported during the century –
but also more recently [Woo01, Mut05]– characterized by the brittle detachment of a concrete cone
in the vicinity of the slab and the column, the so called punching failure (Figure 1.1(b)). The
knowledge acquired in the analysis of such cases from experiments or real situations contributed
to a better phenomenological understanding of punching shear mechanisms [Mut91]. The addi
tional difficulties associated with the construction of external elements at the soffit of the slab
(drop panels or column capitals) led nowadays to commonly dispose transverse reinforcement
within the slab in the shear critical region in order to limit the risk of collapse (Figure 1.1(c)). Sig
nificant amount of steel based reinforcing systems were progressively developed and introduced
to improve the response of the slab both in terms of strength and deformation capacity, complexi
fying however the potential failure modes with respect to the reference specimen (Figure 1.2).

Figure 1.2 Potential punching failure modes and related load rotation responses (V ) for
slabs without (red curve) and with shear reinforcement (black curves)

slab-column connection

reinforced
concrete slab

column

(a) (b) (c)
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Although significant research was carried out since the middle of the 20th century on the latter top
ic, the difficulty in developing a general design model can be related to the important disparities of
performance amongst the existing types of transverse reinforcement [Ein16a]. The question of
what constitutes an efficient shear reinforcement system is one about which there has always been
a diversity of opinion. Criteria related to production, material optimization, ease of disposition and
structural performance, among others, were recently cited as characterizing the success of a given
product in practice [Beu02]. In the context of the punching of reinforced concrete slabs, the devel
opment of the force transfer mechanisms –associated to bond and anchorage of the transverse ele
ments– is affected by various conditions within the specimen. Although the confinement at the
soffit of the slab in the vicinity of the column might be in this sense favorable, the presence of
cracks on the tensile part rather tends to deteriorate the force transfer mechanisms of these systems.

The adequate disposition of shear reinforcement around the column aims at providing an addi
tional transverse stiffness to the slab in this critical location in order to control the internal crack
ing, yet with variable performance amongst existing systems (Figure 1.3). The activation of the
transverse elements can be potentially limited by anchorage issues of the reinforcing details
[Fer09]. Therefore, the related slip should ideally be kept to a minimum in order to avoid second
ary failure modes. Since the end of the 20th century, the endless developments by industrials of
new punching reinforcement solutions –particularly innovative– were motivated by the desire to
depict the role of bond and anchorage in this specific phenomenon.

Figure 1.3 Common shear reinforcement solutions against punching of RC flat slabs:
(a e) bend bar details (continuous stirrups, single or double legged elements, individual

links); (f g) bent up bars; (h j) headed bars (single or double headed bars, ladder type); (k m)
post installed elements (screws or threaded bars); and (n) shearhead made of steel profiles

The highlighted issues can be tackled by investigating the performance of reinforcing details –
representative of the one used in shear reinforcement systems– in conditions similar to the ones
which develop during punching, notably in the presence of cracks. However, such studies were
relatively rare due to the substantial complexity associated to these experiments with respect to
standardized tests (performed usually in uncracked concrete specimens). Also, the considerable
amount of additional parameters involved in slabs including transverse reinforcement significant
ly complicates the potential modes of failure. Although such systems have been considered for
decades, their activation is still under investigation nowadays, and is of major importance in the
better comprehension of the punching phenomenon with shear reinforcement.

(a) (c) (e) (g) (i) (k) (m)

(b) (d) (f) (h) (j) (l) (n)
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1.1 Research significance 

This thesis intends therefore not to focus solely on the punching of flat slabs with shear reinforce
ment, but also on the force transfer mechanisms between steel and concrete in severe conditions, in
order to specify the role of bond and anchorages of the transverse elements in the phenomenon.

The activation of reinforcing details in cracks is a rather underrated topic as, in many structural
members, the aforementioned mechanisms are developed within already cracked concrete. This is
particularly relevant for the transverse elements disposed in the vicinity of the slab column con
nection which might be subjected to severe cracking conditions (Figure 1.4). Remarkably, few in
vestigations [Reh79, Reg80b, Idd99] were conducted on the influence of cracks on the bond and
anchorage performance. Most of the design codes still do not explicitly consider the problematic of
the detailing of the transverse reinforcement in such conditions, although experimental evidences
confirm its role on the structural response of reinforced concrete beams [Reh78a, Reh78b, Bac11a,
Bac11b, Sal13, Kup72, Scr82, Bos84, Mir88, Reg04, Iso08, Var11, Alb11, Yan12, Wan12] and slabs
[Els56, Lan76, Reg80a, Dil81, Voe81, Mok85, Gha92, Mar97, Oli00, Reg00, FIB01, Beu02, Eli06,
Fer09, Fer10, Iná12, Lip12].

Figure 1.4 Cracks in punching phenomenon: typical surface crack pattern of a slab specimen
reinforced with transverse elements (at failure) and related saw cuts in the main directions

Based on a work initiated in the 1990’s [Mut91], the Critical Shear Crack Theory (CSCT) was de
veloped for beams [Mut08b], and slabs both without [Mut08a] and with shear reinforcement
[Fer09]. It is the fundament of several one way and two way current shear provisions [SIA13,
FIB13]. This physically based approach regarding the transfer of shear forces in concrete –notably
through aggregate interlock mechanisms– was validated in the last decade for various conditions
for slabs both without [Gua09, Gui10, Sag11, May12, Clé14, Mic14, Sag14, Ein15, Dra16] and with
shear reinforcement [Fer10a, Lip12b, Far14]. Regarding the failure mode of interest the present
research –failure within the shear reinforced area– both steel and concrete are involved in the phe
nomenon as the crack propagates through several rows of transverse elements. The activation
model considered in the CSCT [Fer09] allows to estimate the contribution of the shear reinforce
ment (assuming perfect bond and anchorage conditions) to be added to the one related to the con
crete (defined similarly for slabs without and with shear reinforcement [Mut08a]). These simplifica
tions are not yet systematically supported by experimental results from literature. In this sense, the
validation of the main assumptions of the CSCT and the consideration of more realistic bond and
anchorage conditions in the activation of the shear reinforcement motivated the present research.

shear reinf.

column

severe cracking
conditions

crack affecting the efficiency of
the anchorage and the stiffness
of the transverse reinforcement

crack along the axis of the shear
reinforcement influencing its
related bond performance 

crack intercepting the transverse
element and contributing to its

activation in punching 
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1.2 Objectives 

The better understanding of the influence of bond and anchorage conditions on the activation of
the transverse elements in reinforced concrete slabs during punching requires the consideration of
several aspects. It appears to be necessary to cover to the following steps in order to contribute to
the questions associated with this topic:

Review the force transfer mechanisms in uncracked concrete for the main types of anchorages
used for the transverse reinforcement in slabs (straight, hooked, U shaped and headed bars);

Summarize the tests performed by other researchers on the behaviour of such reinforcing de
tails in cracked concrete (serviceability and ultimate limit state crack widths);

Suggest the parameters influencing the disparities observed in the available studies;

Conduct a rigorous experimental campaign in order to provide the necessary results to charac
terize the influence of cracking on the bond and anchorage performance (pull out test series);

Develop formulations to consider the influence of cracks on the response of the tested details;

Highlight the importance of the anchorage conditions of the transverse reinforcement in the
punching phenomenon and the diversity of products available;

Detail the related experimental observations from literature for the specific failure mode with
in the shear reinforced area;

Investigate the activation of the transverse reinforcement during punching in full scale slab
specimens and the associated failure kinematics (punching test series);

Discuss the assumptions of the CSCT from the main results and experimental evidences of the
performed tests in order to point out its potential limitations;

Propose some improvements for the determination of the transverse reinforcement contribu
tion in the punching phenomenon (extension of the activation model) to consider more realis
tic bond and anchorage responses (on the basis of the experimental work performed).
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1.3 Scope of the research 

The study of the activation of the transverse elements in punching requires a certain limitation of
the framework, as both central topics –the bond and anchorage performance, and the punching of
slabs with shear reinforcement– could each be investigated separately in a specific work.

The present research aims at combining them appropriately through the consideration of detailing
solutions representative of the types of shear reinforcement commonly used nowadays against
punching. In this sense, systems as bent up bars, bend bars with additional welded bars (compos
ing most of the tested elements in [Reh79]) and the particular case of shearheads will not be treat
ed. The review of the literature available focuses therefore on specific details (Figure 1.5) such as
straight, headed, hooked and U shaped bars (with or without passing through elements) corre
sponding respectively to individual links, stirrups and double headed studs systems in slabs. Alt
hough most of the reinforcing details are generally made of deformed steel –provided with a sur
face profile– attention was also given to plain hooks as they can still be found in existing structures
(potentially subjected to severe conditions such as cracking). Also, as bond has a fundamental pre
liminary role in the contribution of the transverse reinforcement to the punching strength –prior to
the activation of the anchorage– straight bars are also considered in the investigation.

Figure 1.5 Types of reinforcement detailing solutions considered in the present research:
(a) straight bars; (b) headed bars; (c) bend bar details; and (d) U shaped bars

The extensive pull out campaign performed in this research aimed at characterizing bond and an
chorage behaviour in conditions as close as possible to the ones that might occur throughout the
service life of a reinforced concrete structure. A large range of crack openings was therefore con
sidered to highlight the disparities of performance amongst the evaluated details and to justify the
differences observed in slabs with regard to the activation of the transverse reinforcement.

Punching tests on full scale specimens aimed at investigating the redistribution of forces at failure
between the steel and concrete as well as the kinematics of the crack activating the transverse ele
ments. A low amount of transverse reinforcement –mainly composed of post installed elements, to
limit interaction with bond and anchorage issues – was disposed in the critical zone.

In both experimental investigations, the material properties and test conditions were thoroughly
defined in order to provide relevant observations and highlight analogies amongst the performed
tests and other series of tests from previous research. To contextualize, the type of steel considered
for the anchorage details evaluated in cracks is the same as the one that would generally be pro
vided in Switzerland for a similar type of transverse reinforcement in slabs.

(a) (b) (c1) (c2) (c3) (d1) (d2)
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1.4 Organization 

The thesis is organized around the two main directions of the research, namely the influence of
cracks on bond and anchorage performance and the activation of the transverse elements in the
punching of slabs for the failure mode within the shear reinforced area.

Chapter 1 aims at introducing the issues that motivated the present investigation, it also depicts
the organization of the document and the main objectives to be achieved.

Chapter 2 presents an overview of the force transfer mechanisms between steel and concrete –for
straight, hooked, U shaped and headed bars– in uncracked and cracked conditions. The few exist
ing formulations from code provisions that account for the presence of cracks on the performance
(straight bars only) are also highlighted and briefly discussed.

Chapter 3 details the extensive experimental campaign of pull out tests conducted in flexural and
transverse cracks (variable and constant opening on the height of the specimen). The results and
observations arising from the latter are the bases for the development of analytical formulations to
consider the influence of cracks on the performance of bond and anchorage force transfer mecha
nisms. The model is validated with tests from literature and a general numerical approach is pro
posed in order to extend it to more particular cases that can be found in practice.

Chapter 4 describes the phenomenon of punching according to the CSCT for slabs with and with
out transverse reinforcement. The main types of system available to improve the behaviour of
slabs are briefly detailed in order to highlight the disparities amongst them in terms of use and
performance. The different cracks potentially developing during punching are depicted in order to
understand their respective roles on the activation of the transverse elements. Experimental obser
vations gathered from specific investigations in literature –presenting a failure within the shear
reinforced area– highlight evidences on the activation of the transverse elements. Finally, the main
code provisions are also compared in order to discuss the different approaches amongst them re
garding the consideration of concrete and steel contributions on the punching strength.

Chapter 5 investigates the activation of the transverse reinforcement through innovative punching
tests performed on full scale slab specimens. The extensive and detailed measurements provide
experimental evidences used to discuss the main assumptions of the CSCT regarding the punching
failure within the shear reinforced area. On that basis, and together with the main results related
to bond and anchorage mechanisms in cracks (chapter 3), theoretical proposals are developed in
order to improve the existing activation model considered for the aforementioned failure mode.
Finally, suggestions are made regarding the further steps required for a complete implementation
of the proposed extended model.

Chapter 6 concludes with the results achieved and the main contributions. It also provides an out
look for future research on the topics covered in the present research.
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1.5 Personal contributions 

Within this research, the following personal contributions were achieved and aimed at improving
the knowledge on the role of bond and anchorage conditions in the activation of the transverse
reinforcement in the punching of reinforced concrete flat slabs:

Collect and consistently present the main experimental results associated to the force transfer
mechanism of actual reinforcing details in uncracked and cracked concrete;

Gather and highlight information on the activation of the transverse reinforcement from the
investigations that presented a punching failure mode within the shear reinforced area;

Design and prepare specific test setups in order to perform the pull out of anchorages in pres
ence of in plane flexural or transverse cracks;

Elaboration of an innovative punching test series involving transverse reinforcement elements
with a passive or active state, and monitored with particular measurement systems;

Extensive experimental campaigns on beam (pull out tests) and slab (punching tests) rein
forced concrete specimens, with a thorough analysis and treatment of the test data;

Development of a physically based model –analogous to aggregate interlock approaches– to
consider the influence of cracks on the bond and anchorage performance;

Validation of the model through comparisons with performed tests and the ones obtained
from existing literature, as well as through a refined numerical approach developed partly for
this purpose (but also to extend it to specific cases not accounted);

Investigation of the redistribution of internal forces at failure and the crack kinematics for the
failure mode of interest;

Critical review and validation of the main assumptions of the CSCT, notably regarding the
estimation of the contributions to the punching strength of both the transverse reinforcement
and concrete, as well as the maximum capacity associated to this type of failure;

Extension of the activation model in order to consider more realistic (non perfect) bond and
anchorage conditions of the transverse elements;

Implementation of the extended model within the frame of the CSCT in order to perform a
parametric analysis and to discuss the influence of cracks on the punching response of slabs.

Throughout the research presented here, the candidate was also involved in the evaluation and
development of innovative types of transverse reinforcement specific to punching applications for
several industries. Although the results cannot be transcribed herein on account of obvious confi
dential conflicts, the experience and observations accumulated contributed significantly to the crit
ical point of view on the influence of bond and anchorage of the shear reinforcement in punching.
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 State of the Art on Bond and Anchor-Chapter 2

age in Concrete 
Bond is one of the most instrumental phenomena in structural concrete characterizing the

transfer of forces between concrete and steel. It generally governs the behaviour of reinforced con
crete elements both at serviceability limit state (cracking development) and at ultimate limit state
(strength, strain localization and deformation capacity). Bond is activated in many parts of a struc
ture through the contact surface between the steel bars and the surrounding concrete. Depending
on the properties of the interface, the external actions and the boundary conditions [FIB00], the
bond response may vary considerably within a structural element. This is particularly the case
with punching of flat slabs with transverse reinforcement (Figure 2.1), where several cases –
potentially quite severe– might arise regarding the internal transmission of forces.

Figure 2.1 Local stress fields associated to internal forces transmission mechanisms between
steel and concrete in the case of punching (dashed line for compression chord, and solid line
for tensile chord, surface profile not represented for clarity purposes): (a) bond in flexural re
inforcement; (b) anchorage of transverse reinforcement in tensile part of slab; (c) bond at ex
tremity of the flexural reinforcement; (d) bond in transverse reinforcement; (e) crack affect
ing bond in flexural and transverse reinforcement; (f) anchorage of transverse reinforcement

in compression part of slab; and (g) issues related to hooks anchorage

The concrete in direct proximity to the flexural reinforcement is subjected to local tensile stresses
generated by bond (Figure 2.1(a)). Above the column, the formation of cracks is related to the local
development of the material tensile strength required to achieve equilibrium. On the contrary, at
the extremities of the flexural reinforcement (Figure 2.1(c)), the concrete remains typically subject
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ed to high compressive stresses due to the necessity to fully anchor the bar over a given length.
Under some specific conditions such as a limitation of the available space, the use of reinforcement
details with mechanical anchorage such as hooks (Figure 2.1(g)) or headed bars (for large diameter
bars) is required to localize the transfer of forces and complete the activation. Potential issues re
lated to local concrete crushing or spalling of the cover might therefore arise due to the straighten
ing of the bend. The effective length of the transverse reinforcement used in punching –usually
limited to less than the slab thickness for non inclined elements– is generally not sufficient to
guarantee solely and systematically the development of yield stresses in the bar. Additional an
chorages at the extremities of the transverse elements are in this sense required –various detailing
solutions were developed– to achieve a full activation and provide an adequate transverse stiffness
against the formation and propagation of inclined cracks in the slab. In this sense, the performance
of bond (Figure 2.1(d)) and of the mechanical anchorage (Figure 2.1(b+f)) mainly defines the steel
contribution in the punching phenomenon. Although the presented force transfers are performed
well in uncracked concrete, they might be significantly affected by the presence of cracks. This is
notably the case for the flexural and transverse reinforcement (Figure 2.1(e)), as well as the anchor
age of the latter in the tensile part of the slab (Figure 2.1(b)).

Several test setups and specimens (prisms or cylinders) were developed by researchers to experi
mentally reproduce the aforementioned conditions and to describe the related transfer of internal
forces [FIB00], generally in terms of force slip relationships. The slip ( ) usually denotes the rela
tive displacement between the steel bar and the surrounding concrete. Together with the applied
load (F), it characterizes the performance of the force transfer for a specific detailing solution. The
procedures were then passably modified in order to minimise the effects of some specific aspects
associated to the experiments –such as local confinement through the load introduction plate–
leading to more complex investigations. Although these tests were initially developed mainly for
straight bars, most of them were also adapted in order to study the behaviour of various anchorage
types. Significant differences arise amongst common reinforcement solutions (Figure 2.2(a)), justi
fying a simplification of the detailing rules –notably a reduction of the development length (lb)–
when such systems are considered in comparison to straight bars (Figure 2.2(b)).

Figure 2.2 Activation of common reinforcing detail solutions in uncracked concrete (bond
prevented on the straight part prior to anchorage): (a) qualitative force slip relationships

(partially adapted from the performed pull out tests in the present research); and (b) qualita
tive differences in the force development (lb,1 > lb,2 > lb,3 > lb,4 0)
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For instance, the required length for the full development of a straight bar can be significantly re
duced by means of specific anchorage details. Yet, it is important to highlight that the disparities
amongst the measured responses –especially for a given detail made of either plain or deformed
bars– clearly indicate that more than one single force transfer mechanism is involved at the steel
to concrete interface. Also, the dominant mechanism might vary considerably from one type of
anchorage to another, as it will be affected differently by external conditions.

In this sense, in order to better capture the differences of performance amongst the main anchorage
types composing the transverse reinforcement used in punching, the overview of the main force
transfer mechanisms taking place in uncracked concrete focuses on straight, hooked and U shaped
bars as well as headed bar details (see Section 2.1). The problematic of cracking in reinforced con
crete elements is then briefly presented with a qualitative discussion of the influences on the de
velopment of bond and anchorage under such conditions (see Section 2.2). The latter topic is then
thoroughly documented through the available –yet relatively limited– experimental investigations
found in literature for each of the aforementioned reinforcing solutions (see Section 2.3). Finally,
the existing code provisions related to the effects of cracks on the force transfer action (bond phe
nomenon) will be presented to complete this literature review (see Section 2.4).

2.1 Force transfer mechanisms 

Bond in reinforced concrete is a complex interaction of several force transfer mecha
nisms (Figure 2.3) taking progressively place at the interface between concrete and steel [FIB00].
Each reinforcing detail consists in a specific and unique combination of them [Eli06] leading to
potential significant differences in the related performance. 

Figure 2.3 Force transfer mechanisms at the steel to concrete interface for a deformed head
ed bar; (a) chemical adhesion; (b) friction (with external pressure); and (c)mechanical action

Chemical adhesion (Figure 2.3(a)) develops at a micro level and only for relatively low values of slip.
It is of major importance only in the case of plain straight bars, for which very limited surface
roughness is provided. For details made of deformed bars, the related contribution is generally not
significant with respect to the other force transfer mechanisms that can be activated. Fric
tion (Figure 2.3(b)) is associated to the presence of a normal pressure (active or passive confine
ment) or during the unloading of the bar (due to Poisson’s effect). It can be particularly important

(a) (b) (c)
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in highly compressed zones, such as the soffit of the slab in the vicinity of the column during the
punching phenomenon. For details made of plain bars, the shrinkage of the concrete around the
element can already provide a certain contribution to the force transfer. Mechanical action
(Figure 2.3(c)) is effective through the surface profile (ribs or indentations) and/or the anchorage
(bend or head). Bearing of forces can only takes place once the adhesion has been entirely mobi
lized. In this sense, it is generally associated to larger values of slip and load in the bond response.

The transmission of forces between steel and concrete has been thoroughly investigated in the last
decades [CEB82, CEB97, FIB00, FIB11, FIB14]. Experimental evidences have confirmed that the
efficiency of the aforementioned mechanisms depends on a numerous amount of parameters:

 nature (static, dynamic or sustained), type (compression or tension), level (pre or post
yield phase of the steel) and rate (slow, medium or fast) of loading

 casting orientation (in, perpendicular to or against the loading direction)
 concrete properties (tensile and compressive strength)
 local state of stress (uni or multiaxial confinement/tensile)
 position (parallel or perpendicular), number (single or multiple cracks), type (constant or

variable width) and opening (service or ultimate limit states) of the cracks
 material composing the reinforcing bar (steel, carbon or glass fibres)
 steel type (hot or cold formed for post yielding phase) and bar surface (plain or deformed)
 geometrical properties of the surface profile and anchorage (inclination, bearing area)
 test setups (short or long pull out tests, direction tension test, beam test, cantilever test)
 temperature (cryogenic, standard conditions, fire)

In the following, a distinction is done between straight bars (see Section 2.1.1), hooked and
U shaped bars (see Section 2.1.2) as well as headed bars (see Section 2.1.3) as major disparities arise
among them regarding the force transfer mechanisms involved during activation. Also, the physi
cal bases of the phenomena are developed and detailed through selected experimental works.

2.1.1 Straight bars 

Much effort has been devoted to the characterization of bond properties in uncracked conditions
for straight bars embedded in concrete [FIB00, FIB14]. In general, this has been performed with
reference to specific test setups as standard (short) pull out tests [RIL78], long pull out tests or di
rect tension tests. The short pull out test is aimed at determining the fundamental local bond slip
law characterizing bond (Figure 2.4(a)), and thus the development length (lb) is kept low in order to
get an almost constant slip ( ) along the bonded part of the bar (of diameter db). Indeed, under
these conditions, the distribution of bond stresses can then reasonably be assumed constant over
the contact length between the steel bar and the surrounding concrete. It is commonly assumed
that the effects of all the force transfer mechanisms previously mentioned (chemical adhesion, friction
and mechanical action) are idealized into one and unique uniform stress ( b) acting at the interface
defined as Eq.(2.1). Typical relationships from such tests are qualitatively presented
in Figure 2.4(b) for plain and deformed bars with significant differences in the structural responses.
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Figure 2.4 Characterization of bond properties for straight bars in uncracked concrete:
(a) short pull out test [RIL78] with principle stresses trajectories and formulation of the av
erage bond stress; (b) typical bond slip laws related to pull out (solid lines) and splitting
(dashed line) failures; and (c) definition of the bond index for deformed bars [FIB00]

Due to the surface properties of the interface, the force development of plain bars is mainly related
to chemical adhesion, and therefore relatively limited. The fact that the deformed bars can addi
tionally activate the mechanical action of the surface profile and friction mechanisms leads to sig
nificant higher maximum (fb0) and residual bond strength. Yet, the presence of a surface profile
(made of ribs or indentations, see Figure 2.7(b)) implies important modifications of the local state
of stress in the vicinity of the bar in order to achieve the transmission of forces. In this sense, due to
lack of sufficient concrete cover (dashed line in Figure 2.4(b)), a sudden limitation of the pull out
behaviour might potentially occur. Substantial disparities in terms of strength and stiffness were
observed in the experimental work performed on single ribs of various geometry [Reh61]. The
concept of the bond index (fR) –originally named as relative rib area– was introduced by Rehm to
characterize the influence of different type and arrangement of surface profiles, yet with several
adjustments until the late 1960’s [Reh69]. In its current and simplest form [FIB00], it is nowadays
usually defined as Eq.(2.2), where AR is the area of the projection of a single rib on the cross section
(Figure 2.4(c)). One may note that the bond index can be directly related to the ratio between an
equivalent rib height (hR) and the distance separating two consecutive ribs (sR). More refined for
mulations are proposed by the European Committee for Standardization [ISO10], on which are
based most of the current code provisions regarding the use of deformed bars for reinforcement in
concrete structures. Large ribs ensure an adequate development of the aforementioned force trans
fer mechanisms at the interface, governing the correct activation of the steel and the related behav
iour of the reinforced elements. However, for economic reasons, steel producers tend to provide
small ribs to the bars leading to rather low values of bond index. To ensure sufficient bond
strength, the Swiss code provisions for concrete constructions [SIA13, SIA15] –similarly to the Eu
ropean ones [CEN04, CEN05]– require minimum values for fR –ranging from 0.035 to 0.056, func
tion of the bar diameter– and exclude any structural use of plain steel even with end anchorage.

In this sense, it is interesting to mention how the manufacturers –partially in collaboration with
researchers– have developed their technology since the beginning of the 20th century in order to
experimentally define the most adequate surface profile for steel bar to be used as reinforcement in
concrete structures. Several investigations specifically addressed this topic during the last century
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[Abr11, Pos33, Cla46, Haj51, Sor79] and recognized parameters such as the angle, spacing, geome
try and shape of the ribs or indentations as key factors in the bond phenomenon. The significant
evolution of the bar surface profiles from plain steel –highlighted in Figure 2.5(a)– supports its role
in the bond performance. Also, with the emergence of a large amount of bar section types
(Figure 2.5(b)), notable differences arise in the workability of the reinforcement due to local chang
es in inertia (strong and weak axis of the bar). It thus became necessary to develop some recom
mendations for the steel producers regarding the allowable variation range of the aforementioned
parameters [AST04, CEN05] in order to guarantee satisfactory steel activation for the engineers
and bendability to the manufacturers. For instance, according to the European provisions [CEN05],
it is required that the maximum rib height of the deformed bar (hR,max) should be kept between
0.03 db and 0.15 db, the rib spacing (sR) between 0.4 db and 1.2 db, the rib inclination related to bar
axis ( R) between 35° and 45°, and the rib flank inclination ( R) larger than 45°.

Figure 2.5 Surface profile of steel reinforcement bars: (a) influence on the maximum bond
strength (fc = 25 MPa and db = 22 mm, adapted from [Roš50, Lin11]); and (b) variety of bar
sections suitable for use in reinforced concrete constructions (according to [SIA13, SIA16])

The comprehension of the bond development is fundamentally related to the internal cracking
phenomena. Long pull out tests and direct tension tests were aimed for this purpose as, contrary
to the short pull out tests, the slip varies significantly along the bar. Goto [Got71] was the first to
initially observe the formation of radial cracks from the ribs to the periphery of the tension ties
specimen (Figure 2.6(a)) resulting from the development of bond. In fact, once the adhesion has
been entirely mobilised, the forces are mainly transferred by mechanical action through interlock
of the surface profile and the surrounding concrete with relatively low angle (approximatively 30°
according to the bar axis). Radial internal cracks develop due to the associated circumferential ten
sile stresses and define concrete keys between the ribs. Transverse reinforcement or sufficient cov
er of the bar (c/db > 1.5) have to be provided in order to avoid the uncontrolled propagation of these
cracks, potentially causing a sudden limitation of the bond strength and its associated slip (dashed
line in Figure 2.4(b)). The latter phenomenon of splitting was analytically described by Tepfers
[Tep73], whose model implied the existence of tensile stresses (tension rings) in the concrete spec
imen to satisfy the equilibrium and can describe accurately the related bond strength. When ade
quate dispositions are taken to control the development of these specific cracks, the pull out of the
bar (Figure 2.6(b)) takes place in several successive phases (solid line in Figure 2.4(b)). It is the fail
ure mode of main interest in the present research regarding bond and anchorage phenomena.
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Figure 2.6 Bond phenomenon: (a) splitting failure mode and associated crack development
[Got71]; and (b) pull out failure mode and wedging action for different rib geometries and

arrangements

For the pull out failure of deformed bars, the increase of slip (with respect to the splitting failure)
is related to local crushing at the face of the ribs or indentations and becomes significant with the
formation of cracks at the extremities of the concrete keys. The propagation of these cracks defines
the maximum bond strength (fb0) leading to the pull out of the bar through the concrete specimen.
Wedging action resulting from the important crushed concrete takes place with a progressive
smoothening of the interface (descending branch in Figure 2.4(b)) until the slip correspond approx
imately to the distance between the ribs. Then, due to the partial closure of the radial cracks, fric
tion at the interface allows the development of residual bond stresses (~0.4 fb0) decreasing gradual
ly with the available embedment length (plateau in Figure 2.4(b)). All the aforementioned phe
nomena were observed to be clearly dependant on the diameter of the bar considered with a max
imum bond strength reduced by increasing the bar diameter (size effect).

Observations reported in [FIB00] from Cairns [Cai92] and Andreasen [And92] supported that dif
ferent failures can occur at the interface between concrete and steel during the pull out process
depending on the properties of the surface profile. For bars with ribs of constant height, the devel
opment of the most probable failure mode seems to be related to a certain extent to parameters
such as the inclination of the rib face (according to bar axis) or the distance between two consecu
tive ribs. For steep and close ribs, the failure mode corresponds mainly to a shear off of the entire
concrete in between the ribs. However, for larger spacing of the ribs, crushing at the face might
become dominant. Finally, for small inclination, the failure mode is generally governed by the
slipping of the bar without significant mechanical contribution of the ribs. Several disparities arise
in the determination of the length of the shear crack defining the concrete wedge: 2 ÷ 3 hR [Tep73]
and 6 ÷ 7 hR [Reh61]. The fact that no significant differences in the maximum strength were ob
served despite the different types of failures previously described implies that other parameters –
still not clearly defined– should be additionally considered in the definition of bond.

A thorough overview of the available literature on this phenomenon highlighted that significantly
less attention was given by researchers to the influence on bond of parameters rather related to
production. The lack of specific investigations and recommendations for deformed bars regarding
the surface profile (made of ribs or indentations), the number of lugs (generally 2 per section, but
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bars with 3 or 4 might also be found), the arrangement of the ribs (axisymmetric or asymmetric,
constant or variable) and the presence of longitudinal ribs, led to an intense evolution of rein
forcement products in the last decades (Figure 2.7(a)). It is evident that the revisions of the code
provisions are in a way related to the latter developments. Nowadays, the height of the surface
profile is generally optimized during the production processes –with the exception of some special
types of reinforcement such as continuously threaded bars– and the arrangement of the ribs varies
along the bar. The latter aspect is mainly required for the visual identification of the steel products
[CEN05]. Thus, the reinforcement bars available on the market are relatively different from the
ideal case presented in Figure 2.4(c), and nowadays the tendency is to produce unique reinforce
ment solutions optimized for specific applications.

As a consequence, the phenomenon of bond might be much more complex, with a potential com
bination of several of the aforementioned failure modes on the same bar. Although the related per
formance might not be significantly affected by the considerable disparities amongst the available
products under standard conditions, this is most likely not the case in presence of more specific
and severe conditions (such as cracking). In this sense, the development of bars composed of four
lugs (dotted line in Figure 2.7(a)) might be problematic as most of the investigations on bond phe
nomenon –on which are based the related code provisions and recommendations regarding bond–
were performed on two lugs bars (solid line in Figure 2.7(a)). The latter type of reinforcement
might not represent anymore the majority on the construction market already in the next decade.

Figure 2.7 Steel reinforcement for reinforced concrete: (a) evolution of the available products
in the Swiss market function of the number of lugs (according to [OFR15, SIA15, SIA16]);

and (b)main types of deformed bars (surface profile with ribs or indentations)

The production processes necessary to create the surface profile on bars –additionally to the sec
tion (ribs) or within (indentations)– generally define two different types of deformed steel prod
ucts (Figure 2.7(b)). A reduced volume of concrete is usually present between the indentations
compared to the case with ribs for similar roughness properties of the bar. Also, the amount of
steel between two consecutive indentations –constituting the profile of the bar– is normally larger
than the ribs in the case of classical deformed bars made of two lugs. This difference of stiffness
should in a way have a role in the development of the transfer of forces. Generally, the bars with
three lugs are most likely destined to progressively disappear by lack of interest, being an inter
mediate solution without notable advantages compared to the two aforementioned alternatives.
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2.1.2 Hooked and U-shaped bars 

The developments of bend bar details in concrete construction are closely related to those of
straight bars (see Section 2.1.1). The origins of the latter go back to the late 19th century when a con
tractor observed a better behaviour –mainly through the cracking pattern– of reinforced concrete
floors and roof elements when the steel bars used as reinforcements were profiled or provided
with bent at their extremities [Hya78]. Another early structural application of plain bend bars was
related to the use of spirals for the confinement of concrete columns [Con02], which inspired simi
lar applied works [Bac05, Mör12]. Investigations on cube or beam elements, reported only at the
beginning of the 20th century, supported the structural interest of bend details as end anchorages
for plain bars [Bac07, Bac11a, Bac11b, Sal13, Abr13]. Besides the bar diameter, researchers mainly
studied the influence of the bend angle and mandrel diameter, the disposition of a constructive
transverse bar, the concrete cover and the presence of confinement. However, in most cases, the
performance of the various types of details could not be completely evaluated due to issues related
to slip measurement. The disparities of efficiency observed between the details could thus only be
appreciated indirectly through the variation of the measured failure load, the deflections or the
related crack pattern of the specimen (Figure 2.8). A better activation was associated to the increase
of the bend angle, as the mechanical anchorage was progressively improved. The presence of the
latter element therefore postponed the initiation of the slip compared to straight bars, influencing
the development of cracks in the reinforced concrete specimen.

Figure 2.8 Influence of the detailing of plain flexural reinforcement on the crack pattern and
deflections (for a similar load level, adapted from [CEB98]): (a) no end anchorage, localiza
tion of the deformation in the loading zone; and (b) hooks, redistribution of the deformation

The tests performed by Bach and Graf [Bac11b] are of major interest, being amongst the first at
tempts to link the load –acting on the beam– to the slip of the anchorages of the plain flexural rein
forcement (Figure 2.9(a)) to quantify their efficiencies. The reported curves allow an appreciation
of the disparities of performance –in terms of strength and stiffness– for the tested types of bend
bars anchorages (Figure 2.9(b)). The detail of a bar bent at 180° –commonly denominated as hook–
presented a significantly better behaviour than that of a bar bent at 90° –commonly denominated
as 90° bend– with a more distributed cracking on the beam specimens. Based on the slip measure
ment and on experimental evidences –such as the deformed shape of the detail after testing– it was
concluded that the mechanical action provided by the hook mainly resulted from an important
stress localization on the inside of the bend (Figure 2.9(a)). Due to the absence of an adequate sur
face profile, once the adhesion has been entirely activated along the plain details, significant slip
develops, leading to the straightening of the bent part of the reinforcing element. A further activa
tion is then only possible with the development of contact forces at the extremity of the detail to
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gether with a local crushing of the concrete (Figure 2.1(g)). If the tensile forces induced by this
phenomenon cannot be controlled through adequate cover or confinement, splitting of the anchor
age zone takes place with significant damage on the concrete specimen (Figure 2.9(c)).  

Figure 2.9 Experimental observations (adapted from [Bac11b]): (a)measurement device of
the slip and assumed deformation kinematics of the hook; (b) load slip relationships for dif

ferent geometry of bend bar details; and (c) splitting failure in tested beam specimen

In this sense, Mylrea [Myl28] stated the main roles that should be fulfilled by an anchorage to be
reliable for concrete construction: “…an anchorage must be able to develop at least the yield stress of the
bar (but preferably the ultimate strength) without damaging the concrete and with the minimum of slip to
prevent secondary failure…”. Inspired by the previously mentioned investigations, the author car
ried out a thorough campaign of pull out tests on plain hooks (extended in [Pos33]) to study in
detail the behaviour of such details when splitting failures are avoided. The experimental orienta
tion of this research was motivated by the fact that the related force transfer mechanisms were too
complex in the specific case of hooks to be explicitly defined by the theory of elasticity. The use of
an innovative measurement system of the slip (Figure 2.10(a)) associated with a continuous moni
toring of the force, allowed the author to accurately evaluate the performance of the tested details
for various confinement levels and bend radii. Several phases were highlighted in the behaviour of
the hooks (db = 12.7 mm, lb = 22 db, fc 15 MPa) and physical explanations were proposed to support
these observations. Once the contribution of adhesion has been entirely consumed along the hook,
the straightening of the bent part takes place with significant slip and even a potential decrease of
the load (Figure 2.10(b)). When the pressure associated to the deformation of the detail becomes
locally sufficient enough, a friction mechanism allows for the additional force development, alt
hough the hook already initiated to slip (confirmed later in [Fab05]). The latter phenomenon did
not appear to depend on the bend radius as similar slopes were observed in the related behaviour
curves for large values of slip (Figure 2.10(b)). The fact that the initial activation is more important
for the details with the geometry the closest to a straight bar (top line in Figure 2.10(c)) might be
related to the potential local loss of contact associated to specimens with important curvatures
(bottom line in Figure 2.10(c)). Indeed, these tests confirm that, for a given embedment length and
for limited values of slip, the most efficient way to transfer forces remains a straight bar regarding
the peak strength (dashed line in Figure 2.10(b)). On the contrary, when important values of slip
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are expected, the details with the smaller curvatures –smaller bend radii– should clearly be pre
ferred as they provide an efficient mechanical anchorage with an interesting behaviour associated
to a local friction during the straightening. In this sense, Mylrea’s investigations also pointed out
the beneficial effect of extending the hook with an additional straight part. Finally, the presence of
an adequate confinement –modifying the failure mode from splitting to pull out– is required in
order to develop an important dissipation of energy during activation.

Figure 2.10 Experimental observations (adapted from [Myl28, Pos33]): (a)measurement de
vice of the slip on the details; (b) influence of the bend radius for a given embedment length

(selected average curves); and (c) geometry of the details considered in the study

With the development of deformed steel bars, it became necessary to evaluate the contribution of
the surface profile to the performance of bend bar details. Fishburn [Fis47] observed a consequent
increase in the load –with shearing and crushing of the concrete between the ribs– compared to
plain details. For a similar geometry of the deformed details, the latter seemed to be related to the
increase of the rib height, directly affecting the force transfer mechanisms by friction and mechani
cal action taking place in the inside of the bend. Also, the localization of the steel strains in the bar
was observed to develop mainly at the straight part (before the beginning of the bend) rather than
in the other parts of the details. For a given slip and embedment length, the deformed bars –
regardless of the type of profile tested– were more activated than the plain bend bar details. Final
ly, the disposition of a constructive transversal bar in the bend did not provide a significant im
provement of the behaviour, contrary to the case of plain details [Leo65, Reg80a].

The systematic experimental campaign performed by Leonhardt and Walther [Leo65] on plain
bend details (db = 6.0 mm, lb = 25 db, fc 20 MPa) is in this sense of major interest (Figure 2.11(a)).
The tests clearly highlighted that the geometry of the detail is important only when the transversal
bar is simply disposed in the bend (Figure 2.11(b)). The weld of the transversal bar strongly limits
the activation and the influence of the rest of the detail, acting as a local mechanical anchorage
providing a significant improvement of the behaviour. A certain dependence on the concrete
strength was observed for plain hooks without welded transversal bars (Figure 2.11(c)) confirming
that mechanisms related to concrete are involved in the deformation of the detail. Yet, the latter
remarks are not directly applicable to deformed details as additional local mechanisms have to be
considered associated to the presence of ribs or indentations on the surface of the bar.
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Figure 2.11 Experimental observations (adapted from [Leo65]): (a) test and measurement
devices; (b) influence of a transversal bar in bent (simply disposed or welded) on the behav
iour for different geometries of plain details; and (c) influence of the concrete strength on the

behaviour of a hook with simply disposed transversal bar inside the bent

During the second half of the 20th century, a consequent amount of investigations was performed
regarding the behaviour of hooks and bend anchorages made of deformed bars [Reh68, Min71,
Jir72, Mar75, Pin77, Joh81, Sor86] in order to provide some design recommendations. The straight
ening of this type of detail –due to crushing of the concrete from the concentration of normal
stresses on the inside of the bend– was generally confirmed by a partial loss of bond on the outside
of the bend (Figure 2.12(a)). Also, Rehm’s tests [Reh68] demonstrated that a bend bar detail –
independently of its geometry– does not necessarily provide a better anchorage than a straight bar
of the same length (confirmed later in [Kem68, Reh69, Min75]). The latter remarks support similar
observations on plain details [Myl28, Pos33] partially presented in Figure 2.10(b). Contrary to plain
details, the contribution of the straight extension after the bend was not that effective in reducing
the slip when deformed bars were used [Mar75] as most of the force transfer takes place in a very
specific and limited zone –at the beginning of the bend on the loaded side– where friction is con
siderable. Minor and Jirsa [Min75] even claimed that 90° bends should clearly be preferred to
hooks (partially confirmed later in [Shi08]). For similar conditions, although a bend provides gen
erally slightly smaller activation than a hook, it is related to significantly smaller slips –almost
half– as the crushing phenomenon is considerably reduced (Figure 2.12(b c)).

Figure 2.12 Experimental observations (adapted from [Jir72, Mac05]): (a) detailed view of the
bend after pull out test of a detail made of deformed steel; differences in the activation ( s/fy)

and the slip (in mm) for common reinforcing details as (b) 90° bend or (c) 180° hook
(surface profile not presented on the bar for clarity purposes)
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Regarding the deformation kinematics, the measurements of the slip –performed at the lowest
point of the bend– clearly highlighted the main structural differences between these two types of
details. As the hook is rather pulled towards the surface, the 90° bend rather follows the geometry
of the detail during its straightening.

In very few cases, the observation of a concrete wedge directly under the bend of hooks anchorage
–resulting from the local force transfer mechanisms (Figure 2.13(a))– confirmed the previous re
marks (see for instance [Bac11a]). The formation of this concrete element is associated to complex
bearing phenomena inside the bend. Its position is strongly influenced by the deformation of the
hook and the geometrical characteristics of the detail. Also, the performance of this type of anchor
age is strongly related to the disposition of an adequate confinement or cover to control the lateral
strains –potentially consequent– resulting from the penetration of this wedge into the surrounding
concrete mass [Mar75, Pin77, Joh81, Sor86]. Limited investigations have been dedicated solely to
this specific topic, despite its potential importance for such detailing solution. In this sense, the
interesting tests performed by Stücki [Stü90] deserve to be mentioned for further developments on
the understanding of the behaviour of bend bars (Figure 2.13(b)).

Figure 2.13 Experimental observations (adapted from [Bach11a, Mut97]): (a) concrete wedge
typically formed inside the bend of hooks anchorage; and (b) influence of the lateral concrete
cover on the maximum applied stress prior to the splitting of the unreinforced test specimen

The performance of details made of deformed bars is, similarly to the straight bars, affected by the
properties of concrete in the vicinity of the anchorage. Although bond develops over the entire
embedded length of the bar, the local formation of a concrete wedge supports the fact that addi
tional force transfer mechanisms –such as friction– take place in this specific position. It justified
the fact that hooks and bends are relatively sensitive to the casting direction of the specimen
[Reh69]. The disparities in behaviour which were observed (Figure 2.14(a)) confirm that the critical
part of such details is localized on the inside of the bend (rather on the side of the loaded extremi
ty). Therefore, the performance of top anchorages in reinforced concrete structures with respect to
the casting direction –as it is the case for the transverse reinforcement elements in punching– is
potentially even reduced compared to bottom anchorages in uncracked conditions (Figure 2.14(b)).
Also, the disposition of a transversal bar in the bend –with direct contact– allows the activation of
10 ÷ 30% more force for the same slip [Mül68], yet usually difficult to guarantee on site.
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Figure 2.14 Experimental observations (adapted from [Reh69, Par75]): (a) influence of hook
position during casting of concrete on the activation (at given values of slip); and (b) poten
tial phenomena affecting the performance of the top anchorages of transverse reinforcement

In practice, according to Minor and Jirsa [Min75], the curvature of such details should be as large
as possible in order to maintain the stiffness of the anchorage as close as possible to the one of a
straight bar (Figure 2.10(b)) to limit the associated stress concentrations in the bend. However, this
is in contradiction with the code provisions that requires only a minimal bend diameter for the
mandrel (usually 4 ÷ 6 db) to avoid steel fracture during the detailing process. These recommenda
tions are often considered to be the commonly accepted solution by manufacturers to limit the ex
cess of reinforcement in anchorage areas for hooks with large curvatures. Although the latter is
probably not an issue in most cases, it might be of major importance for the behaviour of such type
of detail under severe conditions such as cracking for which few studies exists. The pull out cam
paigns performed in the 1980’s by Rhem et al. [Reh79] and Regan [Reg80a] are in this sense of ma
jor interest, with the comparison of common anchorage types in cracked and uncracked conditions
(see Section 2.3.2). The use of U shaped bars appears to be the most efficient detailing solution as it
avoids problems related to the straightening, potentially leading to spalling of the concrete cover
and splitting. Although they are widely used in practice –notably in joints [Joe14]– the behaviour
of such elements was not thoroughly investigated. Nowadays, research is still going on –mainly
through numerical studies– to characterize the complex behaviour of bend bar details and
U shaped bars, notably regarding the evaluation of the individual contribution of the different
force transfer mechanisms developing progressively during the related activation.

2.1.3 Headed bars 

The concept of headed bars originated at the beginning of the 20th century and is associated to the
development of systems providing an optimal activation to the reinforcement of concrete struc
tures. Abrams [Abr13] considered the use of nuts and washers on plain bars –locally threaded only
at their extremities– as a practical and efficient alternative to bend bar details for the anchorage of
forces in concrete (Figure 2.15(a)). Contrary to the tests on hooks of the same series, the author
could measure the slip in relation to the acting force and evaluate the differences of performance
with respect to straight bars (Figure 2.15(b)). Although a splitting failure generally limited the max
imum load (unreinforced concrete specimens), the results showed a very efficient behaviour de
spite the moderate size of the nut. The contribution of the washer –increasing the bearing area by
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65% compared to the one related to the nut– is most probably not significant due to its limited
thickness. The slight differences between both solutions –simple and double system– rather leads
to disparities in the stiffness of the anchorage. In this case, it is interesting to observe that the acti
vation of headed like systems takes place in the continuity of the behaviour of the reference speci
men (straight bar). More recent tests performed by Regan [Reg97] on similar details –but with fully
threaded bars (Figure 2.15(a))– highlighted the beneficial contribution of the straight part of the bar
prior to the anchorage. The latter allows to notably delay the related activation with a significant
improvement of the behaviour and a very limited slip at the loaded end (Figure 2.15(c)). Although
this system might seem quite primitive in its aspect, it provides a pragmatic, very flexible, and
rather underrated solution for the anchorage of forces in concrete.

Figure 2.15 Experimental observations (adapted from [Abr13, Reg97]): (a) origins of headed
bars systems; (b) first pull out tests reported on headed like anchorages (plain bar) com
pared with straight bar; and (c) pull out test on headed like anchorage (threaded bar)

Abrams’s tests [Abr13] highlighted the fact that the activation of such details might also be func
tion of the stiffness of the anchorage. This was confirmed by various researchers [Sho63, Reg80a,
Fur93], with the potential risk of also developing larger bearing forces and premature failures.
When an adequate confinement is provided to the concrete specimen, yielding of the steel can gen
erally be achieved systematically with this type of reinforcing details. In the second half of the 20th

century, the development of monolithic headed anchors with plain bars in the USA [Vie56, Gre61],
mainly for composites applications –such as connections between concrete bridge’s deck and steel
profiles– confirmed the performance of this anchorage type for both tensile or shear solicitations.
The thorough work performed by Rehm [Reh61] supported the fact that a unique rib (5 in
Figure 2.16(a)) leads to a more efficient local transfer of forces between steel and concrete than with
various small ones (1, 2, 3, 4 in Figure 2.16(a)). The latter confirmed the existence of several local
mechanisms –potentially very different from one another in terms of performance– depending on
the detailing. Amongst first reported tests on deformed headed bars [Sho63] confirmed that the
use of a deformed bar considerably improves the behaviour of the anchorage by limiting the acti
vation of the head (Figure 2.16(b)). The consideration of bent headed bars –also requiring an addi
tional detailing phase– does not provide any improvement of the behaviour with respect to the
straight one, being even slightly degraded. This is related to the development of a non optimal
bearing phenomenon under the head due to its position regarding the direction of solicitation.
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Figure 2.16 Experimental observations (adapted from [Reh61, Sho63]): (a) pull out tests to
evaluate the influence of the surface profile on the local force slip behaviour; and (b) pull

out tests on various types of headed bars

The evolution from headed anchors to the actual form of headed bars (Figure 2.17(a)) initiated in
the 1960’s [Sho63, Sto74] through innovations in the fabrication process by some companies and
the necessity of a few contractors to avoid congestion in specific zones of offshore and coastal rein
forced concrete structures (Figure 2.17(b c)). Most of the performed investigations relating to the
general behaviour of such details are generally not accessible [NSW66, Drå86, Fyn86a, Fyn86b,
Fyn86c, Ørj87] as they are the property of these companies. Only a limited part of this work was
reported and usually focused on structural applications of headed anchorages to promote the use
of this reinforcing solution [Ber91, Ber94]. Although few differences arise amongst the mentioned
systems in standard conditions of use, some particularities mainly related to the fabrication pro
cess might potentially influence their behaviour in more specific and severe conditions.

Figure 2.17 General observations (adapted from [Tho06, Ber91, Ber94]): (a) possible types of
actual headed bars; (b) local anchorage solution in oil platform Gulafks C (80’000 headed

bars used in the entire project); and (c) typical steel congestion at lower dome of an offshore
platform associate to the use of conventional stirrups (with potential overlapping issues)

Details resulting from the disposition of a steel plate at the extremity of a deformed bar (welded
system in Figure 2.17(a)) offer an important flexibility regarding the possible geometry, dimen
sions and thickness of the head. However, in the latter case, due to the production processes, the
quality, depth and type of weld can potentially limit the performance of the anchorage.
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Forged headed bars (forged system in Figure 2.17(a)) result from the intense heating of the extrem
ity of the bar –generally through induction– directly followed by its arrangement in a specific de
vice to form the head mechanically through the application of a normal force on the bar. The fabri
cation process determines the stiffness of the head through its diameter and thickness (generally
not constant). The surface profile of the bar might thus still be partially present on the periphery of
the head after production, with potential influences on its behaviour (see Section 3.2.4). This detail
constitutes the most common solution nowadays available on the market for headed bars.

Finally, the installation of a steel element to the extremity of a deformed bar through a mechanical
connection (threaded system in Figure 2.17(a)) is another solution to realise the anchorage in con
crete. The fact that the force has to be transferred between the two pieces only through the threads
–systematically presenting some fabrication tolerances– limits the stiffness of the anchorage com
pared to a monolithic version. In this sense, current details of this type are generally provided with
tapered threads allowing for a significantly more efficient transmission of forces than the conven
tional threaded connections. Nevertheless, the costs related to this solution limit its application to
very specific cases, where none of the aforementioned alternatives could be used easily. 

The main companies that took part in these developments –generally through collaborations with
research centres or universities– were Nelson Stud Welding Company [Mac73] in the USA (founded
in 1939),Metalock Industries [Dyk88, Hol89, Tho90] in Norway (founded in 1979) that became Head
ed Reinforcement Corporation [Ger92, Bas96, Wri97, DeV99] in North America (early 1990’s) and De
Con in North America (partnership between DEHA Germany and Continental Studwelding Canada,
founded in 1989). Amongst these companies, the last one is of major interest in the frame of this
research as it is based on the extensive works on double headed bars for transverse reinforcement
against punching by professors A. Ghali and W. H. Dilger at the University of Calgary [And77,
And79, Voe80, Voe81, Dil81, Mok82, Mok85]. Their initial motivation was to find an alternative to
replace closed stirrups known to be unsatisfactory under these specific conditions and difficult to
dispose around the column in the critical zone of the slab column connections.

The experimental results obtained in this period had a great impact on the community and con
firmed the performance of this type of reinforcing detail in order to activate significant forces with
very limited slip (Figure 2.18(a)). These investigations have contributed considerably to the appli
cations of headed bars in reinforced concrete construction since the 1990’s (see for instance
[Gha05]). Some tragic events associated to the fast development and use of such anchorages in
practice –for instance the Sleipner Platform accident in 1991 [Jak94]– required additional specific
studies (notably regarding possible combined failure modes). Parameters such as the geometry,
inclination and thickness of the head and the related bearing area were all recognized as key fac
tors affecting the performance of this system when adequate confinement is provided (an exhaus
tive state of the art can be found in [Tho02]). In this sense, as previously mentioned, the type of
headed bars (welded, forged or threaded) is of importance as these parameters are partially related
to the fabrication processes.
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Furche’s work [Fur93] on headed like anchorages (Figure 2.18(b)) allowed to evaluate the influence
of the inclination of the head ( H) on the slip at ultimate force ( u). The tested specimens even high
lighted the presence of a concrete wedge –more or less well defined– directly under the head re
sulting from the development of a complex state of stress (Figure 2.18(c)).

Figure 2.18 Experimental observations (adapted from [Dyk88, Fur93]): (a) typical load slip
relationship obtained from a standardized pull out test [RIL78] of an actual headed bar de
tail (db = 20 mm) in high strength concrete (fc 50 MPa); (b) influence of head inclination on
the slip at ultimate force (base of comparison: perpendicular head with H = 90°); and (c)

tested anchorage specimens after pull out ( H = 22°, 30°, 45°, 90°)

The efficient force transfer performed through the combination of bond phenomena on the straight
part of the bar –notably when deformed steel products are considered– and above all the mechani
cal action of the head provides an optimal anchorage compared to other reinforcing solutions. Sig
nificant radial forces are generally induced around the head together with the formation of a con
crete wedge from the bearing area (similarly to hooked bars, see Figure 2.13(a)). For conventional
details –head diameter corresponding to three times the bar diameter– the stresses directly under
the head might reach several times the concrete compressive strength associated to the develop
ment of a complex local bearing phenomenon.

Similar research on rigid plates of limited deserves to be mentioned here [Haw67a, Haw67b,
Niy73, Niy74, Niy75, Wil79, Lie87] as evident similarities arise with headed bars (Figure 2.19(a)).
The latter phenomenon appears to be of major importance in the characterization of the perfor
mance of such types of anchorage, as highlighted in the present section. In fact, if adequate con
structive dispositions are taken –minimum lateral cover or transverse reinforcement– brittle failure
modes related to splitting forces can be avoided (Figure 2.19(b)) and yielding of the bar is usually
achieved for this type of detail. However, it must be noted that the slip associated to this activation
is strongly related to the penetration of the concrete wedge which forms under the head. This phe
nomenon is therefore highly dependent on the geometrical and surface properties of the anchor
age, as well as the surrounding conditions (type of loading, cracked or uncracked concrete, level of
confinement, surface of the bar). Such a concrete element under the head has never been clearly
observed in literature on this type of anchorage detailing solution. This might be linked to the fact
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that test conditions were potentially not severe enough to allow its complete formation and to ini
tiate the related penetration in the concrete specimen to be properly formed and visible.

Figure 2.19 General observations (adapted from [Tho02]): (a) similarities between bearing of
forces under a rigid plate and a headed bar with the formation of a concrete wedge; and (b)
related splitting mechanism due to the penetration of the wedge in the concrete specimen

Most of the investigations performed since the development of this type of anchorage mainly fo
cused on the failure modes associated to a lower limit of the load capacity –such as concrete cone
breakout (Figure 2.20(a)), lateral blow up (Figure 2.20(b)) or splitting (Figure 2.20(c))– for which the
related knowledge is important (an exhaustive literature review can be found in [Eli06]). As they
can generally be simply avoided through the disposition of an adequate constructive reinforce
ment, the mentioned failure modes are not further investigated in the present research.

Figure 2.20 Main possible failure modes associated with tension loading of reinforcing de
tails such as headed bars in concrete elements (adapted from [Eli06]): (a) concrete cone

breakout; (b) lateral blow up; and (c) splitting

Therefore, when the state of the art rules are correctly respected, the behaviour of headed bars is
often characterized by a steel failure corresponding to the upper limit of the load capacity. For the
latter, almost no specific studies have been dedicated (or were simply not published). This topic is
however of major interest in order to provide consistent comparisons of performance with other
details, notably regarding the differences in term of slip at ultimate load defining the stiffness of
the anchorage. The fact that, in general, there is still ongoing research regarding the development
of a general method to accurately evaluate the capacity and slip of headed bars reflects the com
plexity of the phenomena which take place during the transmission of forces between steel and
concrete.
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2.2 Cracking in structural elements 

Cracks are inherent to reinforced concrete structures and develop when tensile stresses locally
reach the material strength. They can result either from external action (overload) or from restraint
of deformations (shrinkage, environment variations, support settlements). The relatively low ten
sile strength of concrete requires the disposition of a minimal reinforcement in order to limit the
propagation of the cracks and the related risk of collapse of the concrete members. As former code
provisions generally define the maximum width of these cracks (Figure 2.21(a)), current ones ra
ther tend to prefer the limitation of the stresses in the reinforcement due to the uncertainties asso
ciated to the random nature of cracking in concrete. Indeed, this phenomenon is particularly com
plex to estimate and predict in structural elements due to the large number of parameters in
volved. Despite its importance, few studies have been dedicated to the latter topic [Eli89]. Alt
hough it is possible to distinguish regions of a structure that might stay uncracked during its ser
vice life, it seems reasonable to assume that elements such as reinforcement bars or anchorages
have higher probability to be situated in cracks [Eli86, Lot87, May88, Ber88, Hsu89, Ben89]. In fact,
it has been observed that cracks tend to develop in these specific positions as high tensile stresses
are present resulting from the activation of several force transfer mechanisms between concrete
and steel. Investigations performed by Elighausen and Bozenhardt [Eli89] highlighted that the
crack openings generally do not exceed 0.4 mm under quasi permanent loads –associated to the
durability of the structure– and 0.6 mm under maximum permissible service loads, potentially
affecting bond and anchorage performance to a considerable extent (Figure 2.21(b)).

Figure 2.21 Cracks in reinforced concrete structures (adapted from [Eli92] according to
[Eli89]): (a) admissible crack widths according to recommendations and codes of practice;
and (b) relative frequency of the crack widths observed under permanent and service loads

The development of these cracks –constant or variable over the thickness of the element– can either
be controlled by steel deformations or not (as for splitting failures). The first corresponds to cases
such as the flexural reinforcement in slabs (Figure 2.22(a)), joints of precast elements with overlap
ping reinforcement (Figure 2.22(b)), suspension reinforcements or fasteners (Figure 2.22(c)), retain
ing walls (Figure 2.22(d)) or the anchorage of the web reinforcement in flanged sections members
(Figure 2.22(e)). It is also the case of the punching reinforcement of two way slabs [Ein16a], where
intersecting cracks might even be present due to the fact that the bending moment acts in two main
directions (Figure 2.1). This situation might be particularly critical regarding the activation of the
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transverse reinforcement. The second corresponds to cases such as delamination cracks at the level
of the flexural reinforcement of arch shaped members [Fer10c] or members without transverse
reinforcement (Figure 2.22(f)), and as it has been observed in slabs due to environmental situations
[Aou13], where the development of these specific cracks can potentially lead to a premature failure.

Figure 2.22 Practical cases in which cracks might develop in the plane of the reinforcement
in structural concrete members: (a) flexural reinforcement in slabs [Daw12]; (b) joints of pre
cast elements [Joe15]; (c) suspended loads or fasteners [Lot87]; (d) retaining walls; (e) T
section beam [Reh78a, Reh78b]; and (f) beams without shear reinforcement [Fer15]

It can be noted that, contrary to splitting failures in classical bond tests –as described by Tepfers
[Tep73]– for cases where the width of the cracks w remains controlled, cracking at the plane of a
deformed bar –limiting or even cancelling the tension ring [Hil83]– does not necessarily imply a
bond failure (Figure 2.23(a)). Yet, the contact surface between the reinforcing bar and the concrete –
through the ribs– is thus reduced (Figure 2.23(b)) and the performance of the force transfer is con
sequently diminished both in terms of strength and stiffness. Similarly, for deformed hooked and
U shaped details, the presence of cracks directly affects the bond development, therefore giving
more importance to the anchorage provided by the bend of the bar. The influence of cracking on
headed anchorage should be relatively limited due to the predominance of the mechanical action
of the head and the large bearing area available. Reduction of the stiffness is also expected –much
smaller than for straight or bend bars– and with no limitation of the ultimate strength.

Figure 2.23 Transfer of forces in cracked concrete: (a) typical conical failure from limit analy
sis [Nie11]; and (b) local influence of the presence of a crack in the vicinity of a straight bar
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2.3 Performance of reinforcing details in cracked concrete 

Although it is evident that bond and anchorage mechanisms might be activated in many structural
members within already cracked concrete, intensive investigations on the topic of anchorage
strength have been performed since the 1970’s but mainly on post installed and bonded fasteners
(see for instance [CEB97, FIB11]). The aim was to provide guidelines for the design of such rein
forcing details both for uncracked and cracked conditions, usually considering only service crack
widths. A direct use of these approaches and methods to embedded reinforcement such as the ones
of interest in the frame of this research –straight, hooked, U shaped or headed bars– is not straight
forward [FIB00, FIB14]. Despite the fact that several studies are available –mainly for straight bars–
the effect of cracks on the performance of the mentioned cast in anchorages is still not well under
stood and is generally still neglected in the design procedures. The available literature associated
to the study of the force transfer mechanisms in cracked concrete will be covered in the following,
with a distinction between straight bars (see Section 2.3.1), bend bar details (see Section 2.3.2) and
headed bars (see Section 2.3.3). The results have been thoroughly and systematically adapted to
the SI unit system so as to simplify further comparisons and related developments.

2.3.1 Straight bars 

Since the 1980’s, specific test setups –with active or passive confinement during the pulling out
process– have been developed to experimentally investigate the influence of in plane cracks on
bond strength and stiffness of straight bars [Gam81, Gam85, Gam90, Gam93, Idd99, Sim07, Lin11,
Mah12]. Based on these test results, several formulations were proposed by researchers to deter
mine the reduced bond strength (fb) as a function of the crack width (w) with respect to the refer
ence strength (fb0) in uncracked conditions. An increase of the slip associated to the peak strength
was also generally observed with the presence of a crack, and significant changes arise in the sev
eral phases of the behaviour (dashed lines in Figure 2.24) compared to uncracked conditions (solid
line in Figure 2.24).

Figure 2.24 Typical results from pull out tests of straight bars in concrete (adapted from
[Idd99]): force slip relationships of specimens 1 (BA11 BA16) and 2 (BA21 BA26)
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ally considers the phases once this contact has been settled again. Prior to peak strength, the re
duced contact area tends to limit the development of radial cracks (1 in Figure 2.24) compared to
the case without cracks, until a premature failure of the extremity of the concrete cantilevers takes
place (2 in Figure 2.24). The latter phenomena generally result in a significantly smaller stiffness
than for the reference case in theses initial phases. The contraction of the concrete in the direct vi
cinity of the bar –associated to the partial closure of the mentioned radial cracks– then controls a
friction mechanism up to the development of the maximum force defining the bond strength. With
the increase of the relative displacement between the bar and the surrounding concrete, a progres
sive smoothening of the interface initiates the post peak phase (3 in Figure 2.24). The related stiff
ness is not strongly affected by the presence of a crack, independently of its opening. Once the slip
corresponds approximately to the distance between two consecutive ribs, the entire contact surface
contributed to the force transfer and only a residual strength can be further provided (4 in
Figure 2.24). The latter is reduced proportionally with the embedment length available until the
bar is entirely pulled out of the concrete specimen. In Idda’s tests [Idd99], the disparities in the
surface profile –not similar on both sides of the bar– highlighted the fact that the post peak phases
might potentially be influenced by the arrangement, disposition and type of surface profile. In
deed, in other similar tests from literature, the residual phase normally presents a progressive de
crease of the load until the pull out of the bar from the concrete specimen is completed.

In the following, the different proposals are briefly presented and discussed, where the original
notation has been reworked for purposes of consistency and comparison. The test setups are also
detailed due to the variety of solutions developed by researchers to study bond phenomenon in
cracks. The test series without reference pull outs (in uncracked concrete) have not been consid
ered as the decrease of bond performance (fb/fb0) could not be calculated in a consistent manner.

A number of short pull out tests conducted on concrete blocks with preformed cracks under active
confinement by Gambarova et al. [Gam81, Gam85] on bars of 18 mm diameter (fR  0.060) led to the
development of the first empirical formulations to consider the effect of in plane cracks on the
bond performance [Giu85, Gam89].

  

Figure 2.25 Bond phenomenon in cracked concrete (adapted from [Gam81, Gam85, Gam89,
Gam90, Gam93, Gam97]): (a) test setup; (b) test results with proposed model; and (c) related
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Gambarova and Rosati [Gam97] presented a generalization of their initial proposal [Gam89] as
additional similar tests in cracked concrete were performed by the authors on large (db = 24 mm,
fR 0.068) and small (db = 14 mm, fR 0.069) bars [Gam90, Gam93]. The test setup developed for the
investigations (Figure 2.25(a)) allowed to maintain the width of the crack constant along the bar
during the pull out process. The reduction of bond performance was derived as Eq.(2.3) where

03.01a , 05.02a , 15.03a providing accurate predictions (Figure 2.25(b)). No limitations

range of this empirically calibrated formulation was clearly defined by the authors, but it should
be noted that it was validated on the basis of tests performed in a normal strength concrete and a
short bonded length (lb/db 3.0) for a maximum normalized crack opening (w/db) close to 0.020.

Based on the earliest test by Gambarova et al. [Gam81, Gam85], the equation proposed by Giuriani
and Plizzari [Giu85] –in the frame of a more general work on bond phenomenon after splitting of
the surrounding concrete [Giu91, Giu98] (Figure 2.26(a))– is simply linearly dependent on the
normalized crack opening (Figure 2.26(b)). Although the value for the experimental coefficient
proposed by the authors ( 1 = 42 for the mentioned tests) strongly limits the practical application of
the formulation (crack width up to 0.1 mm, db = 18 mm), the expression defined as Eq.(2.4) has the
merit of being relatively simple and pragmatic.

Figure 2.26 Bond phenomenon in cracked concrete (adapted from [Giu85, Giu91, Giu98]): (a)
research interest of the performed investigations; (b) test results with proposed model; and

(c) related formulation

Idda [Idd99] performed a large experimental programme of relatively short pull out tests in
cracked reinforced concrete ties, varying parameters such as the bonded length (lb/db = 3.5 ÷ 12.5),
the bar diameters (6, 10, 20, 28 but mainly 16 mm) and the type of concrete (normal and high
strength). Even though the longitudinal reinforcement of the test specimen was locally unbonded
in order to minimize the passive confinement during the pull out of the bar (Figure 2.27(a)), a vari
ation of the crack width could not be totally avoided. The exponential expression proposed by the
author –function of the ratio between the crack width and the maximum height of the rib– was
empirically calibrated through a dimensional analysis thanks to the significant amount of tests

conducted (Figure 2.27(b)). Assuming bRR dfh )3/4(max, with Rf = 0.056, the effect of cracks on

the ultimate bond strength can thus be derived from the original formulation as Eq.(2.5). Despite
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the fundamentally different approach followed by Idda compared to Gambarova’s work, it is in
teresting to highlight that a similar trend can be observed in both expressions. The significant scat
ter between the predictions of the model and the test results is justified by the fact that no meas
urements of the effective surface properties were performed by the author. Although the values
reported were simply taken as granted from the ones required by the national code provisions
[DIN84], the wide range of parameters considered in this study confirms that the decrease of bond
performance might be significant for small values of normalized crack openings. Based on Idda’s
experiment [Idd99], additional finite element analyses were conducted by Purainer [Pur05] to
evaluate the importance of several parameters. Finally, a linear correction term –also function of
the crack width and maximum rib height– was adopted and supported the negligible effect of the
crack spacing and concrete strength on the bond performance. Considering as previously

bRR dfh )3/4(max, with Rf = 0.056 and 20bd mm, it yields to Eq.(2.6). Logically, the trend of

this expression follows Idda’s but the influence of the crack is slightly reduced due to the linear
term considered. The range of application of the proposed formulation is however strictly limited
to that of the additional numerical investigations performed by the author (crack openings from
0.05 to 0.5 mm, and bars diameters 8, 14 and 25 mm).

Figure 2.27 Bond phenomenon in cracked concrete (adapted from [Idd99, Pur05]): (a) test
setup; (b) test results with proposed models; and (c) related formulations

The pull out tests in cracked concrete performed by Simons [Sim07] in large reinforced concrete
blocks (Figure 2.28(a)) on short embedded straight bars (lb/db = 5 ÷ 8) –in the frame of a more gen
eral study on the bond performance of various resins for post installed systems under cyclic solici
tations– lead to the derivation of Eq.(2.7). This simple linear regression was obtained considering a
maximum crack width of 0.4 mm (value at which the pull out tests have been performed in the

most severe cases) and 20bd mm as a reasonable average of the tested diameters (12, 20 and

32 mm, with respectively fR 0.091, 0.082 and 0.075). The influence of cracks on the maximum
bond strength (Figure 2.28(b)) is observed to be a good transition between previous formulation
proposals (Eq.(2.3) to (2.6)). The significant scatter observed for small values of normalized crack
opening might be related to the difficulties associated to the measurements, formation and control
of limited cracks with the presented system, and of the surface profile of the bars.
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Figure 2.28 Bond phenomenon in cracked concrete (adapted from [Sim07]): (a) test setup; (b)
test results with proposed model; and (c) related formulation

The study of bond fatigue in reinforced concrete under transverse tension led Lindorf [Lin11] to
conduct some monotonic pull out tests in cracks of interest in the present research. The test setup
was composed of two perpendicular and independent frames (Figure 2.29(a)) aiming respectively
at the development of cracks in the concrete specimen (horizontal direction) and then to process to
the pull out of the bar (vertical direction). Without really providing a formulation to estimate the
decrease of the bond strength due to the presence of cracks, the author still confirms the trends
observed by previous experimental series (Figure 2.29(b)). Also, the use of only 16 mm diameter
bars (fR 0.09) associated to a well defined test procedure provided results with very limited scat
ter in comparison to other similar works.

Figure 2.29 Bond phenomenon in cracked concrete (adapted from [Lin11]): (a) test setup;
and (b) test results

More recently, some short pull out tests (lb/db = 5) on embedded bars of diameter 16 mm (fR 0.07)
in cracks were performed by Mahrenholtz [Mah12] on reinforced concrete ties (Figure 2.30(a)).
Based on the conducted tests, and the aforementioned ones from literature [Gam81, Gam85,
Gam90, Gam93, Idd99, Sim07, Lin11], a linear equation (Eq.(2.8)) was formulated for cracks small
er than the rib height (w < hR) with good correlation (Figure 2.30(b)). The author justified this ap
proach by the necessity of simplifying proposals advanced in available literature, so as to provide a
pragmatic and accurate method for the evaluation of bond performance in cracks by practitioners.
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Figure 2.30 Bond phenomenon in cracked concrete (adapted from [Mah12]): (a) test setup;
(b) test results with proposed model; and (c) related formulation

Although there is a clear trend of decreasing the efficiency of the force transfer between steel and
concrete in presence of cracks, a significant scatter arose amongst the proposed equations. This can
be justified by the fact that the existing formulations mainly have an empirical background, thus
depending mostly on the performed tests and calibration range. These disparities might result
from the consideration of several bar types over three decades and a custom test setup for each of
the investigations. In this context, the development of a mechanical based model to characterize
the bond performance of straight bars in cracked concrete is of first interest in order to make the
practitioners aware of this important issue.

2.3.2 Hooked and U-shaped bars 

In the late 1970’s, Rehm et al. [Reh79] performed a large experimental campaign of pull out tests
on reinforced concrete tie specimens (Figure 2.31(a b)) to study the behaviour of different bend bar
details in cracks made of the same type deformed bar (db = 11 mm, fR 0.072). For bends, transverse
welded bars were used in various positions to improve the response. In order to characterize only
the performance of the anchorage, bond on straight part of the anchorages was carefully eliminat
ed through the disposition of plastic tubes slightly larger than the bar diameter. Reference tests in
uncracked conditions were also performed to evaluate the changes in the behaviour, both in terms
of stiffness and ultimate strength. The crack opening was selected to be representative of service
cracks, and thus limited to a maximum width of 0.3 mm. Although significant differences were
observed in the performance of the tested details (Figure 2.31(c)), steel failure could generally be
systematically achieved. The U shaped bars (1 in Figure 2.31(c)) presented the most efficient be
haviour, with a slip at ultimate load not even doubled in cracks compared to uncracked conditions
with a load twice larger than the other tested elements. The activation of the dowel action on the
transverse welded bar significantly decreased the slip and the related deformation of the 90° bend,
therefore providing a suitable behaviour of the latter in cracked concrete (2 in Figure 2.31(c)). The
only exception is for the 90° bend bars without transverse bar (3 in Figure 2.31(c)), where the lim
ited cover finally led to the spalling of the concrete cover, yet at a load close to the one associated
to yielding of the reinforcing bar.
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Figure 2.31 Bend bar details in cracked concrete (adapted from [Reh79]): (a) general view of
the test setup; (b) detailed view of the test setup; and (c) force slip relationships for various

details (solid lines: uncracked concrete, dashed lines: cracked concrete)

In the frame of a study on the activation of transverse reinforcement such as stirrups or individual
links in the punching phenomenon, Regan [Reg80a] performed several pull out tests in beam spec
imens (Figure 2.32(a)) on 90° bends and hooks in small flexural cracks (up to 0.20 mm). Parameters
such as bar diameter (6, 8 and 10 mm) and type (plain or deformed), bend diameter (4 ÷ 10 db) or
surface profile (fR 0, 0.05, 0.095 and 0.13) were investigated. Significant differences were high
lighted in the anchorage performance in cracked concrete among the mentioned details
(Figure 2.32(b c)), even though the crack widths were very limited. For the details made of plain
bars, the degradation of the behaviour was more dramatic for bends than for hooks, for which the
yield strength could not even be activated. The contribution of the chemical adhesion in the force
transfer was strongly limited by the presence of a crack, and led to a premature straightening of
the details with significant changes in the stiffness of the anchorage. On the contrary, for the de
tails made of deformed bars, a partial activation of bond was still possible in cracks through the
mechanical action of the ribs (see Section 2.3.1) and the initial stiffness could be kept reasonable.

Figure 2.32 Bend bar details in cracked concrete (adapted from [Reg80a]): (a) test setup; (b)
force slip relationships for various hooks; and (c) force slip relationships of 90° bends with
different surface profile (solid lines: uncracked concrete, dashed lines: cracked concrete)

In general, between the different types of deformed steel used, and for a similar type of detail, the
bars presenting the most efficient surface profile –associated to the largest value of bond index–
were the least influenced by the presence of cracks. These differences in performance might be
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related to the bearing and crushing phenomena on the inside of the bend. The variability observed
in the behaviour of plain details and the low strength generally associated to this type of steel
(fy 250 ÷ 350 MPa) confirms the necessity to avoid their use in any practical applications to the
detriment of deformed bars.

During the same period, Regan [Reg80b] performed some additional pull out tests on various de
formed bend details (db = 12 mm) in large flexural cracks (up to 1.00 mm). The configuration of the
test and the preparation of the anchorage specimens (Figure 2.33(a)) were relatively similar to the
previous investigation [Reg80a]. Although the stiffness of the behaviour was significantly reduced,
both details –the 90° bend (with the presence of a transverse bar at the bend) and the hook– were
able to provide an anchorage for the activation of the entire load capacity (Figure 2.33(b c)). The
rather unexpected response of the details in such large cracks might be related to several factors.
The important bonded length before the beginning of the bend (lb 8 db) contributes in a certain
way to the force transfer and limits the activation of the anchorage itself. Also, the rib profile of the
tested bars (Swedish Kam steel Ks60) was much more pronounced than standard steel bars used
(BSt500) with a ratio between the related bond indices of almost 2. Also, the use of a transverse bar
at the inside of the 90° bend finally led to a limitation of the differences between the details –both
in cracked and uncracked conditions– as it contributed significantly to the improvement of the
behaviour. In order to better characterize the anchorage performance of the bend, such additional
reinforcing elements should preferably not be considered.

Figure 2.33 Bend bar details in cracked concrete (adapted from [Reg80b]): (a) test setup; (b)
force slip relationships of a hook; and (c) force slip relationships of a 90° bend with trans

verse bar (solid lines: uncracked concrete, dashed lines: cracked concrete)

Although several experimental campaigns were conducted to investigate the anchorages made of
bend bars in cracks, the results were generally insufficient for the development of any formulation
regarding bond slip characteristics (such as presented for straight bars). Furthermore, the exten
sive research performed on details with welded transverse bars is not representative of their uses
in practice, rather related only to a contact (in the best case assured by a constructive steel tight)
with significant differences in the behaviour. Additional investigations related to actual bend bar
details in various range of cracks widths are in this sense necessary to thoroughly define the per
formance of such commonly used reinforcing solutions.
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2.3.3 Headed bars 

The previously mentioned pull out test series of Regan [Reg80b] also included several types of
headed bars (plain and deformed) with different head sizes (dh = 2.5 ÷ 3 db) and bar diameters
(12 and 16 mm). Uncertainties exist regarding the exact geometry of the head –notably its inclina
tion– as only sketches of the reinforcing system were reported by the author. Although the cracks
were relatively important, all the details provided an adequate anchorage with full activation of
the steel bars (Figure 2.34(a c)). However, the values of the crack widths were unfortunately not
adequately selected and controlled in order to allow a direct comparison between the tested de
tails. It is interesting to note that significant differences arise in the behaviour –mostly in cracked
concrete– where the geometry of the head and the surface properties of the bar play an important
role. Also, the results support that the contribution of the straight part of the bar prior to the head
(lb = 10 db) in the force transfer is not negligible, even in presence of large cracks. For instance, this is
confirmed by the fact that similar values of slip were measured at ultimate load for the specimens
made of plain (Figure 2.34(a)) or deformed (Figure 2.34(b)) bars, although larger cracks were meas
ured in the latter. Thus, in the frame of a future investigation on the performance of headed bars,
considerations should be made –similarly to the hooked bars– to limit the influence of bond in this
specific zone to characterize only the one associated to the anchorage evaluated.

Figure 2.34 Headed bar details in cracked concrete (adapted from [Reg80b]): (a c) force slip
relationships of various headed bars (solid lines: uncracked concrete, dashed lines: cracked

concrete)

The series of investigations performed on plain anchors in cracks in Stuttgart in the 1980’s –often
not published [Kob85, Fur86, May88] and partially reported in several theses from the early 1990’s
[Leh90, Lot92, Fur93]– are mentioned but not further developed because they are rather related to
the concrete cone breakout failure mode. However, the latter tests are particularly interesting re
garding the study of the formation and penetration of the concrete wedge forming under the head.
Although several formulations were proposed to consider the effect of cracks on the load capacity
for this type of anchorages, only the developments related to the evaluation of the slip in such
conditions are relevant to be presented in the current research [Fur93]. The author differentiates
several successive phases for the activation of steel anchors in cracked concrete. In the case of a
theoretical unidirectional element in a single crack, the increase of the slip is mainly associated to
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the presence of a gap resulting from the crack (1 in Figure 2.35(a)), then in a more moderate way, to
the local crushing of the concrete (2 in Figure 2.35(a)) and finally to the penetration of the detail
into the crack (3 in Figure 2.35(a)). The actual detailing of this type of anchorages –angle of the
head H = 60 ÷ 80° and bearing area Ah 9 Ab– gives significantly less importance to the last two
phases described, and can reasonably be neglected. For such reinforcing details, the increase of slip
in cracked concrete (compared to uncracked concrete conditions) is thus expected to be mostly
related to the geometrical properties of the head (defining the gap). In this sense, to limit the re
duction of stiffness associated to cracks, its inclination should be the most perpendicular to the bar.
However, this is not really compatible with the way of producing most of these elements nowa
days (see Section 2.1.3). The analytical investigations related to the presence of one single crack or
two intersecting cracks at an axisymmetric anchorage highlighted the potential influences on the
slip and the activation (Figure 2.35(b)). The proposed expressions –linearly function of the crack
opening– were derived by equilibrium conditions depending on the geometry of the details. For
comparison purposes, the simplified case of unidirectional anchorage is also presented. In the ax
isymmetric case with a single crack, the activation initiated without any significant slip (compared
to the two other cases). This is related to the fact that, in the latter case, the detail can still develop a
contact in the direction perpendicular to the crack opening. Although these formulations might be
of major interest in the characterization of the performance of headed bars in cracks, they were
never properly validated experimentally, and only qualitative recommendations were provided.

Figure 2.35 Headed bar details in cracked concrete (adapted from [Fur93]): (a)mechanisms
of slip (for the theoretical unidirectional case); and (b) qualitative relationships between the
initial slip and the pressure in the loaded area (corresponding to the activation of the bar)

Tests from literature have indicated that it is reasonable not to consider any reduction of the max
imum strength for conventional headed bars in presence of cracks. Yet, there is an evident lack of
experimental evidences allowing to properly define the associated slip for a large range of crack
widths. For this type of anchorage, the reduction of stiffness associated to cracks is a main issue
directly affecting its activation and the structural behaviour of the reinforced structures. In this
sense, additional tests should be performed with the objectives of characterizing only the perfor
mance of the anchorage of actual headed bars –without considering the straight part prior to the
head– to facilitate further developments and interpretations on this topic.
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2.4 Main code provisions 

Although it has clearly been confirmed that the presence of cracks passably influences the force
transfer, design codes do not generally provide explicit recommendations to account for this phe
nomenon. It is usually suggested to arrange adequate transverse reinforcement in areas where ten
sile stresses might develop in the concrete cover. However, in some cases, this might not be always
straightforward to accomplish in practice. Also, for rehabilitation purposes, it would be of major
interest to be able to evaluate the residual capacity of an anchorage or a bar in such severe condi
tions. For these reasons, in the following, the few analytical expressions available from code provi
sions to account for the reduction of the bond strength on straight bars in in plane cracks are pre
sented (Figure 2.36). It has to be highlighted that no reductions are explicitly considered by the
codes for anchorages such as headed or bend bar details in similar conditions (cracked concrete).

Figure 2.36 Bond phenomenon in cracked concrete: (a) current code provisions compared
with test results from literature (empty dots); and (b) related formulations

The German national codes [DIN01] consider a constant reduction of 1/3 of the assumed mean
bond strength for crack widths larger than 0.2 mm, leading to Eq.(2.9). Therefore, this formulation
can potentially be not conservative for crack openings smaller than 0.2 mm (w/db < 0.01, mean bar
diameter of 20 mm considered for the comparison), as all the presented expressions and test results
confirmed a non neglectable decrease of the bond performance already for this range of cracks.

A similar approach was followed by the Italian national codes [NTC08] with Eq.(2.10). However,
the reduction of bond strength –at least the same value proposed by the German codes [DIN01]– is
considered when the bar is located in areas where tensile stresses might develop. The expression is
thus closer to the experimental evidences on the discussed crack range (w 0.2 mm), but it still
does not capture the phenomenon well (notably for large values of normalized crack opening).

Recently, Model Code 2010 [FIB13], in §6.1.1.3.3, allows the evaluation of the reduction of the bond
strength in presence of a longitudinal crack along the bar axis, reformulated for consistency as
Eq.(2.11). The crack opening is limited to a maximum value of 0.5 mm (w/db < 0.025, mean bar di
ameter of 20 mm considered for the comparison). This expression is linearly function of the crack
opening and seems the most adequate –yet rather conservative– amongst the presented ones to
provide recommendations on the bond degradation for serviceability limit state.
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2.5 Synthesis 

Since the beginning of the 20th century, the transfer of forces between steel and concrete has been
recognized as an important issue for reinforced concrete structures. Several local mechanisms of
variable efficiency have been identified together with the development of solutions to improve the
activation of the reinforcement, as the latter was observed to be potentially insufficient in specific
situations. Also, for a given detail, the transmission of forces is relatively complex as the contribu
tions of the related mechanisms is unique and might vary considerably with the load level. The
investigations conducted on straight, bend and headed bars therefore highlighted significant dis
parities in the behaviour amongst the details (see Section 2.1). The additional anchorage provided
by the surface profile or by a specific geometry at the extremity of the bar induces important con
centration of forces potentially limiting the load capacity. Splitting or concrete cone breakout fail
ure modes can occur if adequate constructive dispositions –such as minimum transverse rein
forcement or sufficient cover– are not provided in the concrete specimen. Cracks are inherent to
concrete members and have multiple origins. They generally reflect a transmission or redistribu
tion of internal forces to satisfy equilibrium conditions. The localization of the cracks tends to be
related to the position of the reinforcement bars or anchorages (see Section 2.2) as the development
of bond phenomena locally activates the limited tensile strength available in the cement paste. Ex
perimental works performed in the last decades confirmed that the aforementioned force transfer
mechanisms are particularly sensitive to the presence of cracks even of limited width
(see Section 2.3). Only a limited amount of design codes provide some recommendations for the
evaluation of the latter phenomenon (see Section 2.4), although a reduction of the related structural
performance of the reinforced concrete element was experimentally observed in several cases on
beams and slabs. The main conclusions and interesting points that arise regarding the performance
of straight, bend and headed reinforcing details in concrete are the following:

 The use of plain bars in modern structures should be avoided. Otherwise, an extremity an
chorage should be systematically considered –rather a head than any type of bend– in order to
achieve a certain activation even in presence of cracks;

 Deformed straight bars provide an additional mechanical effect through the surface profile
(ribs or indentations). Nowadays, a large variety of steel types exists with differences in terms
of strength, deformation capacity and bar diameter;

 The identification amongst these products is generally done visually through the adaptation of
the layout of the surface profile according to some international standards. Although the ar
rangement of the ribs or indentations do not seem to affect the related performance in
uncracked concrete, the latter statement is less evident in cracks;

 Bond strength and stiffness are affected non linearly by the presence of cracks and empirical
ly based formulations were developed to quantify the related decrease of performance. Signif
icant disparities exist amongst them, mainly associated to the different test setups and speci
mens or also steel products (variety of surface profile types);
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 Bend bar details made of deformed steel assure, through their geometry, an additional me
chanical anchorage complementary to the one provided by the surface profile for the force
transfer. Thus, similarities exist between the performance of such anchorages and straight bars;

 Hooks and bends presented significant differences in the behaviour in presence of cracks. In
few cases, the development of brittle failure modes –as spalling of the concrete cover– was ob
served due to the straightening of the detail associated to an important slip;

 The limited tests available on U shaped bars in cracks however highlighted the performance
of this type of detailing solution, mainly associated to its improved geometry that prevent any
important slip of the bar but rather a crushing of the concrete directly inside the bend;

 Headed bars achieve the force transfer at the level of the head, where important bearing takes
place on the concrete in this specific zone. The performance of this mechanical anchorage also
requires the arrangement of adequate constructive dispositions to prevent splitting failures;

 Headed bars in cracks –even of large widths– systematically developed full activation of the
steel together with a limited reduction of stiffness. Compared to other reinforcing details in
similar conditions, the behaviour of the latter was significantly better with very limited slip;

 Experimental evidences support that, in general, the more the transfer of force is performed
locally by the reinforcing detail, the less sensitive is the anchorage to conditions such as cracks;

 The formation of a specific concrete wedge for each of the mentioned details reflects the posi
tion where most of the transfer of forces is performed: at the face of the ribs for straight bars,
inside the bent for hooks and right under the head for headed bars;

 The penetration of the latter into the surrounding concrete is, under some conditions such as
cracking, strongly simplified and might lead to large displacement with a limited activation.

Current main codes generally provide rather conservative recommendations regarding bond and
anchorage that should lead to a safe design for new constructions in the next decades. However, in
the case of the assessment of existing structures –built under a previous version of provisions– it is
necessary to identify the main vulnerabilities from a structural point of view. In this sense, the in
vestigations on bond focus nowadays mainly on time related phenomena such as corrosion,
freeze thaw cycle or fire conditions. The aim is to develop methods to evaluate as closely as possi
ble to reality the influence of these severe conditions on the ultimate strength of a bar or anchor
age. The present research is therefore a contribution of major interest on the activation of different
actual detailing solutions in cracks of various openings (serviceability and ultimate limit states). A
potential direction for the characterization of the anchorage performance would be related to the
detailed study of the phenomenon of penetration of the concrete wedge forming locally for each of
the mentioned details. Several references were in this sense specifically mentioned and partially
described in the present section in order to gather the necessary bases for such further related de
velopments.
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 Experimental and Theoretical Investi-Chapter 3

gations on the Performance of An-
chorages in Cracked Concrete 

Most classical investigations on bond and anchorage properties in reinforced concrete
have been performed on the basis of pull out tests, where a reinforcement bar is pulled out from
an uncracked cylinder, prism or cube (see Section 2.1). In presence of adequate constructive dispo
sitions –preventing the premature failure of the concrete specimen– the behaviour is generally stiff
enough to achieve a full activation of the steel bar. Contrary to these standardized tests, the trans
fer of forces is often developed within already cracked concrete in many structural members, with
significant changes in the behaviour (see Section 2.3). The latter is particularly relevant for the rein
forcement in beams and slabs, both for the flexural and transverse elements (see Section 2.2). Few
empirically based formulations have been proposed to quantify the effect of cracks on the response
of reinforcing details –mainly for straight bars and related to the ultimate strength– with an im
portant scatter regarding the tests available from literature. Generally, the code provisions rather
formulate recommendations to prevent cracking in these specific zones than expressions to ac
count for the latter phenomenon (see Section 2.4), even though experimental evidences exist.

The present chapter aims to contribute on the performance of actual anchorage types in cracked
concrete through a combination of experimental, analytical and numerical investigations. The de
tailed description of the test campaign (see Section 3.1) allows a better understanding of the com
plexity and potential issues related to the topic of interest. A total of 110 monotonic pull out tests
were performed –from which 27 as reference in uncracked concrete– on details such as straight,
hooked, U shaped and headed bars. The tests were thoroughly conducted for crack openings rang
ing from 0.2 to 2.0 mm (generally constant width on the thickness) in order to cover conditions
both at serviceability and ultimate limit states. For some details, tests in flexural cracks (variable
width on the thickness) were additionally performed to highlight potential disparities. This exper
imental work considerably improved the related state of the art and confirmed a significant influ
ence of in plane cracking, with a decrease of bond and anchorage performance for increasing crack
openings (see Section 3.2). The force slip relationship –characterizing the performance of a rein
forcing detail– is also analytically investigated and compared to test results with accurate predic
tions (see Section 3.3). Finally, a refined numerical approach is developed to validate the proposed
model and to depict the influence of the orientation of the crack on the bond strength of various
types of straight bars (see Section 3.4).
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3.1 Experimental campaign of pull-out tests 

The main objective of this investigation is related to the performance of anchorage details in
cracked concrete similar to those used as transverse reinforcement for punching. The diameter of
the bars was limited to 10 and 14 mm in order to serve as a good representation of the uses of prac
tice in reinforced concrete flat slabs. The test campaign was divided into two series of pull outs
depending on the type of cracks. It was originally inspired by the reference work conducted by
Rehm in the late 1970’s [Reh79], to which several modifications and improvements were brought.

The first series was performed in flexural cracks (see Section 3.1.2) to be the closest to practical sit
uations taking place in structural elements (Figure 2.21). Three types of anchorage –intentionally
chosen to be fundamentally different– were selected in order to define the potential variation range
of the performance. Also, this series validated several important points regarding the fabrication
and preparation of the reinforcing details or of the concrete specimens but also the measurement
and testing devices (see Section 3.1.1). It took place in the laboratory of the Civil Engineering Insti
tute (IIC) of École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) from December 2013 to June 2014.

The second series was performed in transverse cracks (see Section 3.1.3) due to the complexity of
the test procedure highlighted in the first series regarding the development of flexural cracks. A
significantly larger amount and variety of details was investigated under different configurations
in the laboratory of the IIC of EPFL from July 2014 to April 2015.

3.1.1 Material properties, measurement devices and test procedures 

In order to perform a thorough and accurate study on the performance of bond and anchorages in
cracked concrete, a specific attention was dedicated to the preparation of the reinforcing details on
the basis of the related limitations highlighted in similar previous works (see Section 2.3). In this
sense, it appeared essential to be involved in the earliest phases of production of these elements.
The latter allowed the observation and the control of the detailing processes necessary to transform
simple steel bars or rods into specific anchorage elements for reinforced concrete structures.

During the realisation of the straight, hooked and U shaped details –all made from the same steel
product (Figure 3.1(a))– the main issue was related to the orientation of the indentations compos
ing the surface profile of the rods. In order to affect as much as possible the performance of the
related force transfer mechanisms, the details were arranged with the indentations disposed paral
lel to the position of the crack. Despite the fact that more than the double of the amount of details
strictly necessary was produced –to select only the most adequate ones– a certain torsion of the rod
around the axis could yet not be totally avoided. The latter phenomenon appeared more signifi
cant for the small diameter due to the reduced torsional inertia. The use of last generation bending
machines –automatized with servocommand (Figure 3.1(b c))– ensured the accurate definition of
the geometry for the evaluated anchorages. For each different type of detail or bar diameter, addi
tional manual phases were required to change the steel mandrel –defining the inside diameter of
the bend– and for the reprogrammation of the detailing steps.
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Figure 3.1 Production of straight and bend bar details: (a) steel manufacturer Pfefferlé SA (Si
on, Switzerland); (b)machine with servocommand used for the bending process of the steel

rods (Twinmaster 12S); and (c) steel mandrels for rod straightening prior to detailing

The production of headed bars requires fundamentally different resources than for bend bar de
tails. This is particularly the case when the process used to generate the head is not related to
welds or threads (see Section 2.1.3). The details considered in the present research –standard
forged studs– result from the heating of the bar extremity (Figure 3.2(a)) directly followed by the
materialization of the head through a well defined mechanical process (Figure 3.2(b)). This type of
anchorage might also present some local disparities regarding the head inclination or centering,
although the production process is automatized. The experimental work performed confirms that
the latter aspects are of importance for the performance of the studs under some specific and se
vere conditions (see Section 3.2.4). Also, although the bars used for the headed bars were made of
deformed steel, the part of the straight bar in the vicinity of the head generally presents almost no
surface profile due to the local heating associated to the production processes (Figure 3.2(c)).

Figure 3.2 Production of forged headed bars (courtesy of Ancotech SA): (a) heating of the ex
tremity of the straight bar (generally through induction process); (b)mechanical materializa

tion of the head; and (c) progressive cooling of the reinforcing elements after detailing

Once produced, each detail required a specific preparation –prior to the casting of the concrete
specimens– in order to be able to accurately measure the slip during the pull out test. This notably
included the drilling of a 2 mm diameter hole in the axis of the bar (Figure 3.3(a))–with approxi
mately one diameter depth– and the disposition of a PVC tube –slightly larger than the bar and the
surface profile (db,int = 13 mm / db,ext = 16 mm for db = 10 mm and db,int = 17 mm / db,ext = 20 mm for

(a) (b) (c)

(a) (b) (c)
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db = 14 mm)– on the part of the detail not of interest in the present investigation. The latter were
generally arranged at a distance of one diameter from the anchorage (Figure 3.3(b)), defined as the
enlarging of the bar for headed bars or the beginning of the bend for hooked and U shaped bars. A
steel rod of 2 mm diameter was disposed temporarily in the drilled hole to allow an accurate in
stallation of the details in the formwork. The latter was substituted after casting by a stiff piano
wire of diameter 1.5 mm fixed at the extremity of the drilled hole with cyanoacrylate glue through
a syringe (concrete specimens turned momently upside down during drying). The diameter of the
piano wire was selected to be stiff enough and to limit the contact with the surrounding concrete,
therefore minimizing the disturbances associated to a potential friction. A steel piece –detailed in
Figure 3.10(a)– connected the piano wire and the inductive sensor (LVDT from HBM), providing
an extensive and accurate measurement of the slip during the pull out test (up to 30 mm).

Figure 3.3 Preparation of the details for the measurement of the slip: (a b) definition of the
related measuring points by a systematic drill in the axis of the bar (depth in [mm]) and pre
cise disposition of PVC tubes to locally prevent the contact between the bar and the concrete

The production of concrete specimens for both test series took place in similar conditions in the
precast company Proz Frères SA (Riddes, Switzerland). The requirements regarding cracking at
specific positions of the elements motivated the development of a specific formwork in EPFL, used
for all the mentioned investigations (Figure 3.4(a)). The effective dimensions of the concrete speci
mens (300 × 250 × 3000 mm) allowed the disposition of 11 transverse details in each of them for the
pull out tests. Steel plates acting as crack initiators were arranged in the formwork reducing the
effective section locally by 20% to guarantee the localization of the cracks at these exact locations.
The concrete specimens were reinforced in the longitudinal direction by means of four high
strength cold formed steel bars (nominal yield strength fy,0.2 equal to 670 MPa) in order to avoid the
presence of a plateau and being able to cover intermediate values of crack opening. Also, no trans
verse reinforcement was disposed so as not to influence the development of the force transfer dur
ing the pull out test. For all specimens, Genetti SA (Riddes, Switzerland) provided a concrete of
normal strength (ranging between 27.5 MPa and 36.2 MPa, tested on 320 x 160 mm cylinders) with
a maximum aggregate size of 16 mm. The concrete was poured from the top, specimen by speci
men, prior to the activation of the vibrating table for a few minutes (Figure 3.4(b)). For the main
test series, the pull out was performed with a direct contact on the concrete specimen thus the local
disparities of the surface were carefully rectified with a very thin layer of plaster (Figure 3.4(c)).
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Figure 3.4 Production of the concrete specimens: (a) formwork with disposition of the an
chorage details and steel inserts (bottom and laterals); (b) casting of the specimen and dispo
sition of the steel top inserts; and (c) preparation of specimens prior to pull out test with in

stallation of load introduction steel plates with plaster to adjust the surface asperities

The test procedure followed was similar in both series so as to be consistent for further interpreta
tions and comparisons. Once the concrete specimens were thoroughly prepared with the meas
urement points for the monitoring of the crack opening, they were carefully arranged in the test
setup (different for each series). Then, between one and three control bars –generally two– were
pulled out before the development of the cracks at the location of the tested details in order to have
a reference behaviour in uncracked concrete. The latter point is essential to characterize the sensi
tivity of an anchorage to the presence of cracks. To that aim, a hollow hydraulic jack combined
with a hollow load cell was used in most of the cases. A specific description of the testing device
and support conditions considered in the test series can be found in the related section of this
chapter. The concrete specimens were then progressively loaded and the crack widths tracked by
using continuous (displacement gauges) or discrete (deformeter) displacement measurement sys
tems. At the defined crack widths, the loading of the concrete specimen was stopped and kept con
stant as the bars were pulled out at a rate of approximatively 1.5 kN/sec. The response of the details
in terms of force slip was recorded at a frequency of 2 Hz to capture the potential sudden changes.

The main properties of the reinforcement composing the details evaluated are summarized in
Table 3.1, for which the notations considered in Chapter 2 have been used. The surface parameters
and sections of the bars or rods (Figures 3.5 3.9) were defined through Digital Image Correlation
(DIC) measurement system on some representative samples. The reported yield strength –fy,0.2 for
cold rolled steel, and fy for hot rolled steel– were obtained from standardized tensile tests on
straight bars. It must be noted that the effective values for the tested details might be reduced due
to the fabrication process during detailing. This was confirmed in the experimental work, notably
for headed bars where a reduction of 20% was observed. The plain hooks were from the same pro
duction as the deformed ones, but the surface profile was manually removed with the use of a
milling machine and sand paper to strongly limit the development of bond.

(a) (b)

(c)
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Figure 3.5 Detail of the reinforcement (db = 10 mm) used for the plain hooks (SB16)

Figure 3.6 Details of the reinforcement (db = 10 mm) used for the straight (SB6, SB7), hooked
(SB2, SB11, SB13, SB14) and U shaped (SB10, SB15) bars made of deformed steel

Figure 3.7 Details of the reinforcement (db = 14 mm) used for the deformed hooks (SB12)

Figure 3.8 Details of the reinforcement (db = 10 mm) used for the headed bars (SB3, SB9)

Figure 3.9 Details of the reinforcement (db = 14 mm) used for the headed bars (SB8)

Table 3.1 Main material and surface parameters of the tested reinforcing details

Detailing
db / dh
[mm]

Steel grade and type
fy, fy,0.2 / ft
[MPa]

sR (1)

[mm]
fR (2)

[ ]
hR,max / hR R (3) / H (3)

[°]
R (4)

[°]

hooked 10
Topar R, B500B

cold rolled, de coiled rods
552 / 602

straight, hooked
and U shaped

10
Topar R, B500B

cold rolled, de coiled rods
552 / 602 6.40 0.050 0.65 / 0.32 35 44

straight and
hooked

14
Topar R, B500B

cold rolled, de coiled rods
572 / 630 9.10 0.056 1.08 / 0.51 44 41

headed 10 / 30
BST 500, B500B
hot rolled, bars

706 / 736 6.60 0.058 0.90 / 0.38 35 / 73 52 / 44

headed 14 / 42
BST 500, B500B
hot rolled, bars

655 / 734 8.40 0.058 0.99 / 0.49 49 / 73 57

(1) distance between two consecutive ribs or indentations determined as the number of gaps on the measured length (lb = 10 db)
(2) defined as described in [ISO10], in agreement with minimal recommended values for conform reinforcing steel [SIA13, SIA16]
(3) transverse rib flank inclination / angle of the head according to bar axis, and (4) rib orientation according to bar axis

(1)

(3)(2)(1) (2) (3)

(1) (2) (3)(1)(1) (2)(2) (3)(3)

(1)

(3)
(2)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(1) (3)

(2)

(4)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(1) (3)

(2)

(4)
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3.1.2 Tests in variable width cracks 

The objectives of this test series were to reproduce in the most realistic manner the conditions de
veloping in the vicinity of the anchorage of the transverse reinforcement used in the phenomenon
of punching (Figure 2.1) and to validate the device for the measurement of the slip (Figure 3.10(d)),
essential for the characterization of the behaviour of the tested reinforcing solutions. The test setup
therefore aims at performing the pull out of a detail in a flexural crack (Figure 2.1(b)) or in a zone
of active confinement (Figure 2.1(f)) with indirect support at 45° representing the activation
through a strut (Figure 3.10(c)). The dimensions of the concrete «beam» specimens –3000 x 300 x
250 mm– were defined to correspond to bands of the slabs usually considered in the investigations
on punching at EPFL (3000 x 3000 x 250 mm). Also, the longitudinal reinforcement was defined to
be comparable with the amount of steel frequently disposed in these slabs ( =1.5%).

The test setup consisted in a rigid frame composed of two lateral stiff steel box profiles, a pre
stressed tie of coupled Dywidag bars and the concrete specimen (Figure 3.10(a)). The system was
loaded through the tie placed on top, introducing locally a bending moment and a normal force in
the concrete specimen (the eccentricity of the tie to the centre of gravity of the beam was around
1350 mm). The installation of confinement systems in the load introduction areas was necessary to
prevent concrete crushing (Figure 3.10(b)), notably after 2 tested specimens (out of 5) were serious
ly damaged. The force in the tie was adapted in order to control the crack width at the level of the
bottom longitudinal reinforcement, also corresponding also to the position of the anchorage. Even
though the solution of a 4 points bending –often used in similar works from literature [Reg80a,
Reg80b]– was initially considered, the aforementioned one was finally preferred to optimize the
number of pull out tests to be performed (11 per specimen). It also prevented the use of stirrups or
similar transverse reinforcement in the concrete specimen –required for the transfer of shear forces
resulting from bending– that might interfere with the activation of the anchorages during the test.

Figure 3.10 Test setup for the anchorages tested in flexural cracks (concrete specimen under
bending solicitation): (a) detailed plans and description (dimensions in [mm]); (b) local con

finement system; (c) pull out device; and (d)measurement details of the slip
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A total of 21 reinforcing details of various types (Figure 3.11(a)) –including 5 reference ones– were
finally pulled out from three concrete specimens (see Section 3.1.1 for the description of the test
procedure) according to the arrangement presented in Figure 3.11(b)). In this test series, the width
of the cracks ranged from 0.2 to 1.4 mm.

Specimen SB1, presenting anchorages by means of conical profiled blocks made of Ultra High
Performance Fibre Reinforced Concrete (UHPFRC) acting similarly to headed bars [WIP10];

Specimen SB2, presenting anchorages by means of hooked bars with the cracking plane per
pendicular to the evaluated details;

Specimen SB3, presenting anchorages by means of headed bars (steel studs).

Figure 3.11 Pull out tests in flexural cracks: (a) details of the geometrical properties for the
anchorages considered in the experimental program (dimensions in [mm]); and (b) detailed

testing and measurement devices

Although the tests provided the expected results –with an accurate definition of the force slip rela
tionship of the evaluated anchorages (see Section 3.2)– they also highlighted the necessity to con
siderably simplify the development of the cracks in the concrete. Similar difficulties were also rec
ognized in the literature. Only a partial systematic comparison between the different types of de
tails for a given crack opening could be performed. The installation of the entire test setup for each
specimen was also, in this sense, very demanding timewise and deserved some improvements.

3.1.3 Tests in constant width cracks 

Taking advantage of the preparation of the details and the measurement devices –completely satis
factory in the previous test series– the main objective was to investigate the response of actual an
chorages detailing solutions in cracked concrete in a more pragmatic and systematic manner. Pull
out tests in transverse cracks aimed to address the latter, by also providing a lower bound of the
performance of the details compared to similar tests in flexural cracks.

The use of an independent testing machine –Schenck Trebel 10 MN (Figure 3.12(a))– allowed an
optimal regulation of the crack development by displacement control with an external inductive
sensor. The target values of crack openings were thoroughly defined as 0.2, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 mm in
order to cover situations representative of both serviceability and ultimate limit states. The con
crete «tie» specimens were fabricated in similar conditions and within the same formworks as the
previous test series, symmetrically reinforced with four bars of 18 mm diameter. Again, no trans
verse reinforcement was arranged in the concrete specimens, with the exception of the evaluated
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anchorage elements, so as not to interfere with the force transfer developing during test. The pull
out device was similar to that previously used –detailed in Figure 3.11(b)– at the difference that it
was directly supported by a circular plate (outer diameter 80 mm and inner diameter 20 mm) on
the surface, as in Figure 3.4(c). The original testing device (Figure 3.12(b c)) was simply doubled for
the tests on U shaped bars (Figure 3.12(d e)).

Figure 3.12 Test setup for the anchorages tested in transverse cracks (concrete specimen un
der tensile solicitation): (a) detailed plans and description (dimensions in [mm]); test and
measurement devices for (b c) simple system and (d e) double system (U shaped bars only)

A total of 89 details of various types (Figure 3.13) –including 22 reference ones– were finally
pulled out from eleven concrete specimens with crack widths ranging from 0.2 to 2.0 mm
(see Section 3.1.1 for the description of the test procedure). Size effect was also evaluated for all the
tested details by the systematic consideration of two different diameters for each type of steel
product used (10 and 14 mm). After the pull out, specific saw cuts were thoroughly performed
through the cracked planes of the concrete specimens in order to get a representative overview of
the tested details for further interpretations (see Section 3.2).

Figure 3.13 Pull out tests in transverse cracks: details of the geometrical properties for the
anchorages considered in the experimental program (dimensions in [mm])
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Specimens SB6 and SB7, presenting straight bars with embedment length of 10 db;

Specimens SB8 and SB9, presenting anchorages by means of headed bars (similar to SB3);

Specimen SB16, presenting anchorages by means of plain hooked bars with the cracking plane
parallel to the detail;

Specimens SB11 and SB12, presenting anchorages by means of hooked bars with the cracking
plane parallel to the detail;

Specimen SB13, presenting anchorages by means of hooked bars with the cracking plane per
pendicular to the detail (similar to SB2);

Specimen SB14, presenting anchorages by means of hooked bars with the cracking plane par
allel to the detail with passing through reinforcement (db=14 mm);

Specimens SB10 and SB15, presenting anchorages by means of U shaped bars, respectively
without and with passing through reinforcement (db=14 mm).

The phase of installation of the concrete specimens in the test setup was considerably simplified
and could be performed in several steps by only one person, simultaneously controlling the dis
placement of the crane and the testing machine (Figure 3.14). Although the testing phase was more
challenging than in the previous series –the vertical position of the concrete specimen required to
perform the pull out of the transverse elements in the horizontal direction–the entire details could
still be tested in one day. The results obtained were very consistent between them and highlighted
interesting facts (Section 3.2). As continuous monitoring could not be set up for each tested an
chorage, a considerable amount of work was necessary prior to the latter phases in order to pre
pare the concrete specimens. Notably, regarding the installation and the determination of the ref
erence points for the measurement of the crack opening. It allowed a thorough comparison of the
performance of various reinforcing details in cracked concrete, thus contributing greatly to the
existing state of the art on the topic (rather limited, see Section 2.3).

Figure 3.14 Installation steps of the concrete specimen in the test setup prior the crack de
velopment and pull out of the details in the transverse direction
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3.2 Main results and observations 

The performed tests confirmed the tendency observed in the literature. The performance of actual
anchorages is in most cases considerably reduced by the presence of cracks. It also confirmed the
significance of the present research highlighting significant differences in the activation amongst
the evaluated reinforcing details.

This section aims at presenting the response of the details of both test series as a function of the
load slip curves for several values of crack openings (transverse or flexural). In the following fig
ures, the grey area represents the envelope of the pull out tests performed for a given crack open
ing, and the black curve the associated mean. The scatter between the tests performed under simi
lar conditions was relatively limited and reflects the attention dedicated to the preparation of the
details. When only one pull out test could be performed for a given crack opening, the correspond
ing curve is indicated in the legend with an asterisk «*». The axis scale of the figures was chosen in
order to facilitate the comparison between similar types of details and to discuss the observed
phenomena in the best manner. No normalization with the strength of concrete was applied in the
presented results as the concrete strength did not vary significantly amongst the concrete speci
mens (for a given test series). A complete summary of the main properties and test results –
ultimate force and related slip for each of the performed pull out– can be found in [Bra16].

3.2.1 Straight bars 

The behaviour of straight bars (specimens SB6 and SB7) was noticeably influenced by the presence
of transverse cracks (Figure 3.15). It is interesting to note that, in presence of such conditions, the
load slip curve was governed by two regimes prior to reaching the maximum bond strength (emp
ty dots in Figure 3.15). The former corresponded to a rather stiff behaviour –bond stresses were
activated almost without noticeable slips at the free end– followed by a second regime with a less
stiff response. After the maximum bond strength was reached, the load slip behaviour presented a
softening behaviour, with decreasing bond strength for increasing values of the slip. It is interest
ing to note that, independently of the crack opening, the development of a residual strength –
associated to friction mechanism– was observed for a slip approximately corresponding to the
spacing between two consecutive indentations (sR = 6.4 mm for SB6 and 9.1 mm for SB7) in
uncracked concrete, and even for smaller values of slip in presence or cracks.

Figure 3.15 Force slip relationships of straight bars in transverse cracks: (a) SB6; and (b) SB7
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In all cases, the maximum bond strength significantly decreased, even for relatively low values of
the crack opening that can be expected under serviceability conditions (w = 0.2 mm). With respect
to the slip associated to the maximum bond strength, it was observed to increase for decreasing
bond strength except for very large crack openings (of about 1 mm) where the maximum strength
was reached for very low slip levels (first regime governing). The embedment length of 10 db was
not sufficient to activate the entire capacity of the bar –yield stresses– even in uncracked concrete.
This is related to the surface roughness of the bar –characterized through the bond index fR– close
to the lower permissible bound to develop adequate bond properties [SIA13]. A size effect was
also highlighted –differences of 20% in the maximum bond strength without presence of cracks–
confirming that local mechanisms of force transfer are more efficient for smaller diameters.

3.2.2 Hooked bars 

The asymmetry of hook details required the evaluation of the performance in cracks under differ
ent configurations to capture the potential variation range of the related behaviour (Figure 3.16).

Figure 3.16 Force slip relationships of hooks in transverse and flexural cracks:
(a) SB16; (b) SB14; (c) SB11; (d) SB12; (e) SB13; and (f) SB2 (flex. crack)
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The influence of transverse cracks was dramatic for hooks made of plain bars disposed parallel to
the cracking plane (Figure 3.16(a)). A notable reduction of the strength and stiffness was observed,
even for very low values of the crack opening (lower than or equal to 0.5 mm). Full activation of
the bar –achieved for uncracked conditions– could no longer be developed in presence of cracks. A
straightening of the detail with very limited local crushing resulting from the absence of surface
profile on the bar was confirmed in the performed saw cuts (Figure 3.17).

Figure 3.17 Saw cuts performed after test in specimens SB16 with plain hooks disposed par
allel to cracks (dashed line for initial position and geometry of the detail)

Deformed hooks in a similar configuration behaved considerably better than plain details due to
the contribution of the surface profile to the force transfer. Significant reductions in the strength
and stiffness were yet confirmed (Figure 3.16(c d)), resulting from the progressive straightening
with local crushing and penetration of the detail through the cracking plane (Figure 3.18).

Figure 3.18 Saw cuts performed after test in specimens SB11 (up, db =10 mm) and SB12
(down, db =14 mm) with deformed hooks disposed parallel to cracks (dashed line for initial

position and geometry of the detail)
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Full activation of the details was only possible for very low values of the transverse crack open
ings, but could not be achieved once the cracks were larger than 0.5 mm. It is interesting to high
light the similarities between the sudden decrease of the load in the behaviour of the hooks
(w = 0.5 mm in Figure 3.16(c)) and that observed for straight bars (Figure 3.15(a)), both presenting

5 mm. The peak observed in the response of the hooks might thus be related to the maximum
contribution of the bond phenomenon along the embedded part of the detail. A combination of
residual friction, local crushing and mechanical anchorage then leads to a degradation of the be
haviour characterized by an important slip but still a capacity to carry the applied load. As ob
served for straight bars, the peak is progressively softened with increasing crack opening until the
development of the previously described residual post peak phase. Also, the formation of a con
crete wedge inside the bend could be observed in several cases (Figure 3.19) –similarly to previous
observations from literature [Bac11a]– confirming the complex interaction of mechanisms that
takes place for the force transfer (Figure 2.13). The penetration of the latter concrete element gov
erns the behaviour of such detailing solution for large values of slip –independently of the crack
opening– as similar slopes of the post peak phase are observed for all the performed pull out tests.

Figure 3.19 Concrete wedges observed at the inside of the bend for hook details after pull
out: (a) db =10 mm (SB11), for w = 1.0 mm; and (b) db =14 mm (SB12), for w = 0.5 mm

A deformed hook with a longitudinal bar passing through the bend is a common detail in struc
tural concrete. The presence of this constructive bar strongly limits the reduction in the initial stiff
ness (Figure 3.16(b)) compared to details without the latter element in similar conditions
(Figure 3.16(c)) by preventing the penetration into the crack (Figure 3.20). The bars could be fully
activated for low crack openings, but this was again not possible above values larger than 0.5 mm.

Figure 3.20 Saw cut performed after test in specimen SB14with deformed hooks disposed
parallel to cracks with long. bar (dashed line for initial position and geometry of the detail)
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Finally, deformed hooks disposed perpendicularly to the cracking plane exhibited a rather differ
ent –and less affected– behaviour than similar details in parallel cracks (Figure 3.16(e)). This obser
vation is coherent as most of the anchorage is located in uncracked concrete (Figure 3.21). For very
large crack openings, the bars could still not be fully activated and quite important losses of stiff
ness were measured. Although these tests were interrupted prematurely, the development of peak
and post peak phases also reflects the potential presence of a concrete wedge.

Figure 3.21 Saw cut performed after test in specimen SB13with deformed hooks disposed
perpendicularly to cracks (dashed line for initial position and geometry of the detail)

In presence of moderate flexural cracks (up to 0.6 mm), deformed hooks in the same configuration
exhibited a progressive deterioration of the behaviour for increased crack opening, yet the full de
velopment of the bars was systematically achieved (Figure 3.16(f)). The test results between both
test series are consistent and highlighted that the performance of such details –potentially of oth
ers– is reduced more strongly in a transverse crack than in a flexural one (for a given width). The
latter might be justified by the fact that, in a flexural crack, the penetration into the crack is pro
gressively restrained due to the reduction of the opening on the height of the specimen.

3.2.3 U-shaped bars 

The behaviour of U shaped bars parallel to the crack plane (Figure 3.22) was significantly better
than any other bend detail in the same configuration. Although the activation required the double
of force compared to a hook, the improved geometry ensured a systematic full development of the
bar with consequent slip only for very large values of crack openings (w 1.5 mm).

Figure 3.22 Force slip relationships of U shaped bars in transverse cracks (spec. SB10)
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The performance of this type of anchorage is justified by the fact that it does not necessarily rely on
bond mechanisms for the force transfer, thus being significantly less sensitive to cracking phenom
ena compared to other details such as hooks. In fact, a progressive crushing of the concrete within
the bend is also clearly observed through the performed saw cuts (Figure 3.23), with a progressive
change in the geometry of the detail. The apparent whitening of the concrete in this specific zone
reflects the important dissipation of energy related to the force transfer and the formation of a con
crete wedge. It resulted in reductions of the stiffness, yet remained lower for the same level of
transverse crack opening compared to any other types of bend bars tested. It is also interesting to
note that the progressive degradation of the behaviour for large values of crack opening
(w = 1.5 and 2.0 mm in Figure 3.22) is characterized in the force slip relationships by a constant
slope –similarly to the post peak phase of hooks (Figure 3.16)– initiating at a value of slip corre
sponding to the distance between the surface profile (sR = 6.4 mm for the tested bars). Therefore,
the sudden increase of the slip measured would be associated to an important penetration of the
detail resulting from the development of residual bond stresses at the beginning of the bend.

Figure 3.23 Saw cuts performed after test in specimen SB10 with deformed U shaped bars
disposed parallel to cracks (dashed line for initial position and geometry of the detail)

The concrete specimen SB15 composed of U shaped bars with two passing through reinforcements
was damaged during manipulation. Therefore, only pull out tests in uncracked concrete could be
performed on the intact part of the tie, showing consistent results with specimen SB10.

3.2.4 Headed bars 

The performance of headed bars was significantly better than any other detail considered in the
experimental program (Figure 3.24 and 3.26). Full activation was achieved in all the tested anchor
ages regardless of the type and opening of the crack, yet a progressive reduction of the stiffness
could not be avoided. Flexural cracks were generally less severe than transverse cracks for the de
tails, confirming similar observations on hooked bars. Also, as bond phenomenon is not involved
in the force transfer, a better reliability regarding the behaviour in cracks is provided. Thus, test
results confirmed the very limited variability of the performance of headed bars in cracks up to
1.0 mm compared to any other tested details. For very large crack widths, a sudden modification
was observed in the behaviour –generally associated to a thud sound– and it even became difficult
to develop yield strength in the bar (w=2.0 mm in Figure 3.24).

w = 1.0 mm w = 1.5 mm * w = 2.0 mm *
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Figure 3.24 Force slip relationships of headed bars in transverse cracks: (a) SB8; and (b) SB9

The large bearing area provided by the head usually tends to prevent any lack of anchorage as such
observed in the tests. A possible explanation for the latter would be related to the sudden settle
ment in place due to local imperfections at the periphery of the head resulting from the production
process (Figure 3.2(c)). In fact, detailed observations confirm the presence of ribs in this specific
zone similar to the ones on the straight part of the bar. This is in agreement with the measurement
of the surface properties of the bars which these details are made of (hR,max = 0.90 and 0.99 mm, re
spectively for db = 10 and 14 mm in specimens SB8 and SB9). Thus, a crack opening of 2 mm –twice
the maximum height of the ribs– is potentially sufficient to develop a local phenomenon such as
that observed in the vicinity of the head. The formation of a crack at the periphery observed in the
saw cut (Figure 3.25(a)) might then simply be related to the shock associated to this settlement in
place of the anchorage during loading.

Figure 3.25 Observations from the saw cut performed after test in specimen SB9 with head
ed bars for w = 2.0 mm: (a) crack development at the extremity of the head; (b) concrete

wedge observed directly under the head; and (c) conical failure surface (inclination 15°)

The performed saw cuts on the tested specimens for large values of crack openings confirmed the
existence of a conical concrete wedge directly under the head (Figure 3.25(b)), still intact due to
local confinement. It is interesting to note that similar observations were previously made for bend
bar details (Figure 3.19). Once formed, the penetration of this wedge into the crack potentially con
trols the behaviour of this detail for large values slip. In this sense, a whitening of the concrete was
observed at the interface between the concrete wedge and the surrounding concrete resulting from
a relative displacement between both parts (Figure 3.25(c)).
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Pull out tests in flexural cracks highlighted a progressive whitening of the concrete directly under
the head (Figure 3.27), not observed in the tests in transverse cracks. The latter phenomenon be
came more important in presence of larger cracks. It might result from a local friction associated to
the contraflexure taking place during the pull out of the detail. No saw cuts were performed.

Figure 3.26 Force slip relationships of headed bars in flexural cracks (spec. SB3)

Figure 3.27 Progressive damage from friction observed on the surface directly under the
head after test in specimen SB3: (a) uncracked; (b) w = 0.55 mm; and (c) w = 1.40 mm

3.2.5 Other system 

Although the embedment length was very limited (5 db), the bond performance of UHPFRC
( b 30 Mpa) provided a full activation of the detail in uncracked concrete and in presence of small
cracks (Figure 3.28). Under more severe conditions, the behaviour of this anchorage was not satis
factory and confirmed the interest of the present research. No saw cuts were performed.

Figure 3.28 Force slip relationships of headed like anchorages made of UHPFRC blocks in
flexural cracks (spec. SB1): zoom (slip 0 ÷ 2 mm) and full (slip 0 ÷ 10 mm) response
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3.3 Behaviour of tested details under in-plane cracking 

The experimental investigations have shown in a consistent manner that the presence of in plane
cracks –resulting from flexural or tensile solicitations– influences the performance of reinforcing
details, with significant differences amongst them. Although the use of efficient anchorage systems
–such as headed bars– ensures the development of the yield strength regardless of the crack width,
the stiffness is systematically reduced. The latter might be an issue for specific applications where
the amount of reinforcement details is strongly limited by external conditions but where the acti
vation should nevertheless be optimal. This is for instance the case for the slabs with transverse
reinforcement –as highlighted in the present research– where a lack of activation of these elements
in the vicinity of the column can potentially lead to a premature punching failure.

In the following, the performance of bond and anchorage in cracks is investigated by means of a
simplified analytical approach –originally presented in [Bra16]– whose results will be compared to
those of the experimental program (see Section 3.2) as well as other tests available from literature
(see Section 2.3). In this sense, the present section reproduces the main developments and results
obtained in the mentioned publication as a basis of discussion for the numerical method
(see Section 3.4). The analytical approach focuses on the evaluation of the reduction of strength
and stiffness in the response of straight bars in transverse cracks (see Section 3.3.1). The formula
tions and conclusions are extended to other cases, as it will be briefly discussed for headed bar
details in similar conditions (see Section 3.3.2).

Regarding bend bar details –hooked and U shaped bars– the complex interaction of bond, friction
and mechanical anchorage (provided by the bend) did not allow a direct application of the model.
Interesting analogies were highlighted with straight bars and additional investigations are re
quired to differentiate the contribution of the several force transfer mechanisms involved.

3.3.1 Bond 

Strength in cracked concrete

Whenever splitting and concrete cone breakout are not the governing failure modes, bond strength
can be investigated as analogue to the contact stresses developed by aggregate interlock –as de
scribed by Walraven [Wal81]– with concrete crushing at the bar to concrete interface (Figure 3.29).

Figure 3.29 Analogy between the pull out of a deformed bar in cracks and the aggregate in
terlock phenomenon (as described by Walraven [Wal81])
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The contact stresses –typically characterized by a rigid plastic material behaviour [Wal81]– act on
the contact area between the ribs of the bar and the surrounding concrete. Considering uncracked
conditions, and assuming a simplified geometry of the bar (circular section) and of the rib (con
stant height hR –leading to the same projected area AR as the actual reinforcement with a maximum
rib height hR,max)– the initial contact area (Figure 3.30) can be defined as Eq.(3.1).

Figure 3.30 Initial contact area (black surface) between the rib (dark grey surface) of a bar
(medium grey surface) and the surrounding concrete (light grey surface)

The formulation of the reduced contact area when an in plane crack of low opening develops
(Eq.(3.2)) is obtained by assuming hR << db, and is only valid if w < wli,1 = 2 hR (Regime A in
Figure 3.33(a)). The latter crack opening corresponds to the limit case for which the concrete sur
face becomes tangent to the rib at the extreme points parallel to cracking (Figure 3.31).

Figure 3.31 Contact area (black surface) between the rib (dark grey surface) of a bar (medi
um grey surface) and the surrounding concrete (light grey surface) for low crack openings

(limit case of Regime A with 0 w wli,1)

For larger crack openings (Regime B in Figure 3.33(b)), the reduction of the contact surface contin
ues, yet at a lower rate. Eventually, for a given crack opening wli,2 (Figure 3.32), no contact happens
between the rib and the surrounding concrete (Ac = 0). By considering hR << db (i.e. hR 2 0) in
Eq.(3.3), the limit crack opening for this phase results as Eq.(3.4).

Figure 3.32 Contact area (black surface) between the rib (dark grey surface) of a bar (medi
um grey surface) and the surrounding concrete (light grey surface) for large crack openings
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The resulting expression is plotted in Figure 3.33(a) consisting of 2 regimes (linear and hyperbolic).
It can be noted that it follows correctly the trend of some of the formulations proposed in the lit
erature and fitted on the basis of test results (see Section 2.3.1), yet the presented approach is de
rived mechanically. In fact, for small values of w/hR –and assuming hR db– the expression is linear
similarly to the development from Giuriani and Plizzari [Giu85], Simons [Sim07] and Mahrenholtz
[Mah12]. For larger values of w/hR (proportional to w/db), the expression is hyperbolic similarly to
what was formulated by Gambarova et al. [Gam89, Gam97] (that also was shown to have a similar
trend to the exponential proposal of Idda [Idd99]).

Figure 3.33 Bond phenomenon under transverse in plane cracking: (a) contact area law: two
regimes (solid line) and approximation (dashed line); (b) bond slip relationships; and (c)

shift of the peak for maximum bond strength

For practical calculation of the maximum bond strength, the following assumptions are made:

The contact area law (solid line in Figure 3.33(a), defined by two functions) is approximated by
a single curve (dashed line) formulated as Eq.(3.5). This is performed by assuming that hR << db
leading to an asymptote at the horizontal axis (db/hR ), and by respecting at w/hR = 0 both
the value of the curve (Ac = Ac0) and its slope (equal to 1/ ) according to Eq.(3.2).
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The bond strength (Figure 3.33(b)) is assumed proportional to the contact area amongst the rib
and the concrete (fb Ac /Ac0). For full contact (Ac=Ac0), the bond strength is assumed equal to
that of a specimen without in plane cracking (fb0), yielding to Eq.(3.6).
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The equivalent height of the rib (hR) is estimated proportional to the bond index according to
Eq.(2.2) as hR = fR sR. If the distance amongst ribs (sR) is also assumed proportional to the bar
diameter (db), then hR fR db and the bond strength can be defined as Eq.(3.7).
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(3.7)

with lf n75.0 (3.8)

Where f is the coefficient of proportionality –assumed for the development of the simplified
model– that depends upon the actual geometry of the ribs (rib profile, inclination and orientation
of the rib as well as lug width and spacing among others). For practical purposes, it has been ob
served that relating f to the number of lugs per rib (nl) –through Eq.(3.8)– provides a fine estimate
of the test results. This is shown in Figure 3.34, where the available tests from literature and the
ones performed in the present experimental campaign are compared to the proposed formulation.

Figure 3.34 Comparisons between the predictions of the bond model (solid line) and the test
results (empty dots) from conducted experimental program and literature [Gam81, Gam85,

Gam90, Gam93, Sim07, Lin11, Mah12] on straight bars in cracked concrete

It has to be noted that the experiments of Idda [Idd99] –detailed in Section 2.3.1– are not included
in the previous comparison as the effective values of the rib geometry of the bars were not report
ed (only nominal values according to codes in use at that time [DIN84] were provided). Yet, the
individual comparisons presented for some of the mentioned test series in Figure 3.35 confirm that
the proposed formulation still captures well the reduction of performance for the latter case.

In general, a fine agreement is observed, with the trend of strength reductions being suitably re
produced by the proposed model (solid line in Figure 3.35). A value of f = 3 was considered for
the tests conducted in the experimental program presented within this thesis (specimens SB6 and
SB7) as the de coiled rods used were composed of four lugs (nl = 4). A value of f = 1.5 (half of the
previous one) was generally adopted for the tests found in literature due to the rib arrangement
with two lugs (ordinary deformed reinforcing bars, nl = 2), except for specimen ME12 of Simons
[Sim07] (threaded bars consisting of only one continuous lug, nl = 1 thus f = 0.75). The comparison
illustrates well the difference of bond performance between the types of bars considered (1 lug, 2
lugs or 4 lugs), being not all similarly affected by the presence of in plane cracks.
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It can be highlighted that the expression given by Model Code 2010 [FIB13] (dashed line in
Figure 3.35) –valid up to a crack opening of 0.5 mm, equivalent to a decrease of the bond strength
of 60% with respect to uncracked conditions– tends to provide rather conservative predictions of
the test results (except for the 4 lugs indented rods). The proposed model allows for a good estima
tion of the phenomenon throughout the range of crack openings (not only service crack widths).

Figure 3.35 Comparisons between the predictions of the bond model (solid line) and
MC2010 [FIB13] (dashed line) for the main test series on straight bars in cracked concrete

from literature and from the present research for normalized crack openings
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Even though a consistent agreement of the expression was confirmed for the wide range of param
eters investigated (Figure 3.36), further work is suggested for a more comprehensive determina
tion of the value of the coefficient f (or a generalization of the bond index fR) to better characterize
the role of the surface profile of the reinforcement bars in the phenomenon. In this sense, addition
al investigations should be carried out regarding the effective rib geometry or specific related pa
rameters (such as hR/sR) influencing certainly the bond performance in presence of cracks.

Figure 3.36 Predictions of the test results (empty dots) from conducted experimental pro
gram and literature on straight bars in cracked concrete with respect to the bond model

(moving average in red) function of the concrete compressive strength (fc, on 160 x 320 mm
cylinders), the embedded length (lb/db), the bond index (fR) and the crack opening (w)

Stiffness in cracked concrete

Other than the bond strength, the complete bond slip curve can additionally be calculated by ac
counting for the gap between the rib and the concrete (Figure 3.37). Although an integration of the
individual contribution of each differential contact area is possible, the analytical or numerical
treatment becomes rather cumbersome and lacks of practical interest. However, the point at which
maximum bond strength is attained ( p in Figure 3.33(b)) can be easily determined. This can be
performed by referring for Regime A of Figure 3.33(a) (w < 2 hR) to the last point where the contact
occurs (point “A” in Figure 3.31) as Eq.(3.9) depending on the rib geometry.

Figure 3.37 Gap resulting from crack and associated relative shift of the peak bond strength
(for openings smaller than 2 hR, Regime A)
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The maximum is thus reached at w = 2 hR (Figure 3.38). For larger crack openings, this shift ( p) is
however constant, as the outermost point of contact is always located at the outer perimeter of the
rib (corresponding to point “B” in Figure 3.32) and corresponds to Eq.(3.10). The shift on the slip
leading to the maximum bond strength is thus composed of two linear parts (Figure 3.33(c)).

Figure 3.38 Maximum gap resulting from crack and associated relative shift of the peak
bond strength (for openings equal or larger than 2 hR, Regime B)

It should be noted that for relatively large crack openings, this value might be quite sensitive to the
local undulations (meso roughness) of the crack [Fer15]. This is in fact observed for specimens SB6
and SB7 (Figure 3.15) where failure occurs in a premature manner for the largest crack openings
(w = 1.0 mm). The formula is thus not considered applicable in those cases (w > 2 hR). The proposed
expressions are plotted in Figure 3.39 with respect to the test results of the performed pull out
campaign, showing again nice agreement. In this comparison, a value cot R = 2 has been used to
account for the fact that the ribs were not perpendicular to the bar axis (and thus cot R has to be
lower than the measured one, reported in Table 3.1, considered perpendicularly to the lug axis).

Figure 3.39 Shift of the slip at peak bond strength: comparisons between the predictions of
the bond model (solid line) and the mean test results (full dots) fornormalized crack openings

3.3.2 Mechanical anchorage 

For headed bars, the contact surface in presence of a crack was almost the same as for uncracked
concrete due to the large bearing are available. Thus no reductions on the total strength of the bar
were observed, but led to a shift of the slip where it was attained.

The previous approach considered for bond can be adapted for the latter case. Due to the produc
tion process of the detail (forged headed bars), it should be noted that the angle varies through the
head from 0 to H (angle on the straight part of the head according to bar axis). The inclination of
the head is therefore rarely constant. Therefore, from the real situation (Figure 3.40(a)), some sim
plifications of the geometry were required (Figure 3.40(b)) in order to be able to formulate the shift
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of the slip at full activation ( p) for headed bars as Eq.(3.11). Similar considerations were also fol
lowed by Furche for headed anchors in cracks [Fur93].

Figure 3.40 Headed bars: (a) realistic representation of the local geometry of forged details
(as the ones used in the present investigation); and (b) simplified geometry considered for

the definition of the shift of the slip at full activation in presence of cracks

A comparison of Eq.(3.11) to the tests performed in the experimental programme (specimens SB8

and SB9) is presented in Figure 3.41 by using a constant value of 1cot H showing fine and con

sistent agreement. The local variations in the geometry –observed through performed laser scans–
might be a factor that explains the increase of the scatter with increasing crack widths.

Figure 3.41 Headed bars in cracked concrete: shift of the head slip at maximum strength
(solid line) compared with the mean test results (dots) of studs pulled out in transverse

cracks (specimens SB8 and SB9), and laser scans of the tested details

Tests with crack openings larger than 2 mm were not considered as very different local behaviour
was observed (see Figure 3.24(b) for instance). Indeed, the saw cuts (Figure 3.25(a)) confirmed the
presence of a local phenomenon –cracks starting from the edge of the head– that did not appear for
smaller crack openings, justifying the exclusion of the mentioned tests in the comparison.

For hooks and U shaped bars, there are regions of the anchorage that are not influenced by the
opening of in plane cracks (direct contact amongst the bar and the concrete after crack opening),
whereas other regions follow a similar behaviour as for the development of straight bars (loss of
contact after crack opening). Nevertheless, for the former regions, the presence of cracks also re
duces the capacity of concrete to transfer stresses and its stiffness [Vec86], leading to a similar phe
nomenon as the one observed for the regions where development of the bar occurs by bond stress
es. The experimental evidences highlighted in this section confirm this behaviour and the validity
of the presented approach for other reinforcing details.
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3.4 Numerical approach for circular bars  

The development of a numerical based approach for the evaluation of the bond performance in
presence of constant width cracks aims at validating the proposed model and extending it to more
general cases. Indeed, several situations might occur in practice, potentially quite different from
the few idealised ones that have been evaluated by researchers in the last decades
(see Section 2.3.1). For instance, the type of bars used is not systematically composed of 2 lugs, and
the position of the crack according to the ribs not limited to the most critical possible configuration.

In a preliminary phase, it was necessary to thoroughly characterize the surface profile of the bar
tested in the present research. The bars were disposed in a fix drilling machine –similar to that
used in the preparation of the reinforcing details for the experimental campaign– to be centred on
their axes. A green light was used to minimize the noise associated to the ambient light in the
room, therefore improving the quality of the measurements. Specific acquisition procedure per
formed with DIC –in four steps on the bar periphery, every 90°– allowed to define the surface pro
file in terms of polar coordinates (Figure 3.42). It was observed that a sinusoidal approximation of
the latter could reasonably be assumed. Due to the normalization, the integral of the surface profile
on the periphery of the bar corresponds to the related projected area AR (similar for all the bars).

Figure 3.42 Digital image correlation (DIC) measurement device used to define the main ge
ometrical properties of the surface profile for the tested reinforcement and normalized pro

file (dashed and dotted lines for experimental results, solid lines for approximations)

The developments are considerably simplified in the case of deformed bars with ribs than with
indentations, as the section can reasonably be assumed circular (Figure 2.7(b)). For indented bars,
the consideration of a more complex geometry for the effective section is necessary –triangular for
3 lugs bars or squared for 4 lugs bars– to evaluate correctly with the presented approach the de
crease of bond strength in cracked concrete (case not directly presented hereafter).

In the following, a distinction is made amongst the steel products regarding the number of lugs
composing the bars (1, 2, 3 or 4), as the latter was confirmed to have a certain influence on the
bond performance in cracks (see Section 3.3.1). In a first approach, it is assumed that the crack
opens symmetrically on both sides of the bar from its centre (as described in Figure 3.43). Another
assumption of the model is related to the normalization of the rib profile ( bRR dfh )3/4(max, )

and is derived from experimental observations (already considered in Section 2.3.1).
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3.4.1 1-lug bars 

This type of reinforcement is related to bars with a continuous and uniform thread providing an
ideal profile of constant height around the section of the bar. As the latter steel product is not op
timal from the production and cost points of view, it is generally only used in very specific condi
tions for which standard types of bars –composed of 2 or 4 lugs– cannot be properly used.

The perfect symmetry of the surface profile does not require the investigation of several configura
tions ( ) with respect to the crack. Thus, the consideration of a unique study case is representative
for this type of reinforcement regarding bond performance in cracked concrete. The influence of
cracking is relatively limited due to the uniform rib distribution around the bar (Figure 3.43). Even
for large values of normalized crack openings, 1 lug bars still provide a significant contact area (Ac)
compared to the initial one in uncracked concrete (Ac0) for the transfer of forces. It has to be noted
that, locally, an entire loss of contact is observed –independently of the height and profile of the
rib– which importance is only related to the crack opening (2 w/db).

Figure 3.43 Normalized contact profile of 1 lug bars (fR = 0.06) under various normalized
crack and definition of the main parameters considered in the numerical approach

Under the assumptions considered in the numerical approach, 1 lug bars present no influence re
garding its orientation to the crack (Figure 3.44). The use of more efficient surface profile –through
the increase of the bond index (fR)– considerably limits the reduction of the contact area compared
to the initial situation, notably in the presence of large values of crack openings.

Figure 3.44 Influence of the orientation according to the crack of 1 lug bars on the reduction
of the contact area for various values of bond index
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3.4.2 2-lugs bars 

This reinforcement represents most of the bars used in reinforced concrete construction, as con
firmed by the consequent number of studies related to this steel product. The surface profile was
optimized –compared to the 1 lug bars– and is variable on the section of the bar. The longitudinal
ribs of such types of bars are not represented as they do not enter into account in the phenomenon.

The asymmetry of the surface profile leads to some disparities in the force transfer compared to the
previous ideal case (1 lug bars). It is therefore necessary to consider the main positions of the bar
according to the crack to estimate the potential variation range of the bond performance. The in
fluence of cracking on the contact area is significant, with considerable differences between the
main orientations of the bar according to the crack (Figure 3.45). The presence of the main ribs par
allel to the crack ( = 90°) is much less favourable, as an important loss of contact takes place with
increasing crack openings. The other disposition ( = 0°) is more efficient limiting the rib profile to
the minimum where the influence of the crack is potentially the largest.

Figure 3.45 Normalized contact profile of 2 lugs bars (fR = 0.06) under various normalized
crack and for the investigated positions of the bar according to the crack ( = 0° and 90°)

As expected, the performance of 2 lugs bars strongly depends on its disposition with respect to the
crack (Figure 3.46), with differences of up to 30% in the reduction of the contact area (Ac/Ac0) for
large crack widths and low values of fR. This sensitivity is progressively attenuated with the use of
bars with more pronounced surface profiles –large values of fR– limiting the related disparities.

Figure 3.46 Influence of the orientation according to the crack of 2 lugs bars on the reduction
of the contact area for various values of bond index
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3.4.3 3-lugs bars 

This type of reinforcement is generally related to deformed bars composed of indentations and is
usually associated to specific applications (such as high strength steel). However, in the following,
only its alternative composed of ribs can be considered by the numerical approach as previously
stated. It therefore provides an upper bound of the performance of the latter in cracked concrete.

The asymmetry of the section also requires the consideration of the possible orientations of the bar
according to the crack (Figure 3.47). From the previous study on 2 lugs bars, three main different
positions arise in this sense: that with a rib parallel to the crack ( = 30°), that directly opposed to
the previous case ( = 90°) and the intermediate one ( = 0°) with a rib perpendicular to the
cracking plane. Also, for this type of bar, the fact that the surface profile is composed of three ribs
instead of two –for the same projected area (AR)– tends to localize the contact area even more, be
ing potentially more affected by the presence of a crack (notably for = 30°). For the other cases
( = 0° and 90°), the more uniform distribution of profile is favourable compared to 2 lugs bars.

Figure 3.47 Normalized contact profile of 3 lugs bars (fR = 0.06) under various normalized
crack and for the investigated positions of the bar according to the crack ( = 0°, 30° and 90°)

Although 3 lugs bars appear particularly sensitive to the disposition according to the crack
(Figure 3.48), this is not exactly the case. Indeed, considering a mean response for the situation pre
sented in Figure 3.47 ( = 30° and 90°), the performance is equivalent to that of 2 lugs bars. Yet,
the results are representative of the case if the crack opens non symmetrically (see Section 3.4.5).

Figure 3.48 Influence of the orientation according to the crack of 3 lugs bars on the reduction
of the contact area for various values of bond index (mean response in dashed lines)
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3.4.4 4-lugs bars 

This type of reinforcement is –similarly to 3 lugs bars– usually related to deformed bars with in
dentations, and is often associated to steel low to middle class of ductility. Also, it was observed to
progressively take more and more importance on the construction market (Figure 2.7), although a
very limited amount of investigations on bond have been dedicated to the latter steel product.

The asymmetry of the section defines two specific dispositions of the 4 lugs bars according to the
crack to investigate: that for which a pair of ribs is being directly intercepted by the cracking plane
( = 45°), and the other one ( = 0°). The repartition of the projected area (AR) into four ribs of
equal importance leads to an even more pronounced localization of the contact than in the case of
the 3 lugs bars (Figure 3.49). Therefore, a significant reduction in presence of cracks is to be ex
pected –already for relatively small values of crack openings– as all the ribs are systematically con
siderably affected. Nonetheless, the distribution of the surface profile for 4 lugs bars is the most
favourable of the types of bars investigated regarding the sensitivity to the position of the crack.

Figure 3.49 Normalized contact profile of 4 lugs bars (fR = 0.06) under various normalized
crack and for the investigated positions of the bar according to the crack ( = 0° and 45°)

The variation of the contact area is very limited between the different configurations, and even
though it is much more evident for other types of bars –notably 2 lugs bars– the existence of a less
affected orientation is also confirmed ( = 45°). Even for large values of fR, the performance of 4
lugs bars in cracks is considerably affected by the presence of cracks, like no other types of bars.

Figure 3.50 Influence of the orientation according to the crack of 4 lugs bars on the reduction
of the contact area for various values of bond index
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3.4.5 Comparisons and interpretations 

The numerical approach highlighted the influence of the surface profile –characterized by the bond
index fR– and the orientation of the bar on the reduction of the contact area in presence of cracks of
the main types of steel products available. The results are summarized in Figure 3.51 for bars com
posed of 1, 2 and 4 lugs considering that the crack opens symmetrically from the centre of the bar
and therefore defining an upper bound of the bond performance in cracked concrete.

Figure 3.51 Influence of the crack opening on the reduction of the contact area for a rein
forcement bar composed of 1, 2 or 4 lugs (upper bound, symmetric crack opening of w/2)

It can be observed that the reduction of the contact area tends to be more sensitive to the presence
of cracks when the bars are provided with poor surface profile (low values of bond index). On the
contrary, with larger values of bond index, the disparities amongst the different types of bars and
various possible dispositions with respect to the cracking plane are generally attenuated. It is in
teresting to note that 1 lug bars systematically represent the type of bars that are the least affected
by the presence of cracks, as 2 or 4 lugs bars are alternately the most affected (depending on the
value of the bond index and the normalized crack opening).

Similar developments were done for an asymmetrical opening of the crack from the centre of the
bar –solely on one side– therefore defining a lower bound of the bond performance (Figure 3.52).

Figure 3.52 Influence of the crack opening on the reduction of the contact area for a rein
forcement bar composed of 1, 2 or 4 lugs (lower bound, asymmetric crack opening of w)
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Generally, the trends previously observed are confirmed and accentuated (more important non
linearity). In the case of 1 lug bars and for low values of bond index, it is interesting to highlight
that the reduction of the contact area presents two distinct regimes as considered in the develop
ment of the analytical bond model (see Section 3.3.1, notably Figure 3.33(a)). The sudden modifica
tion observed in the curve –from linear to non linear– is associated to a crack width corresponding
to the maximum height of the rib, therefore markedly limiting the rate of reduction of the contact
area for larger cracks.

Regarding 3 lugs bars, a simplification was made in order to correctly evaluate the reduction of the
contact area with increasing cracking, notably to define the upper bound (Figure 3.53). For the lat
ter case, the main issue is related to the fact that this type of bars presents specific orientations for
which the influence of the crack is not equivalent on both sides (under a symmetric opening).
Thus, it was necessary to consider a mean response for the approximation of the latter aspect
(dashed line in Figure 3.48). As previously mentioned, due to the particular disposition of the ribs,
the lower bound for this type of bar –associated to the opening of the crack only on one side– pre
sents significant differences between the orientations (Figure 3.54). In comparison to the other bars
investigated, the reduction of the contact area rather corresponds to an intermediate response.

Figure 3.53 Influence of the crack opening on the reduction of the contact area for a rein
forcement bar composed of 3 lugs (upper bound, symmetric crack opening of w/2, consider

ing mean response as in Figure 3.49)

Figure 3.54 Influence of the crack opening on the reduction of the contact area for a rein
forcement bar composed of 3 lugs (lower bound, asymmetric crack opening of w)
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Considering that the decrease of the bond strength (fb/fb0) can be assumed as directly proportional
to the decrease of the contact area (Ac/Ac0) between the ribs of the bar and the surrounded concrete
–as stated in Section 3.3.1– it is possible to compare the predictions of the numerical approach
(shaded area in Figure 3.55) with the test results from literature and the present research (dots in
Figure 3.55). In order to also represent the proposed bond model (solid lines in Figure 3.55), it was
necessary to assume a representative value of the bond index for the given data set –the average

one ( Rf )– for each type of bars.

Figure 3.55 Comparison of the numerical approach –envelope of lower and upper bounds
(shaded area)– and the bond model (solid lines) with the tests (dots) from the present re
search and from literature for the different types of bars (composed of 1, 2 or 4 lugs)

A consistent agreement with the experimental data is generally observed between both methods –
numerical and analytical– for the various ranges of crack widths and test properties investigated. It
is interesting to note that the proposed formulation –Eq.(3.7)– is almost systematically included in
the envelope of the numerical approximation –shaded area defined by the lower and upper bound
for a given bar orientation– confirming the pertinence of the approach. Also, the results indicate
that the crack development might potentially be changing depending on the ratio w/db, being ra
ther asymmetric for low values and progressively symmetric for larger values.

The limited amount of tests performed with 1 lug bars is not representative for the correct evalua
tion of the accuracy of the developed methods, contrarily to the series performed on 2 lugs bars.
The bond model considers the coefficient f to perform some local adjustments of the bond per
formance depending on the type of bars based on the available related tests from literature. For the
4 lugs bars, the assumption of the numerical approach regarding the geometry of the bar –
perfectly circular– leads to unconservative predictions of the bond strength in presence of cracks
(dashed lines in Figure 3.55). This can be improved by considering that the surface profile is made
of indentations (through an adaptation of the section of the bar). Indeed, this directly affects the
profile of the crack that becomes more severe in the latter case than as presented in Figure 3.49.
Therefore, significant and fundamental differences arise between ribbed and indented bars in
presence of cracks, and additional investigations are required in this specific topic to provide some
specific and useful recommendations regarding their uses in practice.
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3.5 Synthesis 

The transfer of forces between a steel reinforcement and the surrounding concrete is performed at
the interface, governed by the concrete strength and the bar surface properties (bond index, rib
geometry and arrangement). The present chapter has aimed at understanding the latter phenome
non in presence of cracks, when the activation of the bar is not limited by the sudden splitting of
the concrete specimen. The extensive pull out test campaign (see Section 3.1) considerably im
proved the amount of available experimental data on the topic. The results confirmed the decrease
of performance of bond and anchorages in presence of cracks (see Section 3.2) as observed in the
literature review (see Section 2.3). The related developments (see Sections 3.3 and 3.4) tend to pro
vide recommendations and formulations for the evaluation of the reduction of both strength and
stiffness for a large range of cracks (not limited to service crack widths). From the performed work,
the main conclusions and interesting points are the following:

Bond behaviour is significantly influenced by in plane cracks, even when the opening remains
low and controlled;

Experimental evidences from the pull out campaign confirm that it may markedly differ from
the response resulting from the classical and standardized pull out tests, which are the basis of
the bond slip laws adopted in design;

The performance depends on the anchorage detailing. Nevertheless, all the evaluated details
consistently presented a reduction of the strength and/or stiffness in the force slip curves;

Straight deformed bars and plain hooks exhibited the greatest sensitivity to in plane cracking;

Deformed hooked bars generally underwent degradation of the behaviour –both on the stiff
ness and strength– due to cracking. The degree of the reduction is function of the disposition
of the hook with respect to the crack and to the presence of a bar passing through the detail;

Headed and deformed U shaped bars exhibited the lowest sensitivity to the presence of cracks
and were in most cases merely affected by a reduction of the stiffness (notably forged studs);

Interesting similarities were highlighted between straight and hooked bars –made of similar
deformed steel– regarding the contribution of bond to the behaviour;

A concrete wedge was observed for hooks and heads anchorage in the saw cuts after tests. The
form and location of this element was related to the bearing area of the detail. Its penetration
into the cracked concrete seems to govern the stiffness of the behaviour for large values of slip;

The influence of in plane cracking on bond behaviour can be reproduced analytically by con
siderations analogous to the aggregate interlock approaches. On that mechanical basis, simple
formulas were derived allowing to calculate the reductions of the strength and of the stiffness
for various details (straight and headed bars);
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The bond index fR does not seem sufficient to properly characterize –in its current and well
known form– the influence of various rib geometry of the reinforcement bars on the bond
strength in cracked conditions;

In this sense, related parameters such as rib inclination/orientation/shape or lug width/spacing
for different steel products should be further investigated in order to consistently describe
bond properties in presence of cracks;

The coefficient f –correlated to the number of lugs– aims to adjust the bond index fR in order
to account for the differences in the distribution of the surface profile for the various types of
bars investigated in the literature and in the present research. It might also benefit from addi
tional studies related to a detailed definition of the rib geometry for different type of bars;

The developed numerical approach also provides accurate predictions regarding the influence
on the bond strength of straight bars for several orientations of the crack and steel products (1,
2, 3 or 4 lugs). It also confirms the pertinence of the formulation proposed in the bond model;

The performed investigations tend to show that the performance of deformed bars with ribs or
indentations is fundamentally different in presence of cracks (up to 20% smaller in the latter
case). Additional related studies for this specific type of bars are strongly recommended.

A recent experimental work [Des15] highlighted well the actual issues and required improvements
related to the study of bond performance in cracks. According to the authors, the orientation of the
crack with respect to the rib pattern is of minor importance to the bond strength, contrarily to the
presented numerical approach. This might highlight the fact that the local state of the concrete –at
the position of the maximum rib height– could be of importance, and that the decrease of bond
strength might therefore not only be related to the reduction of the contact area. This could also be
related to the low values of normalized crack openings considered in these recent tests, for which a
large scatter was observed in the literature. The simplicity of the test setup, associated to its inno
vative procedure to perform the cracks, need to be mentioned and are of major interest in the
frame of a standardization of pull out tests under such conditions. However, the lack of details in
the description of the surface profile –only maximum rib height and angle according to bar axis are
provided– strongly limits the related interpretations of the results and further developments by
other researchers. In this sense, it is evident that an accurate definition of the main geometrical
characteristics of the profile of the bar should be systematically performed with modern measure
ment systems (for instance DIC that showed satisfactory results in the present research).

Finally, it should be noted that additional efforts are needed in order to investigate the structural
implications of bond decay in cracked concrete, and to formulate ”tailored” bond stress slip curves
for other types of anchorage solutions such as hooked bars (commonly used in practice). The anal
ogies observed with straight bars are in this sense of major interest. Also, tests on plain details
could provide useful information regarding the differentiation of the force transfer mechanisms for
such details (mechanical anchorage provided by the hook and bond along the bar).
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 State of the Art on the Punching of Chapter 4

Flat Slabs 
Punching around the columns is characterized by brittle failures and occurs together with

flexural deformations at the shear critical zone of the slab (Figure 4.1(b)). This phenomenon can
take place at various locations of a structure depending on the loading and boundary conditions
(Figure 4.1(a)). It is generally recognized as governing for the design of slender reinforced concrete
flat slabs since the 1960’s and was therefore studied in consequence through extensive experi
mental and analytical works. However, recent tragic events [Mut05] tend to show that the phe
nomenon is still of actuality and deserves some additional investigations.

Figure 4.1 Punching phenomenon in reinforced concrete structures: (a) failure types in a typ
ical flat slab; and (b) consecutive phases for axisymmetric solicitation (central column)

Various researchers were involved in the development of the first models to describe the punching
behaviour of flat slabs [Kin60, Kin63, She89, Bro90a, Hal96, Mut08a, Ein16b, Bro16]. Amongst
them, the physical based approach proposed by Muttoni [Mut08a] –known as the Critical Shear
Crack Theory (CSCT)– has a central role in the present research.

The main idea of the CSCT consists in reducing the effective compressive strength of a theoretical
inclined strut supported at the column periphery (fc,eff < fc) depending on the cracking
state (Figure 4.2(b)). The opening of the critical shear crack (w) is assumed to be proportional to the
product of the slab rotation with the effective depth ( d). The critical crack is assumed to have an
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inclination ( ) of 45° with respect to the slab plane (Figure 4.2(c)). The nominal shear strength (v) at
a control perimeter (b0) located at distance d/2 from the column edge is thus a function of d. In
the compression strut, forces have to be transmitted through cracks. As the aggregate size (dg) in
fluences the coarseness of the crack, Muttoni [Mut08a] has proposed a failure criterion (Eq.(4.1))
that includes the latter parameter so as to consider its role in the carrying capacity of the strut. A
simplified analytical model known as the quadrilinear –similar to the one proposed by Kinnunen
and Nylander [Kin60]– may be used to define the relation between the rotation ( ) of an isolated
axisymmetric slab element and the applied load (V). The latter depends on parameters associated
to the specimen geometry, the type of loading and the material properties. For more particular
conditions, this relationship should rather be determined through specific (non linear) numerical
analysis. The failure is simply predicted to take place at the intersection of the load rotation curve
and the failure criterion (Figure 4.2(a)), defining both the related strength VR and rotation R of the
slab. Punching might also occur at a load level corresponding to the flexural capacity of the slab
Vflex (estimated for instance through yield line methods [Joh62]) and is generally associated to sig
nificant deformations (intersection of the failure criteria and the plateau of the load rotation curve).

Figure 4.2 Bases of the CSCT: (a) load rotation curves for similar slabs with different flexural
reinforcement ratios (solid lines) and the failure criterion (dashed line); (b) reduction of the
concrete strength in the compression strut around the column; (c) nominal crack width and

control perimeter for the shear strength; and (d)main related formulations [Mut08a]

In the cases where the carrying capacity of the slab is limited by punching (VR < V), the structure
needs to be adapted in order to fulfil the design requirements regarding the strength and defor
mation capacity. Classical solutions (Figure 4.3(a b)) included the modification of the slab thickness
(h) and/or the size of the support area (c) in order to increase the control section (b0 d).

Figure 4.3 Possible modifications to improve the punching strength of a slab: (a) use of col
umn capitals (in concrete or steel); (b) fabrication of concrete drop panels; and (c) disposition

of transverse reinforcement in the vicinity of the column (shear critical zone)
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However, since the aforementioned methods are often not available due to practical, economical or
architectural considerations, the disposition of transverse reinforcement in the shear critical zone
(Figure 4.3(c)) has been progressively established as a commonly used solution to allow the con
struction of slender flat slabs since the end of the 20th century. In the latter case, another material –
usually steel– is involved to increase locally the transverse stiffness of the slab, leading to an im
provement of the punching phenomenon. The use of such reinforcing systems influences the crack
development within the slab, and the punching is therefore associated to several potential failure
modes (Figure 1.2). Also, depending on the type, amount and disposition of the transverse rein
forcement, its related contribution to the slab behaviour was observed to differ markedly.

It became therefore necessary to consider the beneficial effect of this additional reinforcement in
the punching phenomenon in order to provide reliable guidelines and recommendations for de
signers. The existing theories were consequently adapted [Gom99a, Bro05, Fer09, Lip12a] and spe
cific models were also developed on different bases [Men99, Bir04, Fer10c, Hoa16]. Most of these,
however, are generally limited in their application to reinforcement with good anchorage proper
ties. The common difficulty associated to all these punching models is mostly related to the evalua
tion of the contribution of both transverse steel and concrete. Although experimental evidences
confirm the existence of disparities in terms of performance amongst the main systems, the previ
ously mentioned approaches do not systematically consider the latter aspect.

In this sense, the extension of the CSCT [Fer09] is of major interest, notably its activation model
specific to the transverse reinforcement. The latter allows to evaluate –through simple physical
considerations on bond, anchorage and crack kinematics– the increase of force in these elements
during the punching phenomenon with accurate predictions for various cases [Fer09, Fer10a].
However, several observations thoroughly gathered from literature tend to show that some of the
related assumptions might not be conservative. The present work will therefore focus on the vali
dation and the adaptation of the existing activation model regarding anchorage and bond issues.

In the following, an overview of the transverse reinforcement used for slabs against punching is
presented (see Section 4.1) in order to understand the evolution of the most common types of sys
tems found in practice. The current trends regarding the development of such specific reinforce
ment –based on recent patented products– are also presented so as to highlight the future direction
of interest in this field. The different cracks observed during the punching phenomenon are then
detailed (see Section 4.2), with a description of the associated failure modes and the related formu
lations according to CSCT (see Section 4.3). Selected experimental investigations from literature
presenting failures within the shear reinforced zone –associated to a failure crack intercepting one
or several rows of transverse elements– are thoroughly depicted (see Section 4.4). The latter section
aims at gathering specific information both on the failure crack kinematics and on the activation of
the transverse reinforcement during punching. Finally, the main code provisions for punching are
presented and briefly discussed (see Section 4.5) to highlight the disparities between the consid
ered approaches.
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4.1 Types of shear reinforcement 

The main parameters defining the quality of the transverse reinforcement used in punching were
highlighted by Beutel [Beu02] based on several investigations. Above all, the system should be
able to develop the entire material properties –strength and ductility– through adequate bond and
anchorage mechanisms (ideally within both the tension and compression zones of the slab). The
material and production costs as well as the interaction with the flexural reinforcement were also
cited as relevant factors influencing the choice of a punching reinforcement system in practice.

4.1.1 Bent-up bars 

Similarly to what was developed for beams in the beginning of the 20th century (an extensive over
view can be found in [Ric27]), the use of plain bent up bars in slabs in the late 1930’s by Graf
[Gra38] –amongst the first reported punching tests with transverse elements– increased the related
ultimate strength and deformation capacity. Other investigations performed on slender specimens
with similar reinforcing systems (Figure 4.4) either with end anchorages [Ros59, Yit66, Mir10,
Tas11] or without [Els56, And63, Fra64, Sun77, Pet79, Hal96, Mar97, Bro00, Mir10, Tas11, Ein16a]
supported these observations for various arrangements (radial or orthogonal), amount and type of
bars (generally deformed). It was concluded that the efficiency might be easily –and significantly–
reduced by bond and anchorage limitations associated to a local crushing at the inside of the bend.

Figure 4.4 Detailing of bent up bars as punching reinforcement: (a)with end anchorages
(adapted from [Gra38]); (b) without end anchorages (adapted from [Els66]); and (c d) alter

native solutions (adapted from [And63, Ein16a])

Detailing was therefore recognized as a critical point for the performance of punching shear rein
forcement. The bending process of the bars –limiting the use of large diameters– required the dis
position of several elements in the vicinity of the column in order to provide noticeable improve
ment on the structural response. Although this congestion locally increases the flexural strength
and guarantees the integrity of the slab, the related constructive difficulties led to a progressive loss
of interest for bent up bars as transverse reinforcement to the benefit of more efficient products.

4.1.2 Bend bar details 

Taking advantage of the available bending technology, an alternative reinforcement system com
posed of small diameter bars was developed simultaneously with the limitations observed on
bent up bars in the middle of the 20th century. Considerable types of these elements –commonly

(a) (b) (c) (d)
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denominated as stirrups– were tested, such as continuous [Kee54, Els56, And63, Nyl72, Sei77, Pil82,
Bro90b, Mar97, Pil97, Lad98, Lip12a, Ein16a], closed [Fra64, Wan69, Car70, Pra79, Pil82, Tol88,
Gha92, Hug95, Oli00, Tim03, Fei07, Vol10], one legged or individual links [Mar77, Reg80a, Nil83,
Mül84, Lov90, Cha92, Yam92, Cha93, Hal99, Lee99, Oli00, Pis00, Tra01, Reg01, Beu03, Tim03,
Heg07, Ein16a] yet with significant differences in the improvement of the slab strength and ductili
ty. The evolution of the system (Figure 4.5) tends to highlight the intention to simplify its arrange
ment in the slab (radial, uniform, orthogonal), notably by limiting potential interactions with the
flexural reinforcement. In this sense, in most of the actual applications, such a reinforcing system is
generally delivered on site in preassembled units connected through welded constructive rein
forcement (Figure 4.5(d)). Although the latter aspect was observed to improve the behaviour in
presence of cracks [Reh79], the main issues associated to such reinforcing details were still related
to the anchorage performance. The various solutions evaluated in the aforementioned investiga
tions confirmed the importance of both top and bottom anchorages in the efficiency of the punch
ing system. The use of plain bars –or of deformed bars in the case of thin slabs– considerably limits
the development of bond that can generally not contribute sufficiently to the force transfer to com
plete the entire activation of the material strength. Also, the local crushing of the concrete on the
inside the bend potentially limits the anchorage capacity –if not enclosing properly the flexural
reinforcement– with the risk of delamination of the shear reinforced core [Vol10].

Figure 4.5 Detailing of stirrups as punching reinforcement: (a) continuous (similar to
[Kee54]); (b) individual elements (similar to [Mar77]); (c) closed (similar to [Oli00]); and (d)

actual solution (similar to [Lip12a])

4.1.3 Headed bars 

Since the late 1970’s, several reinforcing elements were developed on different bases than bent up
bars or stirrups. The aim was to propose a system that would provide efficient anchorage for thin
slabs, a convenient disposition on the site and of low cost. Inspired by the shearhead proposed by
Corley and Hawkins [Cor68, Haw74] –not further developed in the present research– that was
found to be non justifiable economically, Ghali and Walther [Lan76] (also evaluated later in
[Reg85, Gom99b]) investigated the use of segments of standard steel I profiles (Figure 4.6(a)) as an
interesting alternative to the aforementioned solutions. The promising results initiated the optimi
zation of this –way to massive– system [And77, Sei77, Sti80, And81], and led in the early 1980’s to
the first version of plain double headed bar as transverse reinforcement for punching

(a) (b) (c) (d)
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(Figure 4.6(b)) [Voe81]. Intensive investigations were conducted in order to determine the ideal
proportion and geometry of the anchorage –notably related to the head– that would develop yield
ing stresses in the bar without an important concrete crushing. The actual version of this type of
reinforcing system is commonly denominated as studs and is provided with a circular head (with a
dimension of around three times the diameter of the bar). Several variations of the latter product
were developed by researchers and manufacturers, such as single headed studs [Moh85, Reg85,
Koc90, Mar97, Reg01, Ste07], double headed studs [Mar97, Gom00, Reg01, Beu03, Bro07, Bir08,
Ett09, Riz11, Lip12a, Hei12, Fer14] or other alternatives [Mül84, Gom00, Reg01, Tra01, Mus04,
Vaz09, Tra11, Ran15]. Although the anchorage is achieved at the head level –the related perfor
mance is almost independent of the bond properties along the straight part of the bar (compared to
bent up bars and stirrups)– these elements are nowadays generally made of deformed bars
(see Section 2.1.3). Similarly to bend bar details, they are usually constructively connected together
with small diameter bars or slender steel plates in order to simplify the installation. The latter as
pect might be favourable for the related behaviour when disposed on the tensile part of the slab
where significant crack openings may occur. The arrangement of the studs around the column
depends on the local usage –orthogonal in the USA as Figure 4.6(c), and radial in Europe as
Figure 4.6(d)– but nowadays is generally concentrated in the main axes of the slab.

Figure 4.6 Detailing of studs as punching reinforcement: (a) segments of standard steel I
profile (similar to [Lan76]); (b) double headed bars (similar to [Voe81]); (c) single headed

bars with rail (similar to [Mok85]); and (d) alternative solution (similar to [Tra01])

Limitations of the anchorage capacity for studs were only observed experimentally in very specific
situations during the phenomenon of punching. In the latter cases, it might result in a concrete
cone breakout or a delamination of the shear reinforced core leading to a premature failure load
(see Section 4.2). Thus, adequate cover –limited to the minimum possible– and disposition of the
first element –with respect to the column face– are required to avoid the development of such un
expected failure modes. It is reasonable to claim that the main aspects potentially affecting the con
tribution of studs in punching are related more to its arrangement around the column –spacing
and extension– than to its anchorage quality. The use of studs is therefore generally preferred by
researchers for the tests with transverse reinforcement as it allows to focus mainly on the physical
aspects of the punching phenomenon by limiting the interaction with potential anchorage issues
associated to less performant reinforcing systems.

(a) (b) (c) (d)
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4.1.4 Innovative systems 

Recent advances on the understanding of the failure mechanisms associated to punching
(see Section 4.3) lead nowadays to better capture their differences in efficiency and to develop new
products on a more consistent basis. The current trends in the development of transverse rein
forcement against punching are orientated into two main directions: the use of high performance
materials (Figure 4.7(a)) and the adaptation of the geometry of classical details such as stirrups
(Figure 4.7(b)) or studs (Figure 4.7(c)). As a consequence, the transverse stiffness of the slab is local
ly increased, providing a better control of the development of out of plane cracks. In the first case,
the knowledge on Ultra High Performance Fibre Reinforced Concrete (UHPFRC) or carbon fibres
resulted in several patents [WIP10, WIP14], yet the cost of such materials –compared to steel– often
limits their applications in practical situations. In the second case, the performance is improved
through a modification of the geometry of classical systems [WIP11, WIP12, WIP15]. An inclination
around 30 ÷ 60° is provided to the transverse elements –through one or several bents– so as to in
tersect the failure crack in the most perpendicular manner possible. Local crushing –associated to a
force concentration at the bend– or delamination –associated to a consequent activation of the an
chorage with limited constructive dispositions– might then govern the efficiency of these systems.

Figure 4.7 Current trends in the detailing of transverse reinforcement against punching:
(a) coated carbon fibres strips (adapted from [WIP14]); (b) inclined stirrups with improved
anchorage in tensile part (adapted from [WIP12]); (c) bent studs (adapted from [WIP15]);

and (d) individual links (90° bends) embedded in UHPFRC blocks [WIP10]

Also, the potential complexity related to the installation of such innovative types of transverse re
inforcement on the construction site, limits their use only to specific cases where high performance
systems are required. In this sense, out of convenience and by force habits, the more familiar
products have a greater chance of being chosen, in practice, for most of the standard projects.
Therefore, the association of high performance materials to common types of transverse rein
forcement appears to be a promising direction for the development of efficient and practical sys
tems. An interesting solution of this type was evaluated within the frame of this research [WIP10]
providing a considerable improvement of the structural response of the reinforced slab
(Figure 4.7(d)). The anchorage of the individual links composing the system was enhanced by en
closing the end hooks in blocks of UHPFRC. The density of the matrix of such material allowed the
disposition of the system directly in contact with the formwork and to take advantage of its related
bond performance in order to provide an optimal activation to the transverse reinforcement.

(a) (b) (c) (d)
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4.1.5 Influence of bond and anchorage conditions on punching performance 

The intensive development and evaluation of transverse reinforcement during the second half of
the 20th century provided experimental evidences supporting the fact that the detailing and the
type of punching system have a significant influence on the structural response of the reinforced
slabs [Els56, Lan76, Mar77, Reg80a, Dil81, Voe81, Mok85, Tol88, Gha92, Yam92, Mar97, Oli00,
Pis00, Reg00, Beu03, Pil03, Roj07, Bir08, Vaz09, Fer09, Iná12, Lip12a, Sil12, Ein16a]. The arrange
ment of transverse elements in the vicinity of slab–column connection increases both the strength
and the deformation capacity –compared to a reference slab– yet with variable efficiency. Punch
ing tests performed at EPFL in the last decade on similar slabs ( 1.5%, c = 260 mm, d 210 mm)
highlighted clearly these disparities between different types of reinforcing systems (Figure 4.8).

Figure 4.8 Contributions in terms of normalized rotation (left) and strength (right) at failure
of several different punching reinforcing systems for punching tests on similar slabs in

comparison to the reference slab without transverse reinforcement (adapted from [Ein16a])

The differences in the response of the slab are mainly attributed to the disparities in the anchorage
performance under the specific conditions occurring during punching [Ein16a], and confirm the
relevance of the present research. The relatively poor efficiency of bent up bars –compared to any
other actual reinforcing solution– justifies the lack of interest for the latter system in practice
[Dil08], especially when improvements of both ductility and maximum strength are required. It is
interesting to highlight that the deformation capacity of the slab –measured in terms of rotation– is
in general not similarly sensitive to the type of the system used than the maximum strength. In
fact, significant differences arise in the contributions to the punching behaviour between standard
stirrups and studs –compared to the reference slab without transverse reinforcement– mostly re
lated to the deformation capacity (increase of respectively 97% and 263%) rather than to the maxi
mum strength (increase of respectively 73% and 94%). In general, the transverse reinforcement
providing the largest strength is not systematically the one providing also the largest capacity of
deformation. The latter points are strongly related to the activation of the transverse elements
through the internal cracks, a complex phenomenon still under investigation. In order to contrib
ute to the existing state of the art on the latter problematic, the development of cracks in the con
crete during punching will be thoroughly investigated and reported in the following sections, as
well as the role of the anchorage on the activation of the transverse reinforcement.
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4.2 Cracking associated to punching phenomenon 

As previously mentioned (see Section 2.1), the development of cracks is intrinsic to reinforced con
crete elements. It reflects the transfer of forces between its two main components –the steel rein
forcement and the surrounding concrete– and is necessary under certain reasonable limits –at ser
viceability limit state (SLS)– to guarantee adequate behaviour to the structure.

In the case of the punching, the complex interactions of forces lead –at ultimate limit state (ULS)–
to the presence of several types of cracks (Figure 4.9), with disparities in their opening ranges. The
internal cracking phenomenon affects the stiffness of the slab response and interacts with the
transverse reinforcement by intercepting it. Most of the failure modes associated to punching with
transverse reinforcement result from the sudden propagation of one of these specific cracks
(see Section 4.3), or in some cases from the combination of some of them. Thus, in the frame of this
research, it appeared important to detail the sequence of the crack development in the vicinity of
the column during the progressive loading of a concentric and isolated slab specimen.

Figure 4.9 Schematic representations of the cracks potentially developing at ULS in punch
ing of slabs with transverse reinforcement (strong direction): (a) cracks associated to tangen
tial moments; (b) cracks associated to radial moments; (c) cracks in the concrete strut; and (d)
cracks associated to a potential concrete cone breakout or to delamination phenomenon

Cracks develop initially on the tensile part of the slab for low load level (10 ÷ 20% of the ultimate
load) and are associated to tangential bending moments mt, generally in the main directions (crack
b1 in Figure 4.9) prior to the diagonals (crack b2 in Figure 4.9). Since the distance between these
radial cracks was observed to be related to the spacing of the flexural reinforcement [Mar77], the
associated crack pattern tends to correspond to the reinforcement layout in the main directions of
the slab. Also, the use of transverse reinforcement might lead to the existence of some weaker
plans in the slab, increasing therefore the potential risk of crack development in their vicinity. The
latter aspect was highlighted in the extensive experimental punching test campaign conducted by
Beutel [Beu03] for slabs reinforced with studs. The development of the radial cracks might be im
portant –openings up to 2 mm before failure at the level of the flexural reinforcement– yet not crit
ical regarding the punching failure. They might affect the bond performance on the straight part of
the transverse reinforcement as well as the efficiency of the top anchorage (B B in Figure 4.9), as
both force transfer mechanisms were confirmed in the present research (see Section 2.3) to be very
sensitive to the presence of cracks (even of limited widths).
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The increase of the load (30 ÷ 60% of the ultimate load) leads to the formation of cracks around the
column associated to radial bending moments mr (cracks a0 a4 in Figure 4.9). These cracks are
whose which development is associated to the punching failure of the slab. The yielding of the
flexural reinforcement is progressively achieved at the column face and large openings are ob
served in the existing cracks (cracks a0 and a1 in Figure 4.9), resulting in the development of new
tangential cracks extending gradually further away (cracks a2 a4 in Figure 4.9). The latter flexural
based cracks are of primordial importance in the present study because of their significant widths
(up to 3 mm before failure, even more) but also for the high probability of their affecting the top
anchorage of the transverse elements (position not directly related to the one of flexural reinforce
ment, as in the case of radial cracks). Observations on several saw cuts indicate that the location of
these cracks might be strongly influenced by the position of the top anchorage of the transverse
reinforcement [Ein16a], independently of its type. At around half of the failure load, the crack pat
tern is normally completed –with moderate openings– as represented in the surface view of the
slab in Figure 4.9. No significant differences were generally observed with the use of different
types of transverse reinforcement [Sei80]. The propagation of the tangential cracks into the slab
towards the column face is associated to a complex interaction of flexural and shear deformations,
still under investigation by researchers (A A in Figure 4.9). Thus, contrary to radial cracks, tangen
tial cracks will not develop along the axis of the transverse elements, affecting thus mainly the per
formance of the top anchorage (crack a2 in Figure 4.9). Immediately before punching (90 ÷ 95% of
the ultimate load), the deformations concentrated into the punching cone –through the formed
cracks– localize into one failure crack (crack a5 in Figure 4.9) that propagates suddenly to achieve
the ultimate load capacity of the slab [Pra79]. The latter phase might potentially be limited by some
local anchorage issues, such as concrete cone breakout (crack d1 in Figure 4.9) or delamination
(crack d2 in Figure 4.9). Depending on the development of the failure crack, the contributions on
the punching load of both concrete and steel might vary significantly. The following section aims
to detail, classify and discuss the possible failures occurring in slabs with transverse reinforcement.

4.3 Failure modes of shear-reinforced slabs 

The presence of transverse elements adequately disposed in the slab is always beneficial for the
punching phenomena, but it also makes the transfer of forces more complex –compared to the case
of slabs without such reinforcement– with multiple possible failure modes (Figure 4.10(a)). For
systems with good anchorage performance –such as studs– significant differences arise amongst
them regarding the deformation capacity at failure (dashed lines in Figure 4.10(b)). The develop
ment of a crack through the transverse reinforcement –failure within the shear reinforced area– is
highly beneficial for the ductility of the structure, avoiding the sudden and pronounced drop of
the load associated to other punching failures (as in the crushing failure of the first strut). Although
the ultimate load is potentially smaller –in the former case– the related behaviour at failure makes
it considerably more interesting and safer for structural applications. Independently of the failure
mode, the activation of the transverse reinforcement is generally performed through a complex
combination of struts and cracks intersecting the elements (Figure 4.9), still under investigation.
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Figure 4.10 Punching failure modes of slabs with transverse reinforcement: (a) effective con
tribution of the transverse elements to the punching strength at failure for different amount;

and (b) differences in the deformation capacity at failure (adapted from [Voe81])

Punching failures associated to the detailing of transverse reinforcement may result from a lack of
rigour in the disposition of the elements and were resolved through experimental iterations. The
most common are related to an insufficient number of rows of the transverse reinforcement (nr) or
to an excessive spacing between two consecutive elements (s1), leading respectively to a failure
outside the reinforced area or in between the elements (Figure 4.10(a)). More rarely, an excessive
spacing between two elements of the same row (st) –potentially the case when the transverse rein
forcement is disposed cruciformly around the column– might also result in a particular failure
mode [Ein16a]. The reduced effective depth (dv) was recognized to be one of the key parameters
characterizing the aforementioned phenomenon, as the theoretical strut is no longer supported on
the column face but on the bottom anchorage of the last element of the transverse reinforcement.

If the arrangement of the transverse reinforcement is done according to the state of the art, the
critical failure mode mainly depends on the amount and the performance of the punching system
(bond properties and anchorage detailing). Thus, the development of the failure crack through the
reinforcement is controlled by a combination of these parameters and generally the inclination gets
steeper by increasing the transversal stiffness (associated to the type and amount of system used).
The failure mode might therefore change from a rather ductile one associated to steel failure (fail
ure within in Figure 4.10(a)) to a more brittle one associated to concrete crushing (crushing failure
in Figure 4.10(a)) with a not well defined transition phase (dashed line in Figure 4.10(a)). This was
confirmed by several experimental test series [Yam92, Gom99, Pis00, Vaz09] where the effective
contribution of a given type of system was observed to be clearly not directly proportional to its
amount (also partially reported in [Reg01]). The latter seems to be related to the development –
under certain specific conditions (such as cracking)– of some anchorage limitations of the trans
verse reinforcement systems, similarly to what was observed for individual elements
(see Section 2.3). This might lead to premature failures of the slab specimens with a reduction of
the effective contribution of the transverse steel –yielding not achieved– in the punching phenom
enon (failure with anchorage limitation in Figure 4.10(a)). Elstner and Hognestad [Els56] were
among the first to claim that the local crushing of the concrete under the bends of the reinforcing
details might potentially have contributed to the anchorage issues highlighted in their testing pro
gram. Possible interactions between the aforementioned failure modes can be also expected when
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the slabs are reinforced with non axisymmetric anchorage systems –such as individual links
(Figure 4.5(b))– as their performance might be different between the main axes (strong and weak
reinforcement directions of the slab). If all the previously mentioned failure modes can be avoided
through an adequate use of transverse reinforcement, the flexural capacity of the slab can be
achieved (punching might still occur depending on the effective deformation capacity of the slab).

In the following, the punching failure modes for which bond and anchorage conditions of the
transverse reinforcement have an important role are detailed physically and depicted according to
the CSCT [Fer09]. This is the case for the crushing failure (see Section 4.3.1) and the failure within
the shear reinforced area (see Section 4.3.2). In the frame of this research, particular interest will be
given to the latter one –generally associated to low amounts of shear reinforcement– as the related
assumptions of the CSCT regarding the activation of transverse elements are not systematically
supported by experimental evidences.

4.3.1 Crushing failure 

This failure mode is associated to the limitation of the load carrying capacity of the concrete strut
between the first transverse reinforcing element and the column face (Figure 4.11(b)). The force in
the strut (Fstrut) depends on its angle, which in fact depends on the position of the top anchorage of
the first row of transverse reinforcement. A larger distance between the first transverse element
and the column face (s0) leads to a lower inclination of the strut and therefore to a higher force in
the strut. The effective strength of the strut (fc,eff) depends on the cracking state, as already high
lighted in Figure 4.2(b)). If the inclination is low, the strength can be reduced by flexural cracks
propagating into the strut and if the inclination is too steep, the strength can also be reduced by the
cracks due to tension in the transverse reinforcement. Thus, an optimal position exists for the first
element, where the ratio between the strength and the force in the strut is the highest. In the latest
recommendations of the fib Model Code 2010 (MC 2010) [FIB13], this distance ranges between
0.35 dv and 0.75 dv with slight differences in the values amongst the different code provisions.

Figure 4.11 Crushing failure of the first strut according to the CSCT: (a) load rotation curves;
(b) qualitative curves for the determination of the optimal position of the first transverse re
inforcement regarding to the column face; and (c)main related formulations [Fer09, Fer10a]
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Considered as an upper bound of the punching strength for slabs with shear reinforcement, this
failure mode is generally treated by most of current code provisions through semi empirical ap
proaches with good correlation. Considering that the disposition of the first transverse element in
agreement with the recommendations, the punching strength (VR,crush) is simply estimated –
according to the CSCT [Fer09]– with Eq.(4.2) through the multiplication of the original failure cri
terion (for slabs without transverse reinforcement, see Eq.(4.1)) by a semi empirical factor ( ) de
pending on the efficiency of the type of transverse reinforcement system considered. The represen
tation in the normalized load rotation of the failure criteria (Figure 4.11(a)) allows to appreciate the
substantial contribution of the transverse reinforcement in terms of strength and deformation ca
pacity compared to the reference case. Conservatively, the value of is set to 2.0, but higher ones
can be considered – Eq.(4.3)– if experimental data demonstrates a better performance. This allows
for an easy adaptation of the calculation model for various types of shear reinforcing systems
[Fer10a, Ein16a] confirming the pertinence of the approach. The range of values generally consid
ered for can be physically explained notably by the differences in the performance of the support
of the concrete strut provided by the top anchorage of the first element of the transverse rein
forcement. The additional slip of the anchorage –associated to less efficient reinforcement systems–
leads to a reduction of the confinement of the concrete strut at the column face with increased lat
eral expansion (cracks c in Figure 4.9), limiting therefore its related carrying capacity.

4.3.2 Failure within the shear-reinforced area 

This failure mode is related to the activation of transverse elements by a failure crack similar to the
one that develops for slabs without transverse reinforcement (crack a4 in Figure 4.9). The phenom
enon involves both steel (VR,s) and concrete (VR,c), making the definition of the related punching
strength (VR,in) less evident than for the other aforementioned failure modes. In this sense, the
physical model proposed by Fernández Ruiz and Muttoni [Fer09] for the CSCT is of major interest
(Figure 4.12), as it allows to estimate and sum up the individual contributions (Eq.(4.4)).

Figure 4.12 Failure within the shear reinforced area according to the CSCT (n=2 elements in
tercepted by the critical crack): (a) load rotation curves; (b) activation of the transverse rein
forcement (h1/h2 = 2/3, the anchorages of the transverse elements were not represented only

for clarity purposes); and (c)main related formulations [Fer09]
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Both the concrete and steel contributions are obtained assuming the development of a critical crack
–similar to the one considered for punching without transverse reinforcement (angle of 45°, cen
tre of rotation at the column face, opening proportional to d)– through the transverse elements
and localizing half of the deformations at failure ( = 0.5). The concrete contribution (VR,c) can thus
be defined by the same failure criterion previously derived (Eq.(4.5)). The steel contribution (VR,s) is
defined in its general form as Eq.(4.6), where Asw,i is the sum of the cross section area of all the
transverse elements in the row i and i their inclination according to the plane of the slab. For each
transverse element at row i –intersected by the crack at a given height (hi) from tip of the crack
(Figure 4.12(b))– the component of the crack opening (wi) activating the reinforcement (wb,i) can be
simply calculated as Eq.(4.7). Assuming perfect bond and anchorage conditions, and depending on
the type of system considered (casted in or post installed reinforcing details) and type of steel
product (plain or deformed bars), several formulations were derived by the authors to relate the
crack opening to the stresses in the transverse elements [Fer09]. The complete analytical develop
ments of the relations sw wb can be found in Appendix A. In the following, this physical based
method will be denominated as the activation model and has a central role in the present thesis.

This model defines the increase of force in efficient shear reinforcing systems –such as deformed
studs– through several consecutive phases depending on the state of deformation of the slab
(through rotation ) and the position of the crack intersection with the transverse elements (dis
crete method). As the latter aspect might result in a certain sensibility, a smeared approach was
also proposed and validated recently [Fer09, Lip12a]. In general, different activation cases arise
during the development of the punching failure: bond only (first row element in Figure 4.12(b)),
bond and bottom anchorage, bond and top anchorage (second row element in Figure 4.12(b)) or
bond and both anchorages (top and bottom). The related failure criteria –Eq.(4.4)– is therefore a
complex function (Figure 4.12(a)) that predicts a partial activation of the transverse reinforcement
for small rotations (high flexural reinforcement ratios, prestressed slabs or footings), and usually
controlled by the yielding of the transverse elements for large rotations (low flexural reinforcement
ratios). In this sense, the punching within the shear reinforced area is generally the governing fail
ure mode for slabs with low to moderate amount of shear reinforcement.

The two main assumptions of the activation model –related to the kinematics of the crack activat
ing the transverse reinforcement and to the perfect bond and anchorage conditions– might lead in
some cases to non conservative predictions. For the failure mode of interest, a more important ac
tivation of the furthest element of the transverse reinforcement intersected by the failure crack (in
comparison to the closest one) was never systematically confirmed in experimental works
(see Section 4.4). Also, the pull out tests performed (see Section 3.2) as well as the literature review
(see Section 2.3) confirmed that the force transfer mechanisms are considerably degraded in pres
ence of cracks and significantly different in function of the reinforcement detailing. In this sense,
although the theory provides good predictions, the fact that it could clearly benefit from additional
developments in the consideration of realistic bond and anchorage conditions of the shear rein
forcement motivated the extension of the activation model in the present research (see Section 5.5).
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4.4 Activation of the transverse reinforcement 

The present section aims at discussing the experimental observations of selected punching tests on
slender slabs with transverse reinforcement found in literature that developed a failure within the
shear reinforced area. Measurements of steel strains ( sw) –converted into steel stress ( sw)– and slab
expansion ( h) –related to internal crack development– were of main interest in studying the acti
vation of the transverse reinforcement ( sw/fyw). In order to investigate properly the phenomenon
associated to the crack kinematics, only slabs presenting a failure crack intercepting at least the
two closest rows of transverse elements were generally considered in the following. Also, the
choice to select mainly slabs reinforced with stud like elements was motivated by the fact that
these systems tend to present significantly less anchorage issues (steel I profiles excluded), thereby
allowing focus on the related phenomenological aspects. Exceptions were generally made for some
major studies of slabs reinforced with stirrups like elements (bent up bars excluded), so as to be
also representative of the reinforcement types commonly used nowadays in practice.

The difficulty of interpretation often associated to punching tests with transverse reinforcement
might be related to the various –and sometimes very specific– representations of the results by the
authors. Thus, for consistency purposes, the original format of the test data –layout, units and axes
of the figures– have been in most cases thoroughly reworked for the discussion (considered units
are [kN] for forces or loads and [mm] for displacement). Also, when a reference test was per
formed within the same test series –on similar slabs but without transverse reinforcement– it was
systematically indicated (with empty dots) as analogies were confirmed [Lip12a]. Although the
original numeration of the measurements was simplified, the denomination of the specimens was
kept identical to the original one for reference purposes. Regarding the transverse reinforcement,
when the system used by the researchers was not common, a detailed sketch is generally provided
in order to better appreciate the potentially related issues. A similar approach was done regarding
the measurement devices used for the evaluation of specific parameters (slip of the anchorage for
instance). In each of the following figures presenting test results, the failure crack is reported either
with a solid line (according to performed saw cuts) or with a dashed line (according to the state
ments of the authors or from personal observation of the available documents). Also, the trans
verse reinforcement and the measurements performed are represented as close as possible to their
exact positions in order to simplify the related interpretation and discussion of the results.

Marti et al. [Mar77] tested a prototype of stirrups made of deformed bars (db = 8 mm, fyw = 539 MPa,
w = 0.35%) as transverse reinforcement for concrete slabs (Figure 4.13(a)) disposed uniformly

around the column (circular). They were among the first to quantify the development of the failure
crack during the test through specific measurements of the slab expansion (Figure 4.13(b)). The
reinforcing system was effective in controlling the formation of internal cracks in the slab specimen
P3. The latter phenomenon was observed to accelerate considerably at a load level similar to the
one corresponding to the failure of the reference specimen P2 without transverse reinforcement
(Figure 4.13(c)). Although tangential cracks with openings of up to 2.5 mm were measured close to
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failure on the tensile side of the slab –potentially affecting the performance of the reinforcing sys
tem– no anchorage limitations were reported. This is most probably related to the important bond
length available and the presence of constructive welds at the extremities. The adequate activation
of the transverse reinforcement led therefore to a relatively ductile failure mode –in comparison to
the reference slab– with important vertical translations associated to the yielding of one or several
transverse elements (similarly to Figure 4.10(b)). Prior to failure, the authors also observed a signif
icant penetration of the slab at the column face –associated to shear deformations– reflecting the
initiation and the propagation of the failure crack from this position.

Figure 4.13 Experimental observations (adapted from [Mar77]): (a) detail of the transverse
reinforcement; (b) slab expansion measurement device; and (c) average slab expansion

The punching tests conducted by Van der Voet [Voe80] (partially reported in [Voe81]) are amongst
the first ones performed on slabs with plain double headed bars as transverse reinforcement
(Figure 4.6(b)), arranged uniformly around the column (square). Delamination problems were con
siderably limited in this case as no cover was provided to the elements (both at the compression
and tensile sides of the slab). In addition to the measurements of the force in the transverse rein
forcement –through strain gauges– and the slab expansion, an attempt was made to evaluate (dur
ing tests) the slip of the head of the stud (in the compression side) in order to investigate more spe
cifically potential interactions associated to the anchorage conditions (Figure 4.14(a)). The speci
men MV6 (db = 4.8 mm, fyw = 325 MPa, w = 0.2%) is the only one of the test series that presented a
failure within the shear reinforced area, and has thus a central role in the following discussion. The
activation of the transverse reinforcement was observed to be proportional to the proximity of the
transverse elements to the column (Figure 4.14(b)), with a systematic development of yield stresses
prior to failure. The first row of studs was therefore activated more than the second, and the sec
ond more than the third, in agreement with the measured crack sequence (solid lines
in Figure 4.14(c)). Most of the activation of the transverse elements –at least 50%– was achieved
after the load level of the failure of the reference specimen MV1. The latter might be related to the
development of important shear deformations. Although the bearing surface of the head (Ah) at the
extremities of the transverse reinforcement was designed by the author to avoid any crushing of
the concrete –when the bar of section (Ab) would achieve its full capacity (Ah/Ab > 25, c/fc 0.6)– the
slip of the anchorage ( ) could not be totally avoided (dashed lines in Figure 4.14(c)), even in the
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compression side of the slab. It is interesting to highlight –for the first row of transverse reinforce
ment– the similarities between the curves of the slab expansion and the slip of the head once the
failure load of the reference slab was reached. This indicates that, under certain conditions, the lack
of stiffness of the head might potentially contribute significantly to the development of a crack at
the position of the transverse element. From other tests performed in the same test series, the im
portance of the slip appears to be related in a way to the shear reinforcement ratio, being larger for
small amount of transverse elements. This can be justified by an increase of the effective activation
of the studs –similar crack development but decreased transverse stiffness– and the associated
crushing under the head. However, as the full activation of the transverse reinforcement could
systematically be achieved prior to failure, the author concluded that the performance of its an
chorage should not have such importance in the determination of the related punching strength
(also previously claimed by Andrä [And77]). The latter remark could be justified for the elements
used in these tests –as well as for others of this period (Ah/Ab 15)– that were made of steel with
relatively limited yield strength. The related issues could be markedly different with the actual
version of such reinforcing systems, for which considerable progress has been made since then
regarding the size of the head (Ah/Ab 9) and the steel properties (fyw 500 MPa). Even though the
presence of ribs along the straight part of the detail would nowadays lead to a reduction of solici
tation at the anchorage level, high bearing stresses on the concrete ( c) would still develop under
the head ( c/fc > 2.0), with all the potential aforementioned problematics related.

Figure 4.14 Experimental observations (adapted from [Voe80]): (a)measurement devices of
the slab expansion and the slip of the head; (b) average activation of the transverse rein
forcement; and (c) average slip of the head of the transverse reinforcement (dashed lines)

and average slab expansion (solid lines)

Conscious of the issues associated to the detailing of the transverse reinforcement, Regan [Reg80a]
performed punching tests on slabs reinforced with deformed individual links (db = 6.0 mm,
fyw = 740 MPa, w = 0.20% and db = 8.0 mm, fyw = 510 MPa, w = 0.35%) combined with some pull out
tests (see Sections 2.1.2 and 2.3.2). In this sense, the aforementioned work is of particular interest as
a similar approach was followed in the present research. In order to facilitate the disposition of the
transverse reinforcement around the flexural bars, the elements were detailed to avoid being pla
nar (Figure 4.15(a)). For the failure mode of interest, increasing the amount of transverse rein
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forcement –for a same uniform arrangement around the column (square)– delays the opening of
the critical crack (Figure 4.15(b)), without any apparent modifications on the related kinematics. As
the transverse stiffness is improved, the crack development –initiated at a load level close to the
failure of the reference slab (specimen 1)– is better controlled and its propagation less sudden. For
both specimens 2 and 3, the strain measurements of the transverse elements support the latter ob
servation with a progressive and stable activation followed by a considerable development at the
failure load of the reference specimen. The force in the first row of transverse reinforcement was
generally more important than in the other ones at failure, as suggested by the slab extension pro
files obtained during the tests. The fact that only a limited amount of details achieved their full
capacity can be partially explained by the high yield strength of the steel used, notably in the case
of specimen 2. From the measurements performed, it can be therefore concluded that the failure of
these specimens seems to be related more to the sudden development of a crack than to the yield
ing of the transverse reinforcement. In the last tested slab of the series –specimen 4 (db = 8.0 mm,
fyw = 510 MPa, w = 0.35%)– a redistribution of forces was even highlighted in the transverse rein
forcement close to the column prior to failure (Figure 4.15(c)), most probably associated to some
anchorage limitations. Also, notable differences were observed between the activation of the trans
verse elements in both the weak and strong directions of the slab –defined as in Figure 4.15(a)– the
latter being generally less solicited by about half. This can be justified by the fact that the details
were systematically hanged in the same direction (strong axis) leading to an asymmetry of the an
chorage performance of the transverse reinforcement regarding punching phenomenon.

Figure 4.15 Experimental observations (adapted from [Reg80a]): (a) detail of the transverse
reinforcement and definition of weak and strong reinforcement directions of a slab; (b) aver
age slab expansion of slabs with similar layout of transverse reinforcement that presented

similar failure mode; and (c) activationof the transverse reinforcement (strong axis)

In the continuity of the investigations performed by Van Der Voet [Voe80], the punching tests by
Mokhtar [Mok82] (partially reported in [Mok85]) involved an enhanced headed bars reinforcement
(db = 9.5 mm, fyw = 278 MPa, w = 0.71%) disposed orthogonally around the column (square). Com
pared to the original version, the elements were produced with heads at the tensile side of more
reasonable dimensions (Ah/Ab 10), and with a steel rail at the compression side substituting the
heads in order to facilitate the installation of the system. Also, most of the transverse elements
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were provided with a cover –both at the compression and tensile side of the slab– to be more rep
resentative of the effective anchorage conditions that can be found in a practical application of the
reinforcing system (compared to its former alternative [Voe80]). Similarly to previous observa
tions, the development of a crack in the vicinity of the column –at a load close to the ultimate one
of the reference slab AB1 (Figure 4.16(a))– contributes greatly in the activation of the first and sec
ond rows of transverse reinforcement up to failure (Figure 4.16(b)). Although the closest studs to
the column are generally the most activated at failure –in agreement with the observed crack se
quence– this appears not to be the case prior to the failure load of the reference slab for specimen
AB2. The author claimed that this initial stronger activation of the second row –compared to the
first one– might result from the interception of the transverse reinforcement element by a flexural
based crack at a distance d from the column face (resulting from tangential moments). The com
bined interpretation of the measurements related to the slip of the heads (Figure 4.16(c)) and of the
activation of the transverse elements (Figure 4.16(b)) indicates in specimen AB5 a relatively stiff
behaviour of the anchorage up to a load corresponding to the failure of the reference slab. Then,
the increase of force in the studs is accompanied by moderate to important slips up to failure, de
creasing progressively the transverse stiffness provided by the studs. The latter facilitates consid
erably the development of cracks in the shear critical region, potentially leading to the failure of
the specimen (not observed in this case). Although values of slip larger than 1.0 mm were recorded
prior to failure, this type of detail allowed –in comparison to less efficient systems [Reg80a]– a
progressive and relatively constant development of stresses in the steel. The latter aspect is essen
tial for the adequate use of transverse reinforcement in punching. Similar tests by Van der Voet
[Voe80] highlighted interesting points regarding the role of the anchorage conditions in the punch
ing phenomenon. Notably, comparing the activation of the transverse reinforcement in both cases
(Figure 4.16(b) and Figure 4.14(b)), it appears that when cover is provided to the head of the stud
(more realistic conditions) the anchorage performance and the related increase of force in the ele
ments are affected. Also, the slip measured at the level of the head (Figure 4.16(c)
and Figure 4.14(c)) exhibits some notable differences, being systematically more important if the
anchorage is provided with a cover, although the activation is not even fully achieved.

Figure 4.16 Experimental observations (adapted from [Mok82]): (a) average slab expansion;
(b) average activation of the transverse reinforcement; and (c) slip of the head of the trans

verse reinforcement (strong axis)
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The tests performed by Tolf [Tol88] on slabs reinforced with small amount of deformed closed
stirrups (db = 5.0 mm, fyw = 710 MPa, w = 0.28% and db = 10.0 mm, fyw = 670 MPa, w = 0.21%) ar
ranged radially around a circular column (Figure 4.17(a)) confirmed the anchorage issues associat
ed to such a type of reinforcing system. It is now accepted that, in thin slabs especially, the activa
tion by bond is generally not optimal due to the limited development length available for the re
spect of durability requirements (minimal concrete cover). The problematic is such for this type of
transverse elements that the contribution to the punching strength –partially based on the transfer
of forces by bond– might almost be null with respect to the reference slab. This was confirmed
with specimens S1.3s and S1.4s (h = 120 mm, c = 125 mm), where no substantial increase of the load
was reported although the failure crack intercepted all the transverse elements (Figure 4.17(b)). The
author investigated the influence of the size effect on the activation of the transverse reinforcement
through tests performed on slabs of double dimension. The specimens S2.3s and S2.4s (h = 240 mm,
c = 250 mm) exhibited a more efficient use of the transverse elements (Figure 4.17(c)) for a relative
ly similar shear reinforcement ratio. In both cases, the first row was slightly more activated than
the second one until some anchorage limitations –or other phenomena– led to the development of
the failure crack, as already observed by Regan [Reg80a]. Also, in all the tests, yielding of the
transverse steel could never be achieved, even at failure, due to inappropriate conditions for an
adequate activation of the reinforcing elements.

Figure 4.17 Experimental observations (adapted from [Tol88]): (a) type and arrangement of
the transverse reinforcement (flexural reinforcement in compression side of the slab not rep
resented for clarity purpose); (b) average activation of the transverse reinforcement (S1.3s
and S1.4s); and (c) average activation of the transverse reinforcement (S2.3s and S2.4s)

Beutel [Beu03] conducted an extensive experimental campaign of punching tests (partially report
ed in [Beu02]) to study the role of detailing and anchorage performance of the transverse rein
forcement (deformed stirrups and studs). The consequent amount of studs disposed radially
around the column ( w > 1.00%) –associated to the anchorage quality of this type of detail– resulted
mostly in failures by crushing of the concrete strut (not of interest in the present research). The
related tests (Z series) will thus not be further developed in the following. The several variations of
stirrups –disposed uniformly around the column (square)– were generally all provided with con
structive transverse bars of small diameter. This solution was considered by the author as it was
reported to substitute well 90° bends or hooks –from an anchorage point of view [Reh79]– even
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without enclosing the flexural reinforcement (usually required for such type of systems). There
fore, although the amount of reinforcement used in these tests was relatively small (0.39% < w <
1.03%), the failure was generally related to concrete crushing close to the column. As most of the
specimens were also reloaded after failure, the interpretations of the saw cuts and crack pattern on
the top of the slab cannot be considered as representative of the situation at failure. However, the
specimen P4 III (db = 8.0 mm, fyw = 597 MPa, w = 0.40%) was the only one interrupted at failure,
without any reloading (Figure 4.18(a)). A significant activation of the first three rows of transverse
reinforcement was measured prior to failure (Figure 4.18(b)) and provided to this slab one of the
most significant deformation capacities of the entire test series. The performance of the anchorage
was stated several times by the author as a main issue for the punching of slabs with transverse
reinforcement. This problematic can be well illustrated with specimen P3 I (db = 8.0 mm,
fyw = 597 MPa, w = 0.40%) in which a redistribution of forces –notably between rows 1 and 3– was
highlighted (Figure 4.18(c)), similarly to previous experimental observations with analogous rein
forcing details [Reg80a, Tol88]. According to Hegger and Beutel [Heg99], this might be related to a
slip of the transverse elements –associated to the development of significant flexural cracks in the
vicinity of the column– limiting thus the activation through bond and anchorage mechanisms.

Figure 4.18 Experimental observations (adapted from [Beu03]): (a) average slab expansion;
(b) average activation of the transverse reinforcement; and (c) average activation of the

transverse reinforcement (with possible anchorage limitations)

The investigations by Birkle [Bir04] (partially reported in [Bir08]) were performed on slabs rein
forced with plain studs (rail in the compression side) disposed radially or orthogonally around the
column (square). This experimental work aimed at studying the performance of relatively low
amounts of transverse reinforcement (0.23% < w < 0.66%). It is therefore of major interest in the
present research providing accurate results and specific interpretations on the activation of the
transverse elements by limiting considerably potential issues related to bond or anchorages. The
use of studs systematically increased the load capacity of the reinforced slabs when compared to
reference specimens, with no apparent influence of the layout of the transverse reinforcement.
However, disparities arose regarding the ductility at failure of the various specimens (dashed lines
in Figure 4.19(a)), as previously observed by Dilger and Ghali [Dil81]. In the case of specimen 3
(db = 9.5 mm, fyw = 393 MPa, w = 0.43%) and specimen 12 (db = 12.7 mm, fyw = 409 MPa, w = 0.23%),
the development of the critical crack through several rows of the reinforcement (Figure 4.19(d))
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provided an appreciable capacity of deformation compared to the other specimens that presented
a crushing of the concrete strut. This is confirmed by the fact that the activation of the transverse
reinforcement for specimens 9 (db = 9.5 mm, fyw = 393 MPa, w = 0.21%) and 12 (Figure 4.19(b)) was
significantly larger than for any other failure modes, with a systematic achievement of the full ca
pacity of one or several of the closest studs to the column. Similar observations were done regard
ing the slab expansion, with larger values reported closer to the column (Figure 4.19(c)), in agree
ment with the failure crack visible on the saw cut (Figure 4.19(d)) and the previously highlighted
activation sequence. The sudden development of the crack and activation prior to failure in speci
men 12 (position 1 and 2) might be strongly associated to the shear deformations in this specific
region. All the aforementioned observations are also generally supported by specimen 11
(db = 12.7 mm, fyw = 460 MPa, w = 0.35%) which presented a failure within the reinforced area. Alt
hough anchorage limitations were not directly observed through measurements –as it was the case
for other less efficient reinforcing systems– a saw cut performed on specimen 12 confirmed some
previous statements (Figure 4.19(e)). The presence of a crack along the axis of the stud –similarly to
crack b1 in Figure 4.9– might have affected the bond performance of all the elements on the rail.
Also, the activation of the transverse reinforcement might be significantly reduced if the failure
crack does not intercept the transverse elements (right stud in Figure 4.19(e)) –similarly to crack d
in Figure 4.9– compared to the expected situation (left stud in Figure 4.19(e)), intercepted at ap
proximatively a quarter of its height. The important distance between the elements –associated to
an orthogonal arrangement of the reinforcement– might partially explain these observations. It is
however difficult to discuss further the influence of this aspect on the failure of the slab specimen.

Figure 4.19 Experimental observations (adapted from [Bir04]): (a) centre deflections of se
lected slab specimens (post failure phases in dashed lines); (b) average slab expansion for
specimens that presented failure within the reinforced area; (c) average activation of the

transverse reinforcement; (d) saw cut of specimen 12 in the strong axis (picture from corre
spondence with the author); and (e) saw cut of specimen 12 at the level of the first row of
studs with failure surface in perspective (picture from correspondence with the author)
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The experimental study conducted by Vaz [Vaz07] (partially reported in [Vaz09]) on slabs rein
forced radially around the column (circular) with a low amount of plain stud like ele
ments (Figure 4.6(d)) is also of interest in the present work. Most of the tested specimens (db =
4.2 mm, fyw = 708 MPa, w < 0.20%) presented a failure through the transverse reinforcement. In
general, the development of yielding stresses was achieved in at least the first row of elements
(Figure 4.20) as a result of the anchorage performance of the reinforcing system. The disparities in
the activation at failure between the different rows of transverse reinforcement corroborate the
propagation of the critical crack from the column face, similarly to aforementioned investigations
[Voe80, Bir04]. Compared to most of the previous investigations, no significant differences arise
regarding the sequence of activation amongst the rows up to the failure load of the reference spec
imen. The latter fact might be associated to a possible effect of group, related to the use of continu
ous welded steel plates for the bottom and top anchorages –ladder type reinforcement– instead of
several individual elements [Voe80]. The limited stresses in the transverse reinforcement –prior to
the development of the failure crack– are probably related to the limited stiffness of the system.

Figure 4.20 Experimental observations (adapted from [Vaz07]): average activation of the
transverse reinforcement in the specimens (a) L6; (b) L8; and (c) L9

Recently, a test campaign was performed to specifically investigate the punching failure of slabs
within the shear reinforced area [Fer10c] (partially reported in [Fer14]), mainly performed with
circular columns. This alternative to square columns is interesting in the study of the activation of
the transverse reinforcement as it limits the localization phenomena associated to the presence of
the edges. The authors selected double headed studs (rail in the tension side) made of deformed
bars as transverse reinforcement, generally disposed radially around the column in a reasonable
amount (0.25% < w < 0.47%). The choice of this specific reinforcing system was supported by pre
vious similar experimental works that confirmed its systematic activation with limited anchorage
issues. However, the important constant thickness of the head –simply welded to the bar– de
creased the effective length of the transverse element by almost 10% compared to similar forged
details. This problematic was confirmed with the development of several cracks associated to an
chorages –notably in the compression part– potentially limiting the contribution of the transverse
reinforcement. Also, a significant amount of steel plates were disposed on the tensile part of the
slab –not in a uniform or systematic manner– in order to facilitate the installation of the elements.
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The latter point is highly questionable regarding the phenomenological study of this specific fail
ure mode as it directly affects the performance of the studs (top anchorage less sensitive to cracks).
In the slabs that presented the failure mode of interest in the present research –such as specimen
LS02 (db = 10.0 mm, fyw = 573 MPa, w = 0.47%)– the transverse elements in the vicinity of the col
umn (square) were generally the most activated with the development of yield stresses prior to
failure (Figure 4.21(a)). The first row appeared considerably less activated than the second one up
to around 90% of the ultimate load, similarly to other observations (Figure 4.16(b)) from previous
experimental works [Mok82]. This might be related to the formation of tangential cracks potential
ly intercepting and limiting the force development of the studs. The flexural based kinematics as
sociated to these specific cracks would tend to activate more the elements the further from the col
umn face (crack less inclined) for a given deformation at the tip. Although the increase of force in
the first row appears to be independent of the deformation state of the flexural reinforcement, it is
interesting to note that this might not be the case for the second row (points A, B and C in
Figure 4.21(a)). Regarding the activation of the transverse elements of the third and fourth rows,
differences arise only at a load level close to the one associated to the failure of the reference spec
imen, and therefore most probably resulting from the development of a new crack.

Figure 4.21 Experimental observations (adapted from [Fer10c]): average activation of the
transverse reinforcement in the specimens (a) LS02 (square column, 1.5%); (b) LC08 (cir

cular column, 1.6%); and (c) LC05 (circular column, 2.0%)

The comparison with similar slabs (to specimen LS02) but with a circular column –specimen LC08
(db = 10.0 mm, fyw = 573 MPa, w = 0.32%)– is interesting regarding the activation of the transverse
reinforcement, since localization phenomena associated to the edges of the square column are
avoided. Although in both cases the force development was very similar in the elements of the first
and third rows, notable disparities arise in the second row of reinforcement (Figure 4.21(b)). With
the circular column, the activation of the first row of reinforcement appears to be associated to the
progressive yielding of the flexural bars (points A, B and C in Figure 4.21(b)). The sudden lack of
transverse stiffness –once full capacity is achieved in the first row of transverse elements– leads to
the uncontrolled development and propagation of the failure crack from the column to the periph
ery of the slab with a progressive activation of the following rows of transverse reinforcement. In
specimen LC05 (db = 10.0 mm, fyw = 573 MPa, w = 0.25%) –also with circular column– the activation
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of the different rows of reinforcement (Figure 4.21(c)) was relatively close to the one previously
observed in specimen LC08. However, the use of an important amount of flexural reinforcement
allowed to delay the yielding of the steel that takes place at a same load level in several positions
(points A, B, C and D in Figure 4.21(c)). In this specific case, the failure does not result from the
yielding of the transverse reinforcement, but the lack of information regarding the internal crack
opening –although recognised as a key parameter of the activation of the transverse reinforce
ment– makes any further interpretations or developments quite complex.

Lips et al. [Lip12b] presented the main results of an experimental campaign on slabs with large
amounts of transverse reinforcement –deformed stirrups and studs (rail in the tension side)– dis
posed around a square column [Lip12a]. This work confirmed that the use of such reinforcement –
correctly arranged– enhances both the strength and deformation capacity compared to reference
specimens by delaying the development of the critical crack. The slabs reinforced with low to
moderate amount of deformed studs (radially disposed) –specimens PL11 (db = 10.0 mm,
fyw = 592 MPa, w = 0.23%) and PL12 (db = 10.0 mm, fyw = 592 MPa, w = 0.47%)– are of major interest
with the development of a failure crack intercepting several transverse elements. The measure
ments of slab expansion highlighted three different successive crack opening phases until the fail
ure of the specimens (Figure 4.22(a)). The first one is mainly related to the development of flexural
deformations (initial linear part) and takes place until the load corresponds to the failure of the
reference slab which is associated to the formation of one (or several) new crack(s). The second one
is a transition phase (not linear part) which most likely depends on the stiffness of the transverse
system –amount of reinforcement and anchorage performance– controlling more or less efficiently
the development of the recently formed cracks. This is supported by the fact that the specimen
PL11 is significantly more sensitive to the latter phenomenon than the specimen PL12, which is
provided with twice the amount of transverse reinforcement than the latter. The third one is most
ly related to shear deformations w (plateau) –computed on the basis of the vertical displacement
measurements and assuming localization of them at the column face– and was observed to become
significant only at a high load level close the ultimate one (Figure 4.22(b)). Independently of the
shear reinforcement ratio, the slab expansion at failure was systematically larger closer to the col
umn, as already previously observed. The present measurements indicate that the proportion re
sulting from shear deformations might be related to the quantity of transverse reinforcement. In
deed, the shear deformations represent only around 25% of the crack opening at failure for speci
men PL11 ( w = 0.23%), but this value tends to 75% for specimen PL12 ( w = 0.47%). This suggests
that for large transverse reinforcement ratio the shear deformations might be of primary im
portance for this specific failure mode. It is also interesting to observe the appreciable ductility
post failure provided by the interception of the failure crack with several rows of transverse ele
ments (compared to the reference specimen PV1). The activation of the transverse reinforcement
(Figure 4.22(c)) appears strongly related to the crack development and is consistent with the high
lighted kinematics (Figure 4.22(a b)), with the distinction of several phases. In general, it appears
that most of the shear force is carried out by those elements closest to the column. Similarly, the
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main differences between the tested specimens arise mainly after the load corresponding to the
failure of the slab without transverse reinforcement. The force development in the studs of speci
men PL12 was then observed to be more important and progressive than in specimen PL11, as a
larger transverse stiffness was provided. In this sense, most of the transverse reinforcement activa
tion at failure of specimen PL12 –around 80%– resulted from a kinematics not related to shear de
formations. The fact that the elements of the first row of reinforcement carry less force than the
ones of the second row might be associated to some anchorage limitations, as consequent crack
openings were measured on the surface of the slab (up to 3 mm in this specific position). Due to
the relatively limited stiffness associated to specimen PL11, only the sudden development of shear
deformations prior to failure contributes greatly –around 50%– to the activation of the first and
second rows of studs at ultimate load. Although the specimens were relatively similar in terms of
disposition and amount of transverse reinforcement, the activation mechanisms appeared to be
potentially relatively different, thus confirming the complexity associated to this failure mode.

Figure 4.22 Experimental observations (adapted from [Lip12a]): (a) slab expansion (weak ax
is, up to failure load); (b) shear deformations (computed based on deflections measurements,
weak axis); and (c) average activation of the transverse reinforcement (up to failure load)

The punching test PB2 (db = 10.0 mm, fyw = 590 MPa, w = 0.79%) performed at EPFL for the valida
tion of a patented system of transverse reinforcement with UHPFRC blocks [WIP10] (partially re
ported in [Ein16a]) uniformly distributed around a square column (as in Figure 4.7(d)) confirms
several of the problematics highlighted in the present chapter. To ensure the anchorage quality of
the new reinforcing system, preliminary pull out tests were conducted [Kun11]. Comparisons
were done with respect to a similar detail –90° bends– embedded only in normal strength concrete
(instead of UHPFRC). The use of such high performance material significantly improved the bond
behaviour and the admissible bearing stresses under the bend, limiting considerably the risk of
splitting of the concrete test specimen (160 x 160 x 100 mm cubes). Although the non uniform dis
tribution of the steel fibres in the anchorage block led to a certain variability of the slip at ultimate
load, all the tested elements achieved yielding of the bar with considerable reduction of the slip
compared to the classical solution (Figure 4.23(a)). These observations confirmed the potential in
terest of this new anchorage detailing. Nevertheless, as previously highlighted (see Chapter 2), the
simplicity of the performed standardized tests [SIA89] might not be conservative regarding the
performance of the system in its specific application conditions. In the case of punching, the sup
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port conditions of the anchorage of the transverse elements during the activation are more concen
trated into an inclined strut than on a uniform horizontal surface [Reg80a, Reg00]. Also, a better
behaviour than the one measured in the standardized pull out tests is expected for the anchorage
in the compression side of the slab due to the presence of a favourable state of stress (bond consid
erably improved by external confinement). The disposition of the transverse elements directly in
contact with the bottom surface of the slab –reduced cover of the related steel ensured through the
use of a dense concrete matrix– limits considerably the problems of delamination, that are shown
to be a potential issue in punching with transverse reinforcement. Generally, the performance of
the anchorage in the tensile side of the slab is the critical point of most of the transverse reinforce
ment systems, being affected by the presence of various flexural based cracks (see Section 4.2). The
strain measurements tend to support the latter remark with the observation of a clear distinction
between the behaviour of both bottom and top anchorages (Figure 4.23(b)). The favourable condi
tions in the compression part of the slab led to a progressive, stable and efficient activation of the
transverse reinforcement (dashed lines) up to the development of some anchorage limitations in
the tensile part (solid lines).

Figure 4.23 Experimental observations: (a) average force slip relationships from pull out
tests of bend bar details in ultra high fibre reinforced concrete block [Kun11]; (b) activation
of the transverse reinforcement (weak axis); and (c) representation of the top anchorage of
the first row of transverse element (as observed on the saw cuts after the punching test)

The saw cuts performed after the punching test in the main axes confirmed the latter thoughts. A
straightening of the bar together with a partial failure of the UHFPRC block were observed
(Figure 4.23(c)), resulting from a limited bond performance under these severe conditions. The
additional slip associated to this phenomenon is likely to have contributed to the progressive de
crease of the activation of the top anchorages leading to a redistribution of forces with the bottom
ones. The gradual loss of transverse stiffness precipitate the development and propagation of the
failure crack in the specimen. Although the system showed some limitations, it considerably im
proved the strength and deformation capacity of the reinforced slab compared to the reference
specimen [Ein16a]. It has to be noted that if the top anchorages could have been fully activated, the
slab would most likely have been able to achieve its flexural capacity. In this sense, this experi
mental work itself summarizes well the potential issues and possible interactions between the an
chorage of the transverse reinforcement and the punching of flat slabs.
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4.5 Main code provisions 

The design of flat slabs against punching requires the definition of the adequate amount, disposi
tion and type of transverse reinforcement providing the necessary load carrying capacity to resist
the solicitations, without developing any of the previously mentioned possible failure modes
(see Section 4.3). The failure within the shear reinforced area governs the amount of transverse
reinforcement needed: the bar diameter (db) and the number of elements on a perimeter (nt). The
failure outside of the shear reinforced area dictates its extension: the required number of perime
ters (nr). The failure of the first concrete strut –or crushing failure– defines the maximum achieva
ble punching strength for each reinforcing system. The latter is therefore of interest when the ap
plicability of a given type of transverse reinforcement has to be confirmed for a particular case.

In the following, the provisions of the main codes of practice [ACI14, CEN04, FIB13] are depicted
regarding the punching phenomenon of symmetric interior slab column connections reinforced
with transverse elements. It is supposed that the transverse reinforcement is adequately disposed
in the shear critical area and detailed to be properly activated, without the development of any of
the secondary failure modes (outside the shear reinforced area or in between transverse elements).
For consistency and comparison purposes, the notation of the formulations –systematically in
SI units format– was reworked and all safety factors were taken equal to 1.0.

In all the considered code provisions, the punching resistance is verified by comparing a nominal
shear stress ( ) on a control section to the nominal shear strength of that section ( R). The shear
stress is defined as:

dbVv 0 (4.8)

where V is the concentrated load acting on the slab, b0 is the control perimeter (its definition varies
between the codes) and d is the effective depth of the slab (mean value of the two main directions).

4.5.1 ACI 318-14 (2014) 

In the American punching provisions [ACI14], the control perimeter (b0,ACI) is located at a distance
of 0.5 d from the column face. In the case of square or rectangular columns, the corners of the con
trol perimeter are not rounded.

For square interior columns with c < 4 d and normal strength concrete, the concrete contribution to
the nominal shear strength is calculated as:

21
,, 33.0 cACIcR fv (4.9)

where fc is the concrete cylinder compressive strength in MPa.

The punching shear strength of slabs reinforced with transverse elements is:

ACIcRywACIwACIcRACIcsR vfvv ,,,,,,, 5.15.0 (4.10)
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In the case of double headed studs (also complying with stricter detailing rules):

ACIcRywACIwACIcRACIcsR vfvv ,,,,,,, 275.0 (4.11)

The shear reinforcement ratio ( w,ACI) is defined as:

rACI0swACIw sbA ,, (4.12)

where Asw is the total reinforcement area on one perimeter of transverse reinforcement units and sr
is radial spacing between the perimeters.

4.5.2 Eurocode 2 (2004) 

According to the European punching provisions [CEN04], the concrete contribution to the nominal
shear strength at a control perimeter (b0,EC) –with edges rounded– located at a distance 2 d from the
column face is:

21233131
,, 035.010018.0 ccECcR fkfkv (4.13)

where is the flexural reinforcement ratio (geometric mean of two perpendicular directions, taken

at most 2.0%, fc is the concrete cylinder compressive strength in MPa and 22001 dk is a

size effect factor, with the effective depth d in mm.

The nominal shear strength of slabs with transverse reinforcement is (according to a recent
amendment [CEN14]):

ECcRmaxefywECwECcRECcsR vkfvv ,,,,,,,, sin5.175.0 (4.14)

where is the angle between the transverse elements and the plane of the slab, the effective yield
strength of the latter reinforcement is ywefyw fdf 25.025015.1, in MPa, with d in mm and

account for the limited activation in thin slabs, kmax is a recent factor which is recommended to 1.5
but higher values may be considered if they are experimentally validated [CEN14], notably for
closed stirrups or double headed studs.

The shear reinforcement ratio ( w,EC) is defined as:

r0,ECswECw sbA, (4.15)

An additional verification has to be performed at the periphery of the loaded area [CEN10], where
the shear stress has to be lower than:

c
c

dECcR ffv
250

124.0)0(,, (4.16)
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4.5.3 fib Model Code 2010 (2013) 

The punching provisions of MC 2010 [FIB13] are based on the CSCT [Mut08a]. Similarly, the con
trol perimeter (b0) is located at a distance 0.5 d from the column face and the corners have to be
rounded for a square column.

The failure criterion of the CSCT (Figure 4.2) was validated with 99 tests from literature and cali
brated to provide a mean value of the test capacities. Thus, for MC 2010, the original formulation –
Eq.(4.1)– was modified to correspond to the characteristic value of the test results as:

21
,, 9.05.1

1
c

dg
MCcR f

kd
v (4.17)

where, 75.012 g0gdg ddk with dg the maximum aggregate size and dg0 a reference aggre

gate size (16 mm).

In axisymmetric cases, the relationship between the applied load (V) and the slab rotation ( ) can
be calculated by integrating the tangential moments between the centre of the column and the line
of moment contraflexure [Mut08a]:

srr

rr
itr

cq

drmrm
rr

V
0

,0
2 (4.18)

where rq is the distance between the centre of the column and the resultant of the load applied on a
slab sector, the radius of the column rc (taken as half of the column side length in the case of square
columns) and rs is the distance between the centre of the column and the line of moment contra
flexure (taken as half of side length in the case of square specimens).

The quadrilinear model –from which the latter formulation derives– makes a distinction between
the inner and outer parts of the slab with respect to an inclined crack (Figure 4.24). The inner core
is assumed to have constant curvatures and moments in both radial and tangential directions. The
outer part –where a segment is usually considered for the equilibrium– is assumed to undergo
rigid body in the radial direction. Therefore, the slab deforms accordingly to a conical shape.

Figure 4.24 Quadrilinear model [Mut08a]: definition of the main parameters and related as
sumptions
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The tangential moment (mt) is calculated using a 4 linear moment curvature law [Mut08a]with:

0iit rr, (4.19)

where is the slab rotation and r0 is the distance from the centre of the slab to the point where the
inclined critical shear crack (assumed angle of = 45°) reaches the level of the flexural reinforce
ment, taken as r0 = rc + d tan 45°.

According to MC 2010, the load rotation relationship can be estimated in a simplified manner. In
Level of Approximation II (recommended for a typical design of new structures), the rotation of
the slab can be estimated with a relationship depending on the acting moment in the column strip
as:

23
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(4.20)

where rs is the radius of an isolated slab (taken as half of the side length for square specimens) or
0.22 L in the case of a continuous slab with regular span lengths, fy and Es are respectively the yield
strength and modulus of elasticity of the flexural reinforcement, mR is the moment capacity of the
slab and mS is the average acting moment in the column strip that, for interior columns in slabs
with sufficiently regular geometry, can be approximated as mS= V/8.

In the case of slabs with transverse reinforcement, the reinforcement contribution is accounted by
adding to the concrete contribution the stresses in the elements crossed by the critical crack [Fer09]:

MCcRsysswMCwMCcRMCcsR vkvv ,,,,,,, (4.21)

where r0swMCw sbA, is the shear reinforcement ratio, and ksys is a parameter that depends on

the type of transverse elements describing the maximum punching resistance. In MC 2010, the rec
ommended values of ksys are 2.4 for stirrups and 2.8 for double headed studs or 2.0 for any other
details (not related to the previously mentioned ones). For specific systems, other values –
potentially higher than the ones recommended– may be used after the performance was experi
mentally validated and quantified.

The stress in the transverse reinforcement ( sw) is calculated assuming an element placed 0.5 d from
the column face:

yw
byw

bs
sw f

d
d

f
E 0,1

6
(4.22)

where Es is the modulus of elasticity, b,0 is an average bond stress in uncracked conditions (for de
formed bars, a value of 3 MPa is recommended), fyw and db respectively the yield strength and the
bar diameter of the transverse reinforcement.
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4.5.4 Comparison 

The predicted influence of the amount of transverse reinforcement on the punching strength of a
flat slab is presented in Figure 4.25 according to the main current code provisions. Different flexur
al reinforcement ratios were selected in order to represent several possible situations of practice. It
has to be noted that for low to moderate amount of flexural reinforcement ( = 0.33 ÷ 0.75%) the
ultimate load might be governed by the flexural capacity of the slab (the latter limit is not repre
sented in the following figures).

Figure 4.25 Influence of the amount of shear reinforcement ( w) on the punching strength for
various flexural reinforcement ratios ( ): (a) low, (b)moderate and (c) large (slab span of

7.3 m; d = 210 mm; c = 260 mm; fy = 550 MPa; fyw = 450 MPa; fc = 35 MPa; dg = 16 mm)

Based on the CSCT, the MC 2010 [FIB13] (solid lines in Figure 4.25) distinguish three regimes de
pending on the amount of transverse reinforcement: failures within the shear reinforced area asso
ciated to partial or full activation of the transverse reinforcement (see Section 4.3.2) and the maxi
mum punching capacity (see Section 4.3.1). According to MC 2010, the latter regime is only a func
tion of the type of transverse reinforcement considered –independently of its amount– and the
differences amongst them become more significant for larger amounts of flexural reinforcement.
Although the activation of the transverse element is theoretically less efficient in the latter case,
experimental evidences confirm that yielding of the transverse elements can generally be achieved
even for very limited rotations at failure (prestressed slender slabs or footings). Also, unlike most
of the other codes, these provisions allow the determination of the deformation capacity in terms
of rotation associated to the punching strength, of major importance regarding the assessment of
the ductility of the structure.

In the American provisions –ACI 318 14 [ACI14], dotted lines in Figure 4.25– the reinforcing sys
tem also has an influence on the maximum achievable punching strength, with a distinction be
tween stirrups, studs or structural steel shearheads (not presented). Also, the concrete contribution
to the punching strength is considered to be higher in the case of studs compared to stirrups, lead
ing to an earlier activation of the steel contribution. The main particularity of these recommenda
tions is to be completely independent of the flexural reinforcement ratio.
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In the European provisions –EC 2004 [CEN04], dashed lines in Figure 4.25– the punching strength
used to be independent of the type of transverse reinforcement, although several investigations
clearly pointed out large disparities amongst them (see for instance [Ein16a]). A recent amendment
[CEN14] was introduced in this sense to allow an increase of the maximum punching capacity if
the system was experimentally validated through a specific test campaign. Also, the amount of
flexural reinforcement affects significantly differently the regimes related to the maximum capaci
ty and to the activation of the transverse reinforcement, the latter being the less influenced.

In general, the provisions presented consider the same activation for all the types of transverse
reinforcement, in spite of the notable differences highlighted in experimental works
(see Section 4.4). This implies indirectly the strong assumption of perfect anchorage conditions,
even though several observations were reported regarding anchorage limitations. In this sense, the
recent and pragmatic proposition of Walkner [Wal14] is of great interest in the frame of the present
research, with a distinction of the activation between stirrups and studs, being better for the latter
one.

It can be concluded that a significant scatter exists between the main codes for some given condi
tions (grey area in Figure 4.25), mainly related to the different bases on which each of them is for
mulated. Also, for low shear reinforcement ratio, the limited disparities observed in the activation
phase between the predictions is related to the fact that, for these conditions, the failure is associat
ed to large rotations for which the contribution of the transverse elements is generally very close to
the full capacity (yielding of the steel). For the cases presented, MC 2010 tends to be relatively con
servative regarding the amount of transverse reinforcement required to achieve the punching
strength in comparison to other provisions.

Although it is generally well accepted that the use of transverse reinforcement improves both the
strength and the deformation capacity of the reinforced slab, experimental evidences highlighted
the differences between various reinforcing systems (Figure 4.8). Aware of the potential limitations
associated to the disparities of anchorage performance, additional requirements regarding the duc
tility at failure of the reinforced slab were recently introduced in this sense in some code provi
sions [FIB13, SIA13]. Although the latter proposition has the merit of providing to the designers an
objective concerning the deformation capacity of the structure, significant differences between the
failure modes of a reinforced slab were experimentally confirmed (Figure 4.10(b)
and Figure 4.19(a)). In the context of plastic redistribution, the failure mode within the shear
reinforced area should be targeted as an objective, being the one providing the most significant
ductility at failure due to the contribution of the transverse elements intercepted by the failure
crack.  
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4.6 Synthesis 

Since punching was recognized as the governing phenomenon for the design of flat slabs in the
middle of the 20th century, extensive research was conducted (see Section 4.1), notably on the influ
ence of the transverse reinforcement that appeared to be the most practical and efficient solution to
enhance the structural response. The presence of transverse elements in the vicinity of the column
provides locally an additional transversal stiffness to the slab and delays the opening of the inter
nal cracks in this critical region. Both the strength and deformation capacity of the slab are usually
improved, yet various disparities in the related contributions were highlighted between the rein
forcing systems. The force transfer mechanisms involved in the activation of the transverse rein
forcement are affected by the severe conditions –such as cracking (see Section 2.3)– developing
during punching phenomenon (see Section 4.2). Amongst all, the anchorage performance has a
crucial role in most of the failure modes for slabs reinforced with transverse reinforcement
(see Section 4.3), by influencing the support of the first concrete strut and the transversal stiffness
related to the development of internal cracks. Most of the main code provisions consider these dif
ferences in the maximum punching strength (see Section 4.5), yet the activation of the transverse
elements is assumed to be similar for all types of system (although the contrary was experimental
ly confirmed). It has to be noted that the use of more efficient punching reinforcing systems –such
as studs– is generally associated to stricter detailing recommendations (regarding the position,
layout and extent of the elements around the column) compared to standard solutions such as stir
rups. Limited investigations were specifically dedicated to the study of the failure within the
shear reinforced area, but the observations thoroughly selected –and systematically reworked–
from literature (see Section 4.4) allowed to highlight the following interesting points:

Experimental evidences support the fact that the development of the failure crack results ei
ther from the yielding of one of the transverse elements, or from a local failure in the compres
sion zone between the column face and the first transverse element;

The development of the failure crack was observed to be rather associated to the one of a split
ting crack, with larger openings at the column face progressively decreasing with the intercep
tion of the further transverse elements;

Several observations confirm that the propagation of the failure crack is performed in both
radial and tangential directions, with therefore potential variations of the crack pattern and
the relative steel and concrete contributions in the different axes of the slab;

The development of a failure crack within the shear reinforced area –intercepting one or sev
eral row of transverse elements– contributes significantly to the larger capacity of deformation
at failure of the slab compared to any other punching failure mode;

The activation of shear reinforcement is done through the interception of the transverse ele
ments by several cracks, related to a complex combination of flexural and shear deformations;
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The activation of the transverse reinforcement is a function of the internal cracks kinematics,
the location of the intersections, as well as the bond and anchorage performance of the punch
ing system considered. Studs were experimentally recognized as more efficient with respect to
other reinforcing solutions –such as stirrups– yet stricter detailing rules are applied;

Lack of anchorage was experimentally observed during punching due to the severe conditions
developing in the phenomenon –important cracking in the vicinity of the column– notably for
types of transverse elements involving bond properties (bend bar details);

The increase of force in the transverse reinforcement is ideally stable and progressive up to
yielding of the material, but practically, the associated transverse stiffness can be significantly
limited by external conditions with a redistributions of forces between rows leading to an ear
lier development of the failure crack;

A relatively low amount of transverse reinforcement has to be provided ( w 0.5% for studs)
in order to guarantee the development of a failure within the shear reinforced area. For less ef
ficient reinforcing systems (such as stirrups), this limit is expected to be even higher due to the
differences in the activation of the elements;

All the main code provisions consider both concrete and transverse steel in the prediction of
the strength related to the failure within the shear reinforced area. Only the MC 2010 –based
on the CSCT– accounts for a simultaneous variation of the relative contributions in the punch
ing phenomenon.

Although the reliability of some of the presented experimental results might be questionable –
notably regarding the steel strains or crack opening– several clear tendencies arise among the in
vestigations performed by various researchers for the failure mode of interest. Also, the fact that
the majority of the aforementioned works were conducted under different test conditions –and
with various types of transverse reinforcement– limited strongly the interpretations or related de
velopments. In this sense, the information gathered in this review of literature aims at supporting
the realisation of specific experimental works related on the topic, notably regarding the main as
pects to be properly investigated.

A detailed study of the activation of the transverse reinforcement requires therefore systematic and
simultaneous measurements of the strains in the transverse elements (even of the forces, to be
more accurate), the crack openings (full and partial, to be able to make a distinction between the
different cracks), and other useful data such as the vertical deflections (in order to estimate the
shear deformations for instance). It might be then possible to highlight conclusions regarding the
steel and concrete contributions and to confirm some of the previous phenomenological observa
tions. Also, specific test series are required in order to improve knowledge on this failure mode,
often underrated with respect to the one associated to the maximum punching strength.
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 Experimental and Theoretical Investi-Chapter 5

gations on the Activation of the Shear 
Reinforcement in Punching 

The literature review on the punching failure mode of interest in the present research –
within the shear reinforced zone– has highlighted the limited information available for its study,
and the issues related to the comparisons of the performed investigations amongst them. Since the
second half of the 20th century, a significant amount of systems have been developed
(see Section 4.1). It has been experimentally confirmed that the correct disposition of transverse
reinforcement in the slab column connection –intercepting the failure crack– contributed to an in
crease of the strength and deformation capacity of the slab (see Section 4.2). The differences in per
formance –associated to the quality of the anchorage of the system, its disposition and amount–
directly affect most of the failure modes (see Section 4.3). Although this is generally considered in
most of the punching theories and current design provisions (see Section 4.5), fundamental dispar
ities exist in these approaches. The activation of the transverse reinforcement is a complex phe
nomenon due to the important number of parameters involved. It has been investigated by several
researchers –rather through empirical approaches– yet no specific conclusions were generally for
mulated. The thorough review of the punching tests with this failure mode (see Section 4.4) aimed
to contribute to this topic by discussing the main test results and related observations.

The present chapter aims to provide experimental evidences to discuss the main assumptions of
the Critical Shear Crack Theory (CSCT) regarding the activation of the transverse reinforcement
during punching (see Section 5.1). A series of three innovative punching tests on full scale slab
specimens was performed for this purpose (see Section 5.2). The main particularity is related to the
use of an independent hydraulic system to control the activation in the first row of transverse rein
forcement (systematically monitored with external load cells). Also, the detailed evaluation of the
slab expansion in the main axes of the slab allowed to depict the kinematics associated to the acti
vation of the reinforcing elements. The main test results are presented in Section 5.3 in terms of
crack openings, forces in the transverse reinforcement, rotation of the slab and shear deformations.
The observations highlighted are then used to review the actual theory and its main assumptions
(see Section 5.4). Finally, based on the investigations performed in this research, the role of bond
and anchorage conditions of the transverse reinforcement in punching is detailed in the frame of
the CSCT with the implementation of a refined and extended activation model (see Section 5.5).
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5.1 Main issues related to the activation of the transverse reinforcement 

The presence of transverse reinforcement in a slab influences the shear force transfer mechanisms.
This is particularly true for the punching failure mode within the shear reinforced area, in which
the failure crack develops through the transverse elements, involving both concrete and steel in the
phenomenon. It is therefore necessary to consider the individual contribution of both components
to accurately predict the related punching strength.

The definition of these contributions and their interactions are not straightforward. As a conse
quence, assumptions are required not only to quantify the activation of the transverse reinforce
ment but also to calculate the capacity of the concrete. As most of the main code provisions
[ACI14, CEN04] do not consider the slab deformation in their approaches (see Section 4.5), the de
termination of the associated strength is often reduced to the sum of both steel and concrete com
ponents (Figure 5.1(a)) multiplied by contributions factors – s and c, constant values 1.0– accord
ing to their maximum respective contributions (yielding of the transverse reinforcement VR,sy, and
punching strength of the slab without shear reinforcement VR,c0). One of the interesting aspects of
Model Code 2010 (MC 2010) [FIB13] –which approach is based on the CSCT [Mut08a, Fer09]– lies in
the fact that the sum is done with variable terms –possible partial activation of the transverse rein
forcement for instance– depending on the effective state of deformation of the slab. It implies the
acceptance of two main assumptions of the theory related to the failure criterion (Figure 5.1(b c)) –
never experimentally confirmed– and the simplified crack kinematics considered (Figure 5.1(a)).

Figure 5.1 Punching failure mode within the shear reinforced area: (a) disparities in the con
tributions factors ( ) for the determination of the strength for the main code provisions; and

(b c)main assumptions of the CSCT (regarding concrete and steel)

The first assumption (Figure 5.1(b)) is related to the concrete contribution (VR,c) that is assumed to
be defined by the same failure criterion used for slabs without transverse reinforcement (VRc,0). This
indirectly implies that the shear carrying capacity of the theoretical concrete strut decreases (from
VR,c0 to VR,c) for the increased rotations associated to the use of transverse elements in the slab. The
second assumption (Figure 5.1(c)) is related to the redistribution of shear forces at failure. The sys
tematic activation of the transverse reinforcement up to its yielding capacity (VR,sy) –as the contri
bution of the concrete is potentially becoming negligible with increasing deformations (VR,c 0)–
must be investigated. This punching test series aims to review and discuss these two fundamental
hypotheses in detail by providing experimental evidences of the aforementioned phenomena.
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The original idea was related to the accurate definition of one of both contributions involved in the
failure mechanism. In this sense, the definition of the steel contribution appeared as the most evi
dent to evaluate, by using post installed elements –locally unbonded– combined with external
load cells. Although the consideration of such reinforcing system markedly limited the transverse
stiffness provided in the critical zone in the vicinity of the slab column connection, it also ensured
the development of the failure mode of interest (low amount of shear reinforcement).

With respect to the test procedure, it seemed necessary to disturb the internal transfer mechanisms
and observe the instauration of the new equilibrium (see Figure 5.2(a)) in order to study the redis
tribution of forces and the pertinence of the failure criteria. By acting on the opening of the critical
shear crack, it is theoretically possible –according to CSCT– to control the contribution of the con
crete (VR,c) to the punching strength. A specific device was therefore designed to adjust the force in
the elements of the first row of transverse reinforcement (VR,s) independently of the load acting on
the slab (V). In order to have a state of internal cracking representative of the one at failure, the
main idea was to maintain at a constant value the opening of the critical shear crack (w) obtained
at a load close to the failure of the reference specimen (VR,c0). This test phase could potentially be
limited by the development of other punching failure modes, not of interest in the present investi
gation (such as crushing of the first strut). Similarly, as the yielding of the transverse reinforcement
would lead to an uncontrolled propagation of the internal cracks, steel with high yield strength was
selected for the reinforcing elements expected to be critical (first row of transverse reinforcement).

Figure 5.2 Proposed test procedures to investigate the main assumptions of the CSCT in re
lation with the failure mode within the shear reinforced area for slabs with transverse rein
forcement: (a) failure criterion for concrete contribution + redistribution of internal forces;

and (b)maximum strength considered and internal crack development

To investigate the maximum strength associated to this failure mode –VR,s + VR,c or VR,sy– the speci
men was monolithically loaded up to failure (see Figure 5.2(b)), also to not influence the develop
ment of the cracks and the internal redistributions. Additionally to the aspects associated to the
failure criterion, the kinematics of the cracks activating the elements of the transverse reinforce
ment during punching was evaluated to discuss the related main assumptions of the CSCT. The
role and the interaction between shear and flexural deformations in the phenomenon of activation
are notably investigated. For the latter, the second procedure presented also seems more appropri
ate, as the crack pattern –and the related deformations– are in this case not affected.
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5.2 Experimental campaign of punching tests 

The punching test series performed in this research (see Section 5.2.1) consisted of three full scale
slab specimens with the same dimensions (3000 x 3000 x 250 mm) and flexural reinforcement ratio
( =1.5%), similarly to previous studies performed at EPFL [Lip12b]. The investigated parameters
were limited to the transverse reinforcement, which amount ( w) was kept relatively low in order
to ensure the development of the failure mode of interest. Headed like systems were considered
for the type of transverse reinforcement –studs or post installed elements with external plates– in
order to minimize the issues related to anchorage conditions for an optimal activation of the de
tails. Also, to facilitate further interpretations and comparisons with existing tests, the test setup
was kept identical in its properties to the one used in previous similar works (Figure 5.3).

Figure 5.3 Characteristics of the test setup for the experimental campaign of punching tests
on reinforced concrete slab specimens with transverse reinforcement (dimensions in [mm])

The first test –specimen PB4 (see Section 5.2.2)– aimed at validating several aspects related to the
specificities of this experimental program, such as the device for the control of the force in the
transverse elements, the measurement systems or the test procedure. On that basis, improvements
were then brought to specimens PB5 and PB6 (see Sections 5.2.3 and 5.2.4) that represent the cen
tral part of the punching test series. These investigations took place at the laboratory of the IIC of
the EPFL –similarly to the campaign of pull out tests– from November 2013 to November 2014.
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5.2.1 Specimen properties, testing devices and performed measurements 

The main characteristics of the reinforced slabs investigated are detailed in Figure 5.4. For all the
specimens, the flexural reinforcement layout was orthogonal and parallel to the slab edges with a
nominal spacing (s) between the bars of 100 mm (locally adapted to consider the presence of the
transverse elements). A concrete cover of 20 mm was provided to the bars leading to an effective
height of 210 mm (d). The column was square with dimensions 260 x 260 mm. The transverse rein
forcement was disposed radially in 8 radii (nr) around the column –according to the main axes of
the specimen– with additional elements in between them to prevent the development of other fail
ure modes (disposed > 2 d). The main parameters of the slabs are summarized in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.

Figure 5.4 Reinforcement details of the slabs (dimensions in [mm]): (a) PB4; and (b) PB5 6

Table 5.1 Main parameters of the test specimens

Specimen
fc,test

[MPa]
d

[mm]
db,top
[mm]

fy / ft
[MPa] [%]

d’
[mm]

db,bot
[mm]

fy / ft
[MPa] [%]

PB4 37.5 207 20 590 / 686 1.52 45 10 579 / 619 0.38

PB5 34.2 205 20 543 / 637 1.53 36 10 533 / 609 0.38

PB6 33.3 205 20 543 / 637 1.53 34 10 533 / 609 0.38

Table 5.2 Main parameters of the transverse reinforcement

Specimen
s0

[mm]
s1

[mm]
sn

[mm]
nr
[ ]

nt
[ ]

w

[%]
PB4 105 160 160 8 7 0.10 (1)

PB5 115 140 160 8 8 0.13 (1)

PB6 115 140 160 8 8 0.13 (1)

(1) computed assuming an equivalent diameter of the system
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For all specimens, a normal strength concrete with a maximum aggregate size of 16 mm (dg) was
used (compressive strength determined on 160 x 320 mm cylinders). Regarding the steel, hot rolled
bars (Topar S, B500C) and cold rolled de coiled rods (Topar R, B500B) were respectively used for
the top (db,top = 20 mm) and bottom (db,bot = 10 mm) flexural reinforcement. For the transverse rein
forcement, threaded bars were generally used for the first two rows (cold rolled M16 4.6 and hot
rolled M20 10.9, both of ductility class A) and the rest was composed of standard studs (db=14 mm)
made of hot rolled bars (BST 500, B500B). The main properties can be found in Table 5.3.

The test procedures implied to control all the elements of the first row of transverse reinforcement
simultaneously, and independently of the load acting on the slab. The disposition of hydraulic
jacks –displacement controlled– associated to the use of unbonded bars allowed local adjustments
of the crack opening and the related activation of the transverse reinforcement (Figure 5.5).

Figure 5.5 Details of the specific transverse reinforcement system considered in the punch
ing tests (dimensions in [mm]): (a) 1st row of PB4; and (b) 1st and 2nd rows of PB5 6

Table 5.3 Main parameters of the 1st and 2nd rows of transverse reinforcement

Specimen
Type
[ ]

Surface
[ ]

db
[mm]

lw
[mm]

Esw
[MPa]

fyw fyw0.2 / ftw
[MPa]

PB4

1s
t
ro
w

M20 10.9 plain (1) 7 (3) 950 203921 1130 / 1179

PB5 M20 10.9 plain (2) 8 (3) 690 203921 1130 / 1179

PB6 M20 10.9 plain (2) 8 (3) 690 203921 1130 / 1179

PB4

2n
d
ro
w studs plain (1) 14 210 206807 560 / 659

PB5 M16 4.6 plain (2) 12 (3) 490 207032 510 / 537

PB6 M16 4.6 plain (2) 12 (3) 490 207032 510 / 537

(1) through several plastic sheets disposed around threaded part of the bar

(2) through a PVC tube disposed prior to the casting of the specimen

(3) computed assuming an equivalent stiffness on 210 mm (length of a stud)
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Also, for a specific phase of the test (vertical branch in Figure 5.2(a)), it was necessary to release the
entire system at a given –but limited– rate in order to control the progressive opening of the crack
until the failure of the specimen. This was achieved through the use of a special type of valve limit
ing the hydraulic stream (Wandfluh SA). Associated to additional electric valves, the manufactured
device (Figure 5.6) allows to increase the force uniformly in the first row of transverse reinforce
ment –connection in parallel of the 8 elements– but also to momently interrupt the situation and to
proceed to the uniform release of pressure in the system (Figure 5.7).

Figure 5.6 Detail of the device developed for the tests in order to centralize the hydraulic
system associated to the activation of the first row of transverse reinforcement

Figure 5.7 External views of the punching tests performed in the present research to investi
gate the activation of the transverse reinforcement: (a) PB4; and (b) PB5 and PB6

During the development of the test, attention was given to keep the stiffness of the system as large
as possible. In this sense, the stiffness of each of the individual components of the specific rein
forcement (Figure 5.5) associated to the presented device (Figure 5.6) was characterized in a com
pression test machine. Amongst all, it is the hydraulic jack that was highlighted to be the main
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source of losses in terms of stiffness, with significant disparities depending on the amount of
stroke available (the shorter, the stiffer). As this appeared to be related to the type and length of
the hydraulic tube used to perform the connection, high pressure tubes of the smallest dimension
possible were used. The choice of 20 mm diameter threaded bars of high steel class (10.9) ensures a
significant activation of the first row of transverse reinforcement without the development of plas
tic deformations (in order to use the same elements for all the test series). Larger diameters were
not considered so as to not further weaken the concrete in the vicinity of the column and to stay
representative of the dimensions that could be found in practice in similar cases.

The main improvements brought from the preliminary test (PB4) to the main tests (PB5 and PB6)
were related to the transverse reinforcement (Figure 5.8). The use of compact post installed ele
ments with direct introduction of the force on the surface of the slab led to a stiffer reinforcing sys
tem. Also, the disposition of a load cell in the second row –also post installed– significantly im
proved the definition of the related steel contribution of the transverse reinforcement. Finally, the
system was almost equivalent in stiffness to standard studs of diameter 8 mm (length: 210 mm).

Figure 5.8 Main view of the test specimens (PB5 6) and details of the related measurement
devices (PB4) associated to the slab expansion (full and partial thickness variation)

Regarding the performed measurements, a specific attention was given to the accurate evaluation
of the crack opening during the punching tests. Inspired from a previous work [Mül84], it was
decided to use partial and full thickness variation devices (Figure 5.8) in the main axes of the slab
(N, NE, E) to be able to relate them to the activation of the transverse reinforcement. In addition to
this, others elements were continuously recorded during the tests such as the applied load, the slab
rotations (inclinometers in the main axes and diagonal), the vertical displacements (LVDTs in the
bottom surface), the surface deformations of the concrete (strain gauges), and the activation of the
transverse reinforcement (load cells and strain gauges). After the test, each slab specimen was cut
along the main directions to relate the internal crack development to the performed measurements.
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5.2.2 Preliminary test (PB4) 

In the frame of the study of the activation of the transverse reinforcement in the punching of slab –
failure within the reinforced area– the main idea of this test was to set up the conditions necessary
for the development of a failure surface intercepting only the first row of elements (monitored with
external load cells). The disposition of the elements (s0 and s1) was thus determined to develop a
failure crack at 45° from the face of the column. The test procedure of this preliminary slab speci
men (Figure 5.9) allowed to validate the measurements and testing devices. The failure was de
fined by the sudden activation of the transverse elements in the decreasing phase (3 in Figure 5.9).

(0) initial prestressing (15 kN/transverse reinforcement)

(1) loading of the slab + passive activation of transverse elements

(2) loading of the slab + active loading of the transverse elements
(phase initiated at failure load of the reference specimen ~1000 kN)

(3) maintain of load in the slab + release of the hydraulic system
(acquisition rate of the main measurement devices set to 10 Hz)

(4) progressive failure of the slab (see definition of “failure” above)

Figure 5.9 Schematic representation and description of the test procedure for specimen PB4
(solid line: load V in the slab, dashed line: force F in the 1st row of transverse reinforcement)

The specimen failed in punching with the particularity of presenting several crack patterns –
associated to different failure modes– amongst the performed saw cuts (Figure 5.10). Specific
measurements –such as rotations or crack openings– indicated that the failure initiated in the weak
axis (W) before propagating tangentially around the column until the opposite position (E), result
ing in a progressive evolution of the failure surface inclination. Although the failure mode of inter
est was only observed in the strong (S N) and diagonal (NE) axes, similar cracks were also ob
served in the other saw cuts (W E). It could finally be concluded that the active loading of the
transverse reinforcement during the test –up to 85 kN/element– was not adapted and led to the
development of cracks from the bottom anchorage of the first row of reinforcement (in the weak
axis). This passably modified the activation of the elements complicating the related interpretation.

Figure 5.10 Crack pattern and saw cuts of specimen PB4 performed after test
(W E: weak axis, S N: strong axis, NE: diagonal axis)
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5.2.3 Test with active transverse reinforcement (PB5) 

Although the preliminary test was satisfactory –notably regarding the measurement devices and
the response of the hydraulic system related to the transverse reinforcement– several aspects re
quired some improvements for the other specimens of the series (PB5 and PB6). In this sense, and
in order to avoid unexpected failure mode similar to those observed in the previous test, it was
chosen to use post installed elements (Figure 5.5(b)). Also, the disposition was adapted conse
quently, with the first row more distant from the column face and the second row closer to it.
Compared to the previous version (Figure 5.5(a)), the use of a more compact system provided a
better activation of the reinforcement both in the passive phase and at failure. A particular attention
was given to the initial prestressing of the transverse elements (limited to the minimum practically
possible). Finally, the test procedure (Figure 5.2(a)) was similar to the one of specimen PB4 –yet
considerably simplified (Figure 5.11)– to ensure more pertinent interpretations and developments.

(0) initial prestressing (5 kN/transverse reinforcement)

(1) loading of the slab + passive activation of transverse elements

(2) loading of the slab + active loading of the transverse elements
(phase initiated at failure load of the reference specimen ~1000 kN)

(3) maintain of load in the slab + release of the hydraulic system
(acquisition rate of the main measurement devices set to 10 Hz)

(4) progressive failure of the slab (“failure” defined as for spec. PB4)

Figure 5.11 Schematic representation and description of the test procedure for specimen PB5
(solid line: load V in the slab, dashed line: force F in the 1st row of transverse reinforcement)

The specimen failed in punching with a very uniform crack development, contrary to the previous
test. The saw cuts confirmed the importance of the changes brought to the test specimen, notably
regarding the transverse elements (up to 170 kN/element). The crack pattern was well defined and
comparable in all the axes of the slab, with a failure crack systematically intercepting at least the
first two rows of transverse elements (Figure 5.12). Also, the failure surface was relatively flat, sim
ilarly to what is usually observed for slabs without transverse reinforcement [Gua05, Gui10].

Figure 5.12 Crack pattern and saw cuts of specimen PB5 performed after test
(W E: weak axis, S N: strong axis, NE: diagonal axis)
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5.2.4 Test with passive transverse reinforcement (PB6) 

To complete the knowledge regarding the activation of the transverse elements in punching failure
within the shear reinforced area, a test was also performed with a passive state of the transverse
reinforcement elements (Figure 5.2(b)). This is exactly the aim of specimen PB6, which consists in
the same reinforcement layout and test configuration as specimen PB5. However, the test proce
dure was simplified (Figure 5.13), being very similar to the one of a classic punching test. The crack
kinematics activating the transverse elements was particularly depicted in this test. The failure of
specimen PB6 was characterized by a significant increase of the crack openings and the force in the
elements of the transverse reinforcement. Although no sudden loss of capacity was observed, a
significant change of the load rotation response could be measured and confirmed the failure of
the slab specimen. In the post failure phase, the load could be further increased and provided use
ful information for the related study of this specific failure mode (see Section 5.3).

(0) limited initial prestressing (5 kN/transverse reinforcement)

(1) loading of the slab + passive activation of transverse elements

(2) failure of the slab specimen (see definition of “failure” above)
(acquisition rate of the main measurement devices set to 10 Hz)

(3) additional loading of the slab + activation (post failure phase)
(acquisition rate of the main measurement devices set to 10 Hz)

(4) test limited by the yielding of the transverse elements (2nd row)

Figure 5.13 Schematic representation and description of the test procedure for specimen PB6
(solid line: load V in the slab, dashed line: force F in the 1st row of transverse reinforcement)

Specimen PB6 failed in punching but with a consequent post phase resulting in an extensive crack
pattern on the surface of the slab (Figure 5.14), and generally larger crack openings measured. The
crack pattern was similar to the one observed in the previous specimen (PB5), with the develop
ment of a failure crack intercepting several rows of transverse elements. The similarities highlight
ed between the saw cuts of the two specimens justify the time dedicated to the preparation and
definition of the test configuration and procedures.

Figure 5.14 Crack pattern and saw cuts of specimen PB6 performed after test
(W E: weak axis, S N: strong axis, NE: diagonal axis)
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5.3 Main results and observations 

The presentation of the main results focuses on specimens PB5 and PB6 that constitute the central
part of the experimental work on the activation of the transverse reinforcement during punching.
The different approaches considered for these two tests –respectively active and passive transverse
reinforcement– led to interesting observations regarding the crack openings (see Section 5.3.1), the
force in the transverse elements (see Section 5.3.2), the rotation of the slab (see Section 5.3.3) and
the shear deformations (see Section 5.3.4). These specific measurements are then used to discuss
the main assumptions of the CSCT for the failure mode of within the shear reinforced area
(see Section 5.4). The complex test procedure considered for specimen PB4 led to significant dispar
ities in the crack pattern and strongly limited the related interpretations. Interest can be reasonably
given to the latter test only prior to the active state of the transverse reinforcement and at failure.

In the figures related to specimen PB5, a distinction is made –for clarity purposes– between the
measurements prior (solid line) and after (dashed line) the release of the hydraulic system control
ling the first row of elements of the transverse reinforcement. Also, in this sense, the test phases
involving the use of the hydraulic system (2, 3 and 4 in Figure 5.11) are highlighted with a light
grey in the background as significant and sudden changes are associated to it. In the figures relat
ed to specimen PB6, a distinction is made for similar reasons, between the measurements prior
(solid line) and after (dashed line) the failure. In all the figures, the failure of the slab specimens is
systematically represented (generally through empty dots).

To enhance the interpretation of the results, the available reference slabs –without transverse rein
forcement– tested under similar configurations –such as PV1 [Fer10a] (d = 210 mm, fc = 34.0 MPa,
fy= 709 MPa) and PG20 [Gui10] (d = 201 mm, fc = 51.7 MPa, fy =551 MPa)– are also represented in the
figures. Although the mentioned slabs are passably different in terms of material properties in
comparison to the performed tests –respectively higher yield strength of flexural reinforcement
(PV1) or higher concrete compressive strength (PG20)– they are highlighted as important analogies
were previously confirmed in other investigations for the studied failure mode (see Section 4.4).

5.3.1 Crack openings 

The characterization of the failure crack kinematics is of major importance in the study of the acti
vation of the transverse reinforcement. In this sense, the accurate and continuous measurements of
the thickness variation (full and partial) led to interesting observations regarding the development
of internal cracks in the slab during punching.

It has to be noted that the use of steel with high yield strength for the elements of the first row of
the transverse reinforcement associated to the specific hydraulic system limited the opening of the
cracks at failure. A thorough inspection of the saw cuts was therefore necessary after the tests, in
order to provide a detailed and representative description of the crack pattern for the interpreta
tion of the results. Also, as disparities were observed amongst the axes, it was decided –for clarity
purposes– to present them individually for each slab specimen.
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SPECIMEN PB4

The complexity of the test procedure considered for specimen PB4 required the limitation of the
range of presented results for adequate interpretation. Thus, the following discussion focuses on
the measurements of the crack opening performed on this slab from the beginning of the test until
the active use of the hydraulic system for the transverse reinforcement (phase 2 in Figure 5.9).

For slabs with a small amount of transverse reinforcement or when systems with limited stiffness
are used –the case of the present test– the development of internal cracks was previously observed
to be similar to the one observed for reference slabs (see Section 4.4), with a failure resulting from
the propagation of splitting crack from the column face. In both cases, the presence of a crack at 45°
is observed, and specimen PG1 [Gua05] (d = 210 mm, fc = 27.7 MPa, fy = 573 MPa) is in this sense of
main interest as similar measurements –partial thickness variation– were performed for similar
test conditions and material properties. The comparison of the results confirms important analo
gies between both specimens regarding the sequence of the internal cracking (Figure 5.15).

Figure 5.15 Detailed results of the partial thickness variation ( d) compared to the acting
load on the slab (V) at the column face of the weak axis for specimens PG1 [Gua05] and PB4

The increase of the load acting on the slab leads to the formation of several flexural based cracks
developing from the tensile surface of the element on the inside, being progressively inclined for
the transfer of the shear forces associated to bending. The load rotation response of the slab indi
cates that cracking initiates at around 200 kN in the critical region for the force transfer (for similar
test configuration and properties). Once formed, the opening of this crack increases almost linearly
with the load until 700 kN, corresponding to 70 ÷ 80% of the failure load of the reference speci
mens. Then, the development of another crack –at a distance corresponding to the effective depth
of the slab from the column face– leads to an internal redistribution of the deformation
(1 in Figure 5.15). The opening of the previously formed crack (2 in Figure 5.15) then stays almost
constant until the failure of the reference specimen (similar observations on the strong axis of the
slab). From the presented results, it is evident that the presence of transverse elements in the slab
limits the opening of the internal cracks –for a given load level– in comparison to a reference spec
imen without such reinforcement. In this sense, efficient reinforcing systems aim at better control
ling the latter crack development through more performant bond and anchorage mechanisms.
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SPECIMEN PB6

In order to consistently discuss the influence of an active state of the first row of transverse ele
ments on the response of the slab (specimen PB5), it made sense to firstly detail the main results
(Figure 5.16 – 5.18) for the slab with a passive state of such reinforcement (specimen PB6).

Figure 5.16 Main results associated to the weak axis of specimen PB6 and details of the relat
ed saw cut: partial thickness variation ( d) and full thickness variation ( h) compared to the

acting load on the slab (V)

Figure 5.17 Main results associated to the diagonal axis of specimen PB6 and details of the
related saw cut: partial thickness variation ( d) and full thickness variation ( h) compared to

the acting load on the slab (V)

Figure 5.18 Main results associated to the strong axis of specimen PB6 and details of the re
lated saw cut: partial thickness variation ( d) and full thickness variation ( h) compared to

the acting load on the slab (V)
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The measurements of the partial and full thickness variation – d and h– performed in the three
main directions of the slab (weak, diagonal and strong axes) highlighted the fact that the internal
crack development follows several successive and distinct phases. As the transverse elements of
the first and second rows of reinforcement are not bonded –use of PVC tubes– the non linearity of
the curves is to be associated to the development of new cracks from the ones already formed. The
cracking sequence was observed to be particularly well defined in the diagonal axis (Figure 5.17).

In the first phase of the test (up to 500 kN), the formation of cracks is not captured by any of the
devices, supporting the formation of flexural cracks above the column (confirmed by other investi
gations on similar slab specimens [Lip12c]). Then, a progressive development of inclined flexural
based cracks takes place (up to 1400 kN) –from the centre of the slab to its periphery– intercepting
and activating the transverse elements during their propagation in the specimen. It is interesting to
note that, in the latter phase, the partial thickness variation measurements indicate that the devel
opment of a given crack appears to be limited by the formation of the next one (linear increase
with the acting load on the slab). Finally, an internal redistribution occurs at the column face –
similar to the one highlighted for specimen PB4– leading to the formation of the failure crack at the
column face (see Figures 5.20 and 5.21) that propagates through the transverse elements.

The disparities observed in the crack pattern amongst the different axes of the slab are related to
the fact that the failure initiated at the column face of the weak direction (East axis in the case of
specimen PB6), then propagating tangentially and radially from this position. The latter is con
firmed through the measured crack openings (prior, at and post failure), rotations at failure
(see Section 5.3.3) and computed shear deformations (see Section 5.3.4). As already observed for
slabs without transverse reinforcement [Ein16b], this propagation from one specific position sup
ports the fact that the failure crack does not systematically join the existing flexural ones (for in
stance saw cuts at failure of the North East, South and West axes). During its development, the
failure crack tends to progressively get flatter to activate more transverse elements in order to car
ry the load. The performed saw cuts highlighted that the inclination of the failure surface was sys
tematically steeper on the side where the failure initiated (34° in East axis, see Figure 5.16) than the
direct opposite one (20° in West axis, see Figure 5.19) with a gradual transition in the strong direc
tion (29° in North axis, see Figure 5.18 and 26° in South axis, see Figure 5.19).

Figure 5.19 Details of the saw cuts of the remaining main axes of specimen PB6
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The measurements indicate that the opening of the failure crack during its propagation tends to be
progressively smaller both radially (further from the column face) and tangentially (in the other
axes with respect to East axis). This is supported by the markedly smaller width of the failure crack
physically observed in the saw cut of the West axis compared to the directly opposite one where
the failure initiates (East axis). The difference in the activation at failure of the transverse elements
of the second row in these specific axes (see Section 5.3.2) also confirmed the latter remark.

The formation of a crack at the load level corresponding to the failure load of the reference speci
mens PV1 and PG20 is also observed in the performed test (PB6). Due to the improved stiffness of
the transverse reinforcing system, the latter was significantly better controlled (in comparison to
the preliminary specimen PB4). At the column face, the development of one crack –or several mi
crocracks– at a depth between 50 mm and 100 mm from the soffit of the slab (2 in Figure 5.20
and Figure 5.21) leads to the progressive failure of the specimen. The latter can be associated to a
local decompression of the concrete, as indicated by the strain measurements at the slab surface
( c,r). This phenomenon might be related to the lateral expansion of the inclined strut in the vicinity
of the column, and is supported by recent similar observations on footing specimens [Sim16].

Figure 5.20 Detailed results of the radial concrete strains ( c,r) and the partial thickness varia
tion ( d) compared to the acting load on the slab (V) at the column face of the strong axis of

specimen PB6 (North)

Figure 5.21 Detailed results of the radial concrete strains ( c,r) and the partial thickness varia
tion ( d) compared to the acting load on the slab (V) at the column face of the weak axis of

specimen PB6 (East)
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SPECIMEN PB5

Prior to the active state of the transverse reinforcement and at failure, no significant differences
were highlighted in the crack openings compared to specimen PB6. The main results confirmed a
significant modification in the crack development upon use of the system (Figures 5.22 – 5.24).

Figure 5.22 Main results associated to the weak axis of specimen PB5 and details of the relat
ed saw cut: partial thickness variation ( d) and full thickness variation ( h) compared to the

acting load on the slab (V)

Figure 5.23 Main results associated to the diagonal axis of specimen PB5 and details of the
related saw cut: partial thickness variation ( d) and full thickness variation ( h) compared to

the acting load on the slab (V)

Figure 5.24 Main results associated to the strong axis of specimen PB5 and details of the re
lated saw cut: partial thickness variation ( d) and full thickness variation ( h) compared to

the acting load on the slab (V)
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The saw cuts suggest that the active loading did not influence the crack sequence in the slab. The
measurements also confirmed that the failure initiated in the weak axis –yet in the West direction
(Figure 5.25)– with similar observations regarding its propagation and development in the slab.

Figure 5.25 Details of the saw cuts of the remaining main axes of specimen PB5

The conclusions highlighted for specimen PB6 on the internal redistribution of deformations at
failure could not be directly confirmed for specimen PB5 due to the active loading test phase
(Figures 5.26 5.27), but a decompression of the concrete surface could similarly be confirmed.

Figure 5.26 Detailed results of the partial thickness variation ( d) compared to the acting
load on the slab (V) at the column face of the strong axis of specimen PB5 (North)

Figure 5.27 Detailed results of the partial thickness variation ( d) compared to the acting
load on the slab (V) at the column face of the weak axis of specimen PB5 (East)
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5.3.2 Force in the transverse reinforcement 

The accurate definition of the force in the transverse elements is one of the main issues associated
to the study of the activation of such reinforcement during punching. Together with the crack
opening measurements, it allows to investigate and discuss the kinematics of the failure crack pre
viously highlighted. Also, in the case of specimens PB5 and PB6, the use of a post installed system
contributed notably to the activation of the related transverse elements as the effective length cor
responded to the thickness of the slab.

The particularity of the present test series is associated to the evaluation of the activation of the
transverse reinforcement through the systematic use of external load cells (first row for specimens
PB4, PB5 and PB6 / second row for specimens PB5 and PB6). Specific strain gauges –installed with
in the axis of the bar (db=1.5 mm) at a depth of 50 mm of the top anchorage and fixed with a special
adhesive– completed the force measurements on the third row of reinforcement (only in North,
North East and East axes). The latter device presents the interest of not being sensitive to the de
velopment of cracks without also affecting the surface properties of the transverse reinforcement
elements. This system gave great satisfaction compared to the external glued gauges considered
for specimen PB4 that were not stable and for which the signal was lost close to the failure load.

SPECIMEN PB4

Although the transverse elements of the specimen were initially provided with a consequent initial
prestressing –in order to compensate the low stiffness of the system– the results highlighted a very
limited passive activation of such reinforcement associated to the interception with flexural cracks
(phase 1 in Figure 5.9). Also, during the active loading (phases 2 and 3 in Figure 5.9), the increase
of the force was confirmed to be uniform and progressive in all the elements of the first row with
out significant disparities amongst them. The latter points led to the validation of the system used
to locally control the activation of the transverse reinforcement. For this test, significant changes in
the force were only reported during the release of the system (phase 4 in Figure 5.9), with yielding
only measured in the top of the second row in the weak axis (West direction).

It is interesting to observe that, in this last phase of major interest in the present research, the de
crease of the force in the first row of reinforcement is followed by a sudden reactivation of the ele
ments (as schematically represented in Figure 5.9). The latter was associated to the internal redis
tribution between steel and concrete during the failure of the slab, but the limited stiffness of the
system led to an insignificant increase of the force in the concerned transverse elements. An im
portant activation was however measured in the second row of reinforcement (studs).

Finally, the complexity of the test procedure and the quality of some of the measurements made it
difficult to give a detailed presentation and discussion of the results regarding the variation of
force in the transverse elements. In addition to this, the lack of any information regarding the acti
vation of the third row of reinforcement also appeared as an important limitation that motivated to
mention only the main observations in the present section for the latter specimen.
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SPECIMEN PB6

The improvements made regarding the stiffness and the anchorage conditions of the system con
trolling the transverse elements of the first row of reinforcement, as well as the use of external load
cells also for the second row of reinforcement, led to interesting observations on the related activa
tion. The results highlighted significant differences amongst the transverse reinforcement rows
regarding the increase of force (F) both in terms of importance and distribution around the column
(Figure 5.28) during loading (V). This is also confirmed by the detailed figures (Figure 5.29) repre
senting the situation in the three main axes monitored (East, North East and North).

Figure 5.28 Activation of the transverse elements in specimen PB6 for different load levels
(200 kN 400 kN 600 kN 800 kN 1000 kN 1200 kN – 1400 kN failure post failure)

Figure 5.29 Activation of the transverse reinforcement in the main axes of specimen PB6:
force in the transverse elements (F) compared to the acting load on the slab (V)

In the first row, similarly to what was observed in specimen PB4, the activation is progressive and
uniform in the entire slab. It tends to accelerate markedly only at a load level close to the one cor
responding to the failure of the reference slab (first colour line from the centre in Figure 5.28).
Then, the increase of force is almost linear with the load before a second significant acceleration of
the phenomenon at a load level corresponding to the localization of the deformation at the column
face (Figures 5.20 and 5.21) until the failure of the slab (second colour line from the centre in
Figure 5.28). It is interesting to observe that, where the failure seems to have initiated (East axis),
the activation of both the first and second row of transverse elements is almost identical. In the
post failure phase the activation of the elements is also uniform and constant in the entire slab,
without being localized in some specific directions (dashed colour line in Figure 5.28).
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In the second row, disparities among the axes regarding the activation of the transverse element
arise only at the failure of the reference slab. These differences progressively increase until the fail
ure of the specimen, where in average the weak axis contributes less in the load carrying (respec
tively 15% and 30% less load was carried on the weak axis in comparison to the diagonal and
strong axes). It is interesting to notice that the activation of the transverse element in the West axis
–directly opposite from the axis where the failure initiated– appears to be the smallest of the entire
row. The latter might be justified by the previously highlighted propagation of the failure crack
from the East axis, resulting in progressively smaller crack opening at the same distance of the col
umn face but in the others axes. After failure, the additional loading of the slab tends to make the
activation uniform amongst the different axes of the slab. In this phase, the increase of force in the
transverse reinforcement tends to be larger for the elements that were less activated at failure.

In the third row, although measurements were performed only on a quarter of the slab, the activa
tion appears in average significantly smaller than in the two previous rows of reinforcement
(change of scale in Figure 5.28). It has to be noted that due to the limited length of the stud –
smaller than the thickness of the slab– the development of a crack at its position does not necessary
imply an increase of the force (in the case of delamination cracks for instance). The results high
lighted that most of the load in this row seems to be carried by the diagonal axis, with a minor im
portance of the main axes. This might be directly related to the inclination of the failure surface –
observed to be particularly flat in the diagonal– therefore intercepting the stud at an adequate dis
tance from its top anchorage to activate the bond properties of the deformed surface. Apart from
the diagonal axes –that might be a particular case– the activation of the transverse elements of the
third row in the main axes is expected to progressively decrease during the propagation of the
failure crack from the East axis. In fact, the results in the second rows indicate that the progressive
decrease of the failure crack opening during its tangential propagation might not be entirely com
pensated by the additional inclination of the failure surface leading to a decrease of the activation.
After the failure of the specimen, observations similar to those highlighted for the second row of
reinforcement can be made. The development of an additional force takes place mainly in the
transverse elements that were activated the least at failure (weak and strong axes).

Generally, at failure, it appears that there is not a systematic trend regarding the activation of the
transverse reinforcement. In the present test, roughly, in half of the slab the first row is more acti
vated than the second one, in the other half the second row is more activated than the first one.
The third row of transverse reinforcement is systematically less activated than the others rows. It
must be remembered that the stiffness of the system was different in each row (first row < second
row < third row) therefore influencing the activation of the transverse reinforcement. Thus, com
pared to a stiffer element, larger crack openings are necessary to develop a given force in an ele
ment with a smaller stiffness. Similar measurements –force in the transverse elements– were per
formed by Beutel [Beu03] on slabs reinforced with stirrups like systems. It was observed that, in
average and for the same failure mode, the elements of the first row in the weak axis contribute the
least in the load carrying (20% less compared to the diagonal or strong axes).
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SPECIMEN PB5

The results confirmed previous observations with notable disparities amongst the axes regarding
the activation of the second and third rows of reinforcement (Figure 5.30). The dashed lines corre
spond to the load steps in the active loading phase of the transverse elements of the first row
(phase 2 in Figure 5.11). The specific results in the weak, diagonal and strong axes (Figure 5.31)
highlight the latter phase in details as well as the release of the system (phase 3 in Figure 5.11) –in
which a similar phenomenon of reactivation of the first row, as described for specimen PB4, can be
clearly observed– and the failure of the specimen (phase 4 in Figure 5.11).

Figure 5.30 Activation of the transverse elements in specimen PB6 for different load levels
(200 kN 400 kN 600 kN 800 kN 1000 kN 1200 kN – 1400 kN failure)

Figure 5.31 Activation of the transverse reinforcement in the main axes of specimen PB5:
force in the transverse elements (F) compared to the acting load on the slab (V)

In the first row, the increase of force is systematically uniformly distributed amongst the axes dur
ing the passive or active loading of the row and at failure confirming the performance of the de
veloped device. In the second row, important similarities with the previous test specimen can be
highlighted. Only at a load corresponding to the failure of the reference slab do disparities arise in
the activation of the transverse elements and mainly in the weak axis. The smaller force reported in
the East axis at failure also supports the propagation of the failure crack from the West axis as con
firmed through the measurements. At failure, the second row is systematically more activated than
the first one: this is most probably related to the largest stiffness of the reinforcing system in this
position. In the third row, the elements on the diagonal are still the most activated resulting from
the particular crack pattern –of relatively low inclination– observed in this direction.
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5.3.3 Rotations 

The capacity of deformation of a slab is often associated to its rotation at the periphery of the spec
imen. It is indirectly related to the dissipation of energy taking place in the slab during the punch
ing phenomenon by both the concrete and steel. Thus, some interesting remarks arise about the
performed thickness variation measurements and the activation of the transverse reinforcement.

In the performed tests, the rotation was evaluated in the main axes of the slab –diagonal included–
and confirmed the failure crack kinematics observed through previous measurements (notably for
specimen PB4). Also, it allowed to depict the different phases of activation of the transverse rein
forcement more, with interesting analogies between specimens PB5 and PB6.

SPECIMEN PB4

Specimen PB4 was characterized by the development of several failure modes, associated to some
issues with the active reinforcing system used (stiffness, disposition and test procedure). It appears
that the measured rotations ( ) are particularly coherent with the variety of failures observed
amongst the axes of the slab (Figure 5.32). Indeed, the crushing failure in the East axis is associated
to a fundamentally different behaviour at failure –in term of rotations (1 in Figure 5.32)– compared
to the others axes that all presented failures within the transverse reinforcement (2 in Figure 5.32).
These disparities are balanced once the failure is well established in all the axes as a new kinemat
ics develops in the slab mainly associated to vertical displacement (3 in Figure 5.32).

Figure 5.32 Evolution of the rotation ( ) measured in the main axes of the specimen PB4
close to failure (prior to unloading), related kinematics, and saw cuts in East axis (crushing
failure) and North axis (failure within the transverse reinforcement from the column face)

From the highlighted rotation sequence, it is possible to conclude –similarly to specimens PB5 and
PB6– that the failure potentially initiates in the weak directions of the slab (West axis in the case of
specimen PB4, in relation to the sudden modification of the rotation observed). Propagation of the
failure crack develops –almost simultaneously– in the strong direction (North and South axes) and
then finally in the opposite direction (East axis). The decrease of rotation at failure can be associat
ed to the development of a splitting crack as indicated by the measurements of the crack opening.
Analogous observations were also made for slabs without transverse reinforcement [Lip12c].
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SPECIMENS PB5+PB6

A decrease of the rotation at failure –similarly to the one highlighted for specimen PB4– was also
observed in all the axes of specimens PB5 PB6, yet not of such importance. This can be explained
by the fact that, in the present case, the crack openings were significantly smaller at failure due to
the improved stiffness of the transverse reinforcing system and test procedure. This observation
indirectly confirms the development of a splitting crack from the column face at failure, as can be
clearly recognized in the presented saw cuts of these specimens.

The use of transverse elements –locally unbonded and with very good anchorage performance–
highlighted interesting observations by comparing the increase of force in the elements of the
transverse reinforcement (F) and the rotation of the slab ( ). As it was already partially discussed
with respect to the measurements of the crack openings (see Section 5.3.1), several regimes can be
distinguished in the activation (Figure 5.33). This is particularly obvious in the case of specimen
PB6, for which no active loading of the transverse elements of the first row was performed during
the test (compared to specimen PB5).

Figure 5.33 Steel contribution of the first three rows of transverse reinforcement in terms of
force (F) as a function of the mean rotation ( ) for specimens PB5 and PB6

Three distinct regimes of activation can be observed during the test, with more or less well defined
transition phases in between each of them. The first one is related to an increase of the rotation
without a significant activation of the transverse reinforcement, as the internal cracking mainly
develops prior to the first element –above the column and in the vicinity of the column face– with
out any interaction. The second regime is associated to the development of flexural cracks from the
column face progressively intercepting the different transverse elements in the vicinity of the col
umn. An almost linear relation can be observed between the increase of force in the transverse re
inforcement and the rotation. It is interesting to note that the transition phase between these two
previously mentioned regimes progressively takes place for a rotation close to the one correspond
ing to the failure of the reference specimens –PV1 and PG20– with the formation of some specific
internal cracks. Finally, close to the failure load, the activation of the transverse reinforcement
tends to increase considerably with only a limited –almost negligible– increase of the rotations.
This regime is related to the development of important shear deformations at the column face –
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confirmed by performed measurements (see Section 5.3.4)– therefore affecting the crack kinematics
and thus contributing to the activation of the transverse elements. The transition with the flexural
based activation regime is relatively sudden in comparison to the previous one, even being gener
ally more accentuated for the elements closest to the column face. The latter is potentially related
to the formation and propagation of the failure crack from a specific position at the column face as
suggested in Figure 5.21.

For the test with active transverse reinforcement –specimen PB5– the previous observations are
less evident due to the defined test procedure that aimed at controlling the opening of the cracks
associated to the flexural based regime. Although the active loading of the elements at the end of
the first transition phase did not affect the rotations –localized in other cracks– the increase of the
force was sufficiently modified that the measurements of this phase could not be reasonably con
sidered. Although fundamentally different procedures were considered for the two tests, the re
sults are consistent (Figure 5.34). In the following, only the results prior to the active phase and at
failure are presented for specimen PB5 to be comparable with those for specimen PB6.

Figure 5.34 Contribution to the punching phenomenon (V) of the first three rows of trans
verse reinforcement in terms of force (F) as a function of the mean rotation ( ) for specimens

PB5 (dashed lines and dashed dots) and PB6 (solid lines and solid dots)

For a similar transverse reinforcement ratio, layout and test configuration –the case of specimens
PB5 and PB6– it appears that the redistribution of internal forces that takes place once the system is
released leads to the achievement of an equilibrium situation (dashed dots) corresponding rela
tively well to the activation curves from specimen PB6 (solid lines), yet at a lower load level. The
latter implies that a certain continuity exists between the behaviour of different slabs –for given
conditions– and could be of major interest in the phenomenological study of the activation in
punching for this failure mode. Similar observations were also made regarding shear deformations
(Figure 5.37(b)) as discussed in Section 5.4.1.

For slab specimens reinforced with transverse elements made of deformed bars and non perfect
anchorage (usually the case), several additional bond mechanisms are involved in the activation
leading to non linear phases. The interpretation of the steel contribution in the latter case is there
by particularly more complex than in the ideal one presented in the present section.
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5.3.4 Shear deformations 

The shear deformations ( w) differ from the flexural deformations by the fact that they are inde
pendent of the rotations. In the performed tests, they were estimated with the vertical displace
ments in the main and diagonal axes of the slab specimens. As presented in Figure 5.35, they were
computed as the difference between the displacement at point A and the extension of the secant
between points B and C (similarly to previous studies on similar slabs [Lip12a, Lip12b]). As the
performed saw cuts confirmed that the penetration of the column was very limited in the tests,
these assumptions can be considered sufficiently correct for the definition of the shear defor
mations. However, due to the excessive active loading performed on the transverse reinforcement
of specimen PB4, the determination of the shear deformations with this formulation was not relia
ble (important damages were observed on the soffit of the slab after testing).

Together with the results previously highlighted –such as the crack openings and rotations– inter
esting observations arise for a better understanding of the activation of the transverse reinforce
ment, notably shortly prior to the failure when the shear deformations become significant
(Figure 5.35). The loss of some sensors could unfortunately not be avoided during this test phase.

Figure 5.35 Shear deformation ( w) function of the acting load on the slab (V) in the main
axes of specimens PB5 and PB6with definition of the formulation considered for computa

tion

In both specimens –PB5 and PB6– the development of the shear deformations during the loading
of the slab appears more important in the diagonal axis than in the main axes, as the edges of the
column induce a significant stress concentration in this specific position. Such disparities are not
likely to be observed in tests with circular columns that represent an ideal case, but only limited
related investigations are available [Tol88, Vaz07, Fer14].

Contrary to most of the other performed measurements presented, the development of the shear
deformations do not appear to be strongly related to the failure load of the reference specimen.
Also, from the presented results, the previously described failure sequence of the slab
(see Section 5.3.1) can be clearly confirmed through the disparities in the initiation of the shear de
formations amongst the different axes (particularly for specimen PB6), even though some of the
vertical displacement devices were progressively lost before failure.
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5.4 Discussion on the assumptions of the CSCT 

The results from the punching test campaign are depicted in the frame of the CSCT [Fer09] for
slabs with transverse reinforcement, which main assumptions (see Section 5.1) are reviewed in the
following section on an experimental background (see Section 5.3). Major emphasis is placed on
specimens PB5 and PB6 –which compose the central part of the present work– notably the latter
one whose test procedure was the closest to a standard punching test (monotonic loading).

The discussion and developments focus on the failure kinematics (see Section 5.4.1) and the contri
bution of steel and concrete in the punching phenomenon (see Sections 5.4.2 and 5.4.3). These in
vestigations aim at highlighting the main disparities between the theory and the test observations
for this specific failure mode –within the shear reinforced area– and to provide some potential im
provements regarding the consideration of the latter aspects in the CSCT (see Section 5.5).

5.4.1 Kinematics 

Although detailed and extensive measurements were performed regarding the opening of internal
cracks, the definition of the related kinematics during the tests was not evident. The existence of
two specific cracks –the critical one and the failure one, as stated by the CSCT– could be confirmed
and clearly observed in the saw cuts of the slabs (Figure 5.36). As the critical crack was observed to
be rather associated to flexural deformations (in agreement with the assumptions of the CSCT), the
failure crack was rather related to a splitting phenomenon (larger openings close to the column
face). This was already observed by several authors on slabs both with [Ein16b] and without
transverse reinforcement [Gua05, Gui10, Clé12, Ein16b]. The fact that these two cracks do not sys
tematically join at failure indicates that they might be associated to different internal mechanisms.

Figure 5.36 Details of the saw cuts performed after test of specimens PB5 and PB6

The CSCT claims that half of the entire flexural based deformations of the slab ( = 0.5) is localized
in the critical shear crack (developing at 45° from the column face) at failure. Although the defini
tion of this factor is not straightforward due to the multitude of cracks observed in the saw cuts,
the test results regarding the variation of thickness highlight that the latter is function of the load
level. The internal redistribution of deformation, observed to initiate at around 80% of the failure
load at the column face (Figures 5.20 and 5.21), progressively leads to similar crack openings both
in the critical and failure cracks (0.35 ÷ 0.50 mm). From this level –95% of the failure load– all the
additional deformations appear to be localized in the latter crack, which propagation leads to the
failure of the slab specimen. It can be noted that the opening of the failure crack might be strongly
related, at failure, to the shear deformations (PB5, East axis: w = 0.46 mm 0.51 mm = d0 50mm).
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The activation of the transverse reinforcement in the punching phenomenon is associated to a
complex combination of flexural and shear based deformations (see Sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3), as
also confirmed in the related state of the art (see Section 4.4). For specimen PB6, although the flex
ural cracks –amongst which the critical crack– mostly contributes to the increase of the force in the
transverse elements at failure (60% for the first row, 60 ÷ 80% for the second row, 65 ÷ 95% for the
third row), the development of shear deformations at the column face –in the failure crack– still
provides around 30% of the total steel contribution on the punching load.

As some differences are expected for other cases, it was of interest to perform a comparison re
garding the development of flexural and shear deformations in slabs reinforced with various types
and amounts of headed like systems (Figure 5.37). All the specimens are comparable in terms of
concrete compressive strength (fc = 32.3 ÷ 37.5 MPa), effective depth (d = 193 ÷ 210 mm), flexural re
inforcement ratio ( = 1.5%) and were tested on a similar setup (Figure 5.3). The transverse ele
ments ( w=0.1÷1.0%) were disposed radially around the column (square, c=130 mm or 260 mm).

Figure 5.37 Flexural and shear deformations in slabs reinforced with headed like systems
(tests from the present research and other works performed at EPFL, notably [Lip12a])

It confirms that the previously highlighted proportions of flexural and shear deformations are ex
pected to differ with the stiffness provided by the transverse system considered (amount, layout
and anchorage performance). In Figure 5.37(a), it can be noticed that the CSCT predicts reasonably
at failure –through the factor =0.5– the importance of the flexural deformations for the reference
slabs or those reinforced with low stiffness systems (such as specimens PB5 and PB6). For slabs
with efficient transverse reinforcement –studs or equivalent– a larger scatter is observed between

the theoretical ( ) and measured ( h) crack openings. This is associated to the development of

important shear deformations in the latter case (Figure 5.37(b)) not accounted in the CSCT.

Also, the flexural based kinematics considered by the CSCT is assumed to take place simultane
ously and identically in all the directions. However, the performed tests clearly confirm that the
failure initiated in a specific position at the column face –in the weak axis generally– before propa
gating tangentially and radially around the column leading to notable differences amongst the
axes. It is interesting to highlight that the elements the least activated through the flexural defor
mations generally appeared to be the most sensitive to the development of the shear deformations.
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5.4.2 Steel contribution 

The contribution of the transverse reinforcement to the punching failure load (VR,s) is estimated by
the CSCT [Fer09] with the activation model (see Appendix A) that relates the stress in the element
( sw) and the crack opening (wb). For the performed tests, the general formulation becomes:
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Also, as the two first rows of transverse reinforcement intercepted by the critical crack are post
installed –no bond between the steel elements and the surrounded concrete– the formulation for
plain bars is applicable, yet completed with the term related to the initial prestressing ( sp):
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According to the CSCT, the third row of transverse elements cannot be taken into account as its
distance from the column face (2.0 d) is significantly larger than the limit of 1.0 d corresponding to
the 45° critical crack considered in the activation model. In fact, the performed tests confirmed that
the latter elements might still contribute markedly to the failure load (see Section 5.3.2).

Notable disparities arise between the reinforcement rows when comparing the forces measured
(black dots in Figure 5.38) and predicted (red dots in Figure 5.38). Although the crack kinematics is
not the one highlighted in the experimental tests (see Section 5.3.1), CSCT’s simplified approach
still provides reasonable predictions regarding the total steel contribution (dashed lines in
Figure 5.38), generally overestimated the measured one by 20 ÷ 30%. The absence of activation of
the third row –according to CSCT– seems to partially compensate, in overall, the larger increase of
force considered for the first and second rows in comparison to the test results.

Figure 5.38 Comparison between measured (black dots) and predicted (red dots) transverse
reinforcement contribution at failure in specimen PB6 for the elements of the first three rows
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It supports the fact that the activation of the transverse reinforcement is not only proportional to
the rotation (as currently considered in the CSCT). The disparities between the predicted and
measured forces might be related to the presence of several flexural based cracks effectively inter
cepting the transverse elements, but also to the development of the failure crack from the column
face (associated to shear deformations). It has to be noted that the theory and experiments would
differ even more considering that a part of the force is directly transmitted to the column face
through the elements of the first and second rows.

Regarding the maximal strength related to the punching failure mode within the shear reinforced
area, the activation of the shear reinforcement in the post failure phase of specimen PB6 provides
some interesting conclusions (Figure 5.39). The additional force in the transverse elements ( F) was
systematically more important for the closest rows with respect to the column (1 in Figure 5.39). It
is interesting to highlight that, for the second row (2 in Figure 5.39), the increase of force appears to
be related to the failure kinematics previously described in Section 5.3.1, with notable disparities
amongst the axes. Indeed, from the East axis –where the failure initiated (Figure 5.21)– the addi
tional load in the slab to be transmitted in this axis ( V/8) –dashed line in Figure 5.39– is strongly
correlated with the additional force ( F) in the second row of transverse elements. It is interesting
to observe that the activation of this specific reinforcement row appears to be progressively re
duced throughout the failure propagation on the other axes (with respect to the East axis).

Figure 5.39 Post punching phase for specimen PB6 (main slab axes): additional activation of
the three rows of transverse elements ( F) with respect to the additional load in the slab ( V)

and assuming it uniformly distributed in the 8 rows of reinforcement ( V /8)

The presented results confirm that a redistribution of internal forces takes place at failure in the
slab between steel and concrete. In the post failure phase, the fact that the sum of the additional
force of the transverse reinforcement in one axis (1+2+3 in Figure 5.39) is greater than the addition
al load introduced in this axis ( V/8) supports that the load carried by the concrete is progressively
transferred to the steel elements with increasing rotations (Vs Vsy as Vc 0). The redistribution
therefore allows for a further activation of the shear reinforcement after failure up to the achieve
ment of the yielding capacity of the transverse elements or of another potential failure mode. In the
case of specimen PB6, the test was interrupted for security reasons as soon as the development of
yield stresses was measured in one transverse element (of the second row of shear reinforcement).
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5.4.3 Concrete contribution 

The accurate measurements of the steel contribution (VR,s) in the test series allow to estimate the
one of the concrete. Considering that the first three rows of transverse reinforcement are involved
in the phenomenon, the part of the punching load (VR) associated to concrete (VR,c,exp.) is defined as:

3,2,1,.exp,, sRsRsRRcR VVVVV (5.3)

According to CSCT [ ], the concrete contribution (VR,c) is theoretically formulated through the
same expression for slabs with and without transverse reinforcement as:

g

c
cR

d
d

fdb
V

16
151

75.0 0
, (5.4)

For specimen PB6, assuming a mean rotation of the slab –average value at failure between the
strong and weak axes ( R =15.5‰)– the estimated carrying capacity provided by the concrete is of
600 kN compared to the 495 kN obtained from the measurements (1517 kN – 457 kN – 376 kN –
189 kN). For specimen PB5, considering similar assumptions regarding the rotations ( R = 13.5‰),
the estimated carrying capacity turns to 659 kN compared to 605 kN obtained from the measure
ments (1347 kN – 202 kN – 313 kN – 227 kN). Generally, it can be concluded that the CSCT pro
vides accurate predictions of the concrete contribution –confirmed to decrease with increasing ro
tations– through the actual formulation, both for slabs with and without transverse reinforcement
(Figure 5.40). Although the presence of several cracks was observed in the performed tests on
slabs, the consideration by the CSCT of a unique theoretical crack –localizing half of the defor
mations– provides accurate predictions at failure of the concrete contribution in punching.

Figure 5.40 Concrete contribution in punching: theoretical predictions (dashed line) com
pared to experimental results (empty dots) for slabs with and without shear reinforcement

The disparities between the predictions and the experimental results might be partly related to the
assumption that no transfer of shear forces is achieved between the transversal elements of the
different rows. Yet, the quantification of the latter aspect is not straightforward, and, based on the
performed measurements, further interpretations of this aspect could not be reasonable given.
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5.5 Influence of bond and anchorage conditions in the CSCT 

This section aims at a theoretical investigation of the role of bond and anchorage conditions on the
activation of the transverse reinforcement in the punching phenomenon –failure mode within the
shear reinforced area– according to CSCT [Fer09]. This work concludes the present research by
combining the experimental observations from the pull out (see Chapter 3) and punching
(see Chapter 5) tests campaigns. The disparities highlighted (Figure 5.41) amongst different types
of reinforcing details –representative of the elements used as punching shear reinforcement– moti
vated the adaptation of the existing activation model of the CSCT in order to account for non
perfect development of bond and anchorage mechanisms in this specific case (see Section 5.5.1).

Figure 5.41 Normalized force slip relationships of various anchorage details (headed bars,
U shaped bars and hooked bars) tested in uncracked and cracked concrete conditions

(mean response, experimental scatter from tests not represented)

In the frame of this study on the activation of the transverse elements in slabs, only the initial part
of the original curves –up to =2 mm– will be considered, as larger slip would result in a punching
failure. In fact, as observed in the related literature review (see Section 4.4), the admissible crack
opening prior to collapse might be dependent on the type of reinforcing system, being usually
larger for elements with more efficient anchorage (larger transversal stiffness). A parametric analy
sis is done to appreciate the implemented modifications with respect to the CSCT
(see Section 5.5.2), and the related further steps required are discussed (see Section 5.5.3).

5.5.1 Extension of the activation model 

In the following, refinement proposals of the activation model of the CSCT [Fer09] are presented to
account for more realistic development conditions of the transverse reinforcement (non perfect
bond and anchorage) as disparities were experimentally observed between systems [Ein16a].

Although the crack kinematics assumed in the CSCT is passably different from the one experimen
tally observed in the tests for the failure within the shear reinforced area, it was previously high
lighted that the model provides good predictions (see Section 5.4) with some simplifications of the
phenomenon (notably, = 0.5). In this sense, the latter point will not be changed –definition of the
concrete contribution as stated by CSCT, see Eq.(5.4)– and only modifications regarding the steel
contribution of the transverse elements intercepted by the critical crack will be further developed.
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Bond

The consideration of a perfectly plastic bond law is a common assumption in the analytical devel
opment related to reinforced concrete structures. It results in a linear distribution of the stresses
along the embedded length of the transverse reinforcement during its activation by the opening of
the critical shear crack considerably simplifying the related formulations. Yet, in the case of punch
ing, the potential presence of cracks in the plane of the transverse elements –radial cracks associat
ed to tangential moments (crack b1 in Figure 4.9)– can affect markedly the performance of the
bond force transfer mechanisms involved in the activation of the shear reinforcement (Figure 3.15).

Assuming that a direct proportionality exists between the bond strength and the average bond
stress in uncracked and cracked concrete (fb/fb0 b/ b0), the expression proposed to quantify the
decrease of bond strength of straight bars with in plane cracks (see Section 3.3.1) can be adequately
used to account for the aforementioned phenomenon (Figure 5.42(a)). Nevertheless, as the original
equation was derived and validated for constant width cracks, it is necessary to define, for the
studied case, an equivalent width of the radial crack resulting from flexural solicitations
(Figure 5.42(b)). In this sense, it is representative to consider a mean opening (wr,m) between the
value at the tip of the crack (w = 0) and on the tensile surface of the slab (wr). The latter can be de
termined from the tangential deformations of the concrete on the top surface of the slab –at a dis
tance r = rc + (r0 rc)/2 from the centre of the column– assuming plane section (reasonable in this
direction) and a cracked section (compressive depth c defined according to [Mut08a]).

Figure 5.42 Bond in the activation model of the CSCT: (a)modification proposal to account
for the presence of cracks along the axis of the transverse elements; and (b) determination of

the representative tangential opening of the radial crack to consider in the expression

In a first approach, the distance between the radial cracks in this position –multiplying the total
concrete tangential strains at the surface ( c,t)– can be reasonably considered to correspond to the
spacing of the flexural reinforcement bars (s). Although refined expressions can be found [Mut15],
the latter simplification suitably reproduced recent experimental results performed at EPFL, where
the opening of individual radial cracks was characterized through DIC measurements. The pro
posed formulations –Eq.(5.5) and Eq.(5.6)– allow to estimate, for various test configurations and
specimen properties, the related reduction of the bond mechanisms in the activation of the trans
verse element with respect to load level in the slab (through the rotations).
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Mechanical Anchorage

Based on the distribution of the transverse reinforcement and the assumed kinematics of the criti
cal shear crack –tip at the column face with an inclination angle of 45° ( /4)– the current theory
[Fer09] defines as Eq.(5.7) and Eq.(5.8) the relative displacements of the crack lips respectively par
allel (wb,i) and perpendicular ( b,i) to the axis of the transverse element (Figure 5.43(a)). As previous
ly discussed, the latter aspect will not benefit from any improvement as, globally, it provides cor
rect predictions (see Sections 5.4.2 and 5.4.3) and allows to be consistent with the crack kinematics
considered in the definition of the concrete contribution. Several activation regimes of the trans
verse elements result successively from the progressive opening of the crack associated to the in
crease of the slab rotation (Figure 5.43(b)). In practical situations, the related contribution of the
transverse steel in the punching phenomenon can easily be limited –with respect to perfect activa
tion conditions theoretically considered in the CSCT– by the development of slip at the anchorage
associated to the degradation of local force transfer mechanisms (see Figure 4.23(c)). The latter ob
servations emphasise the necessity of considering a more realistic response of the shear reinforce
ment, notably on the tensile part of the slab where the presence of cracks might markedly decrease
its performance. In this sense, a tri linear activation law (F ) was adopted in the following devel
opments (Figure 5.43(b)) –defined with the parameters F0, Fu, K– to represent the various dispari
ties amongst the available and forthcoming types of punching reinforcing systems.

Figure 5.43 Anchorage in the activation model of the CSCT: (a)main assumptions regarding
the crack opening soliciting the transverse reinforcement; (b) evolution of the stress distribu
tions in a deformed transverse element; and (c)modification proposal to account for non
perfect activation (particularly for the anchorage situated in the tensile part of the slab)

The implementation of the modified activation model –defining the contribution of the transverse
reinforcement in punching– required the determination of the new relations between the compo
nent of the crack opening in the axis of the transverse element (wb) and its associated stress ( sw).
These formulations were derived on a similar basis as in Appendix A, but to consider non perfect
bond and anchorage conditions. The top and bottom anchorages were distinguished –with the
indices s and i respectively for superior and inferior– to consider differences of performance
amongst them. As the developments could not be systematically rewritten in an explicit form, they
are generally presented as wb – sw relationships (incremental approach on sw with sw fyw).
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For deformed elements, the activation of the transverse reinforcement –characterized by the stress
at the crack ( sw)– depends on the bond and anchorage conditions. For small crack openings (wb),
the steel contribution is generally only associated to bond phenomenon (perfectly plastic law as
sumed):

(5.9)

As the bottom anchorage gets activated (0 < Fi F0,i), the bond keeps on developing towards the
other extremity of the element. The integration of the related strains for this regime provides:

(5.10)

Under some conditions (Fi > F0,i), the bottom anchorage can potentially initiates to slip ( i), leading
to increase markedly the crack opening and decrease the related transverse steel contribution:

(5.11)
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It is also possible that, prior to the development of the latter regime, the top anchorage also gets
activated (0 < Fs F0,s). The bond then provides its maximum contribution in the phenomenon,
yielding to the following expression:

(5.12)

A situation intermediate to those previously presented can also arise. Both anchorages are activat
ed, but only the bottom one develops some slip (Fi > F0,i):

(5.13)

The regime that is the most fundamentally different from the one considered by the actual theory
[Fer09] is related to conditions leading to the simultaneous development of slip in both anchorages
( i + s). It is a critical phase in the activation of the transverse reinforcement in punching, as it is
potentially associated to an important loss of stiffness in the behaviour and the increase of force.

(5.14)
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Considering that the top anchorage might most likely slip prior to the bottom one, provides:

(5.15)

In the continuity of the previous situation, both anchorages can then also slip simultaneously –yet
one anchorage might have initiated prior to the other one– thus defining:

(5.16)

Finally, an alternative to the latter case can also occur under some conditions related to the anchor
age laws and the intersection of the crack with the transverse element, leading to the following:

(5.17)
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5.5.2 Parametric analysis 

The former expressions were derived for the most general case –different F laws for the top and
bottom anchorages of the transverse reinforcement– but some simplifications can reasonably be
assumed regarding the activation of these elements in the punching phenomenon, with respect to
the observations highlighted in the literature and from the performed experimental tests.

In this sense, the consideration by the CSCT of perfect anchorage conditions (F0,i = Fu,i = Fy) in the
soffit of the slab –potentially limited by a concrete cone failure mode (Figure 5.43(c)) [Fer10a]– is
relatively plausible (limited related investigations exist [Eli82]). This affirmation is supported by
the favourable compressive state of stress developing in the vicinity of the column – together with
the deformation of the slab– locally enhancing the force transfer mechanisms.

The reduction of the performance of actual reinforcing details in cracks –similar to those used in
the transverse reinforcement for punching (see Section 3.2)– requires an implementation of new
bond and anchorage conditions as they differ markedly from the ideal ones considered by the
CSCT (Figure 5.44). The decrease of the average bond stress ( b/ b0) in presence of cracks is as
sumed to be directly related to the one of the bond strength (fb/fb0) with the proposed model
(see Section 3.3.1). The reported responses of headed and U shaped bars –representative of studs
and stirrups punching systems– support that although the ultimate capacity can systematically be
achieved for such anchorages (Fu,s = Fy), a progressive degradation of the initial –uncracked– stiff
ness (K0) with increasing crack openings cannot be avoided (K<K0). It is assumed that the top an
chorage of the transverse elements begins to slip as soon as it gets activated (bi linear law, F0,s=0).

Figure 5.44 Main assumptions of the extended activation model for punching: steel contribu
tion with the consideration of a degradation of bond and anchorage mechanisms due to the

presence of cracks for straight bars, headed bars (studs) and U shaped bars (stirrups)

In the following comparisons, the kinematics of the critical shear crack and the concrete contribu
tion are kept as stated by the CSCT [Fer09] as the pertinence of the approach was confirmed in this
investigation (Figure 5.40). The contribution of the transverse reinforcement is calculated with an
element disposed on the critical perimeter (at d/2 from the column face, intercepted at its mid
height). The performance of the anchorages –affected by flexural based cracks in the case of punch
ing– is assumed to be reasonably well approximated, locally, by the one obtained from the experi
mental pull out test campaign in transverse cracks of constant width (see Section 3.1.3).
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Although a simultaneous degradation of bond and anchorage conditions should be considered, the
phenomena are firstly considered independently to better appreciate their respective influences on
the activation of the transverse reinforcement during punching.

For elements made of deformed steel, the development of bond on both sides of the critical shear
crack governs the initial increase of the force in the reinforcing details. In presence of non optimal
development conditions –such as a crack along the axis of the bar (see Section 3.3)– the contribu
tion of the transverse reinforcement can be distinctly delayed until the activation of the anchorage
at the extremities of the element. The latter situation is particularly well highlighted in Figure 5.45,
which compares the reduction of the punching strength (VR,in) for various steel products (perfect
anchorage). The decrease of the bond performance is estimated with Eq.(5.5) considering an aver
age crack opening between the one at the level of the anchorage (w, in Figure 5.45) and at the tip of
the crack. The trends will likely be even more pronounced with bars of limited surface properties –
lower values of bond index fR– in comparison to the one adopted for the parametric study (fR=0.06,
representative of the actual steel production). The role of the anchorage is also investigated for
similar conditions for studs and stirrups (perfect bond) confirming the related issues (Figure 5.46).

Figure 5.45 Influence of bond conditions in the activation of the transverse reinforcement in
punching phenomenon (d=210 mm, fc=30 MPa, dg=16 mm, db=14 mm, fyw=550 MPa):
(a) 1 lug bars; (b) 2 lugs bars; and (c) 4 lugs bars (fR=0.06, perfect anchorage conditions)

Figure 5.46 Influence of anchorage conditions in the activation of the transverse reinforce
ment in punching phenomenon (d=210 mm, fc=30 MPa, dg=16 mm, db=14 mm,

fyw=550 MPa): (a) studs; and (b) stirrups (K0,studs /K0,stirrups 3.0, perfect bond conditions)
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For comparable cracking conditions –same crack width (w) at the level of the anchorage– it is sug
gested that, in the case of typical slender slabs, the activation of the transverse elements for punch
ing failure within the shear reinforced area is rather governed by the anchorage of the reinforcing
system than its bond properties. The steel contribution might be so limited that crushing of the
first concrete strut –in presence of large amounts of transverse reinforcement– could potentially
not be achieved. This is supported by several experimental evidences in which the failure is not
clearly defined in the saw cuts, being probably related to anchorage issues (Figure 4.23). Generally,
the consideration of realistic anchorage conditions (non perfect) in the activation model
(Figure 5.46) indicates that the development of the steel full capacity prior to failure –intersection
between the load rotation curve and the failure criterion– is not systematic (see Section 4.4). How
ever, the investigations performed in the present research (see Section 5.4) confirmed that the de
velopment of shear deformations close to the ultimate load and the redistribution of internal forces
at failure allow to activate the entire capacity of the transverse reinforcement intercepted by the
crack (associated to larger deformation of the slab). Also, the disparities observed between the dif
ferent steel products –assumed in the most critical disposition regarding cracking phenomenon–
indicates that bond is not solely a determinant factor in the activation of the transverse reinforce
ment (Figure 5.45). The latter mechanism relies rather on the anchorage performance, for which the
optimal behaviour of studs in comparison to stirrups was theoretically demonstrated. Yet, this
might be fundamentally different under other configurations –such as for thick slab for instance–
where the activation of the transverse elements by bond represents a more important part of the
total steel contribution on the punching strength in comparison to the cases presented.

Also, it must be pointed out that the disparities between the evaluated punching reinforcing sys
tems –studs and stirrups– might potentially be accentuated in reality, as they are usually produced
from deformed steel with respectively 2 and 4 lugs (the latter ones being generally the most affect
ed by the presence of cracks, see Section 3.4). This can be highlighted in Figure 5.47 in which the
activation model combines the effect of cracks on the force transfer mechanisms by bond and an
chorage. This is particularly of interest as, for large crack openings, the contribution of bond is con
siderably limited, and that most of the activation therefore relies on the response of the anchorage.

Figure 5.47 Influence of bond and anchorage conditions in the activation of the transverse
reinforcement in punching (d=210 mm, fc=30 MPa, dg=16 mm, db=14 mm, fyw=550 MPa):

the case of standard deformed studs made of 2 lugs bars (fR=0.06)
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5.5.3 Discussion and further steps 

Theoretical investigations supported by test results (see Section 3.2) and observations from litera
ture confirmed the necessity to account for more realistic activation of the transverse elements in
punching (see Section 5.4). The related developments therefore aimed at contributing on the role of
bond and anchorage conditions of the transverse elements –considered as perfect by the CSCT– for
the failure mode within the shear reinforced area.

The derivation and the implementation of the formulations to account for the degradation of the
force transfer in presence of cracks in the current activation model [Fer09] is certainly a first step
towards the better understanding of the involved phenomena. The extended model allows to draw
some interesting conclusions on the governing mechanisms –associated to bond and anchorage–
controlling the activation of the transverse reinforcement. The performance of studs was observed
to be better in comparison to other reinforcing systems –such as stirrups like details– under similar
conditions, confirming the higher interest given to this type of anchorage in practice.

To be consistent, a second step should necessarily be taken in the continuity of the presented de
velopments, with respect to the critical shear crack activating the transverse elements. Indeed, the
refined activation model –for which the current model is an upper bound– can only be entirely
consistent with the consideration of larger crack openings or a different failure kinematics. This
affirmation is supported by Figure 5.37 illustrating the fact that the actual theory –through
factor– tends to underestimate the effective crack width measured in tests. This is directly related
to the main assumption of the CSCT –opening of the critical shear crack only associated to flexural
deformations– that does not account for shear deformations although they might be significant in
presence of transverse reinforcement. Improvements are required on the latter aspects in order to
be closer to the experimental evidences highlighted for the studied failure mode (see Section 4.4) as
well as to the results of the performed punching test series (see Section 5.3). The proposed flexural
based crack kinematics presented in Figure 5.48 appears, in this sense, as an interesting alternative,
for which the concrete contribution could even be estimated with the actual failure criterion (stat
ing that the deformations would be localized in one of the cracks at failure).

Figure 5.48 Proposed slab kinematics for the failure mode within the shear reinforced area

The latter was motivated by the progressive development of the flexural cracks from the centre of
the slab specimen to its periphery (position defined with respect to the position of the top anchor
age of the transverse reinforcement). It tends to provide a larger activation of the first element (in
tercepted by two cracks) or equivalent for the first two rows, being more in agreement with the
experimental observations presented in this thesis.
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5.6 Synthesis 

Although the use of transverse elements is a common and well established solution to enhance the
response of the slabs to punching, the activation of this very specific reinforcement is a complex
phenomenon –still under investigation– involving both concrete and steel in the critical region
close to column. This chapter contributes to the latter topic with respect to the failure mode within
the shear reinforced area (see Section 5.1) through a specific experimental campaign. Based on the
limitations highlighted in the related literature review regarding the measurements performed
during most of these tests, the present work aimed at the accurate definition of the force in the
transverse reinforcement elements and the related crack openings (see Section 5.2). The develop
ment of a reinforcing system to control the state of the first row of transverse elements (pas
sive/active) also constitutes an innovative aspect of the performed tests and offers interesting pos
sibilities for further experimental investigations. The main results and observations
(see Section 5.3) confirm the complexity of the force transfer mechanisms occurring in the slab, and
are depicted in the frame of the CSCT (see Section 5.4) indicating that although the actual theory
provides reasonable predictions, some of its aspects might be improved. The latter motivated the
refinement of the existing activation model to consider non perfect bond and anchorage conditions
(see Section 5.5). For tests with low amounts of transverse reinforcement and large amount of flex
ural reinforcement ratio, the following points were principally highlighted in this chapter:

 The formation and development of the flexural based cracks is progressive –from above the
column to the periphery of the slab specimen– and might intercept several rows of the trans
verse reinforcement in the vicinity of the column;

 The position of these cracks appears to be strongly related to the position of the top anchorag
es of the transverse elements disposed in the slab (especially for studs like details);

 The related steel activation is strongly associated to the slab rotation and constitutes a conse
quent part of the total force in the reinforcing elements at failure (usually more than 60%);

 Prior to failure, an internal redistribution of the deformations takes place, with a decompres
sion developing at the column face (similarly to what is observed in the case of footings);

 The failure initiates at the column face in one specific location but systematically on the weak
axis of the slab. The development of shear deformations in this position provides an additional
activation of the transverse reinforcement (larger for the elements of the closest rows);

 The performed measurements confirm the propagation of the failure crack –radially and tan
gentially around the column– without systematically joining the existing ones resulting from
the flexural deformations (progressive decrease of the angle of the failure crack);

 The peak contributions of the steel and concrete in the failure load are not achieved simulta
neously and present some disparities amongst the axes related to the various crack patterns;
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The failure kinematics is potentially relatively different amongst the slab axes. With the prop
agation of the failure crack, a new kinematics associated to vertical displacement is progres
sively established uniformly in the slab influencing the activation of shear reinforcement;

The current assumptions of the CSCT regarding the kinematics of the critical shear crack tend
to overestimate the individual activation of the transverse elements in the slab. Yet, in overall,
it provides an accurate prediction of the total steel contribution to the punching strength;

The performed tests confirm that the failure criterion considered by the CSCT for slab without
transverse reinforcement can also be reasonably used to estimate the contribution of the con
crete for slabs with transverse elements (failure within the shear reinforced area);

For this specific case, experimental evidences highlight that the internal forces redistribution
taking place at failure allow to define the related punching strength as the maximum between
the capacity provided by the transverse reinforcement intercepted by the crack (at yielding)
and the sum of both steel and concrete contributions (according to the CSCT);

The latter remark is of major interest for prestressed slender slabs or footings reinforced with
transverse elements –for which an extended literature is not yet available– where the rotations
are relatively limited but a notable activation was generally achieved;

The activation model of the CSCT was extended to consider more realistic bond and anchor
age response, which provided promising results. To be entirely consistent with the experi
mental observations –larger crack openings, activation of the elements by several cracks and
shear deformations– a refined failure kinematics should also be conjointly developed;

The force transfer mechanisms associated to bond and anchorage control the activation of the
transverse reinforcement, and are sensitive to the surrounding environment. The results high
light the significance of anchorage over bond conditions on the activation phenomenon. The
superiority of headed studs with respect to other reinforcing systems was also confirmed.

It is evident that additional punching tests with a low to moderate amount of shear reinforcement
have to be performed in order to confirm the present observations, notably with more usual rein
forcement systems (studs or stirrups). The anchorage performance of such elements is also of ma
jor importance in the activation, potentially affecting the kinematics of the failure crack, contrary to
the tests performed under ideal conditions (post installed reinforcing systems).

It would also be interesting to study the cases of slabs with more reasonable –lower– amounts of
flexural reinforcement, as the theoretical investigations conducted highlight the potential devel
opment of several failure modes depending on the bond and anchorage conditions of the trans
verse reinforcement.
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 Conclusions and Future Research Chapter 6

The present research focused on the role of bond and anchorage conditions on the activa
tion of the transverse reinforcement in the punching phenomenon of reinforced concrete flat slabs.
Supported by a meticulous experimental work, the main related issues were investigated through
analytical and numerical approaches. Physically based expressions were developed to characterize
the force transfer mechanisms in cracks and the main assumptions of the Critical Shear Crack The
ory (CSCT) regarding the punching failure mode within the shear reinforced area were reviewed.
The activation model of the CSCT –defining the contribution of the transverse reinforcement to the
punching strength– was finally extended to consider more realistic bond and anchorage conditions

In the following, the main findings of this thesis are highlighted (see Section 6.1) and some pro
posals for future research are put forward (see Section 6.2). For a more exhaustive synthesis, the
last Section of each chapter details the main points of interest relevant to the topic covered.

6.1 Conclusions  

The extensive pull out test campaign consisted of a hundreds details arranged in beam or tie rein
forced concrete specimens. It aimed at characterizing the performance in cracks of anchorage de
tails representative of the most common types of shear reinforcement considered in slabs against
punching. The main parameters evaluated were the opening, the type and the position of the
crack. Size effect was also investigated through the use of two different bar diameters for each re
inforcing details. The measurements of the force acting on the anchorage and of the related slip
resulted in the so called force slip relationships describing its behaviour in the given conditions.

The investigations performed confirmed –and considerably extended– the available information
from literature on the topic of the force transfer mechanisms between steel and concrete, from
which the following conclusions can be drawn:

Bond and anchorage performance were confirmed to be significantly affected by the presence
of in plane cracks, even small and controlled in their development. The actual response (force
slip relationships) is however markedly dependent on the detailing of the reinforcement:

Deformed straight bars and plain hooked bars are the most sensitive de
tails, with a systematic reduction of both stiffness and strength. Such re
inforcing solutions should not be solely used in structural members if
the risk of cracking in the anchorage zone is not constructively avoided;
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Deformed hooked bars also presented a progressive reduction of the
stiffness with increasing crack opening, yet for limited width the yield
strength could generally still be achieved. The disparities in the degrada
tion are related to the orientation of the detail with respect to the crack
and to the presence of a constructive bar passing through the bend;

Deformed U shaped bars or headed bars exhibited the lowest sensitivity
to cracking and could systematically be activated up to the yielding of
the bar. Also, in comparison to other types of anchorage evaluated, the
stiffness was in this case only merely affected.

The formation of a concrete wedge –related to the phenomenon of bearing– was observed in
some saw cuts. Its position, geometry and size are specific to each of the evaluated details and
materialize the local force transfer. The penetration of this concrete element in a formed crack
seems to govern the stiffness of the anchorage response in such conditions (for large slip);

Comparisons of the few existing formulations –from code provisions and researchers– for the
evaluation of the latter phenomenon for straight bars, supported the necessity to develop a more
global and consistent expression (with mechanical background), notably for large values of nor
malized crack openings. The combination of the proposed analytical approach and the implement
ed numerical method offers an interesting, relevant and elegant solution to account for the pres
ence of cracks on the bond performance for various types of steel products and situations. The fol
lowing points could be highlighted from the comparisons performed:

The influence of in plane cracking on bond behaviour was accurately reproduced with consid
erations analogous to the aggregate interlock related to the surface profile –ribs or indenta
tions– and the surrounding concrete;

The type of surface profile –ribs or indentations– is potentially of importance in the perfor
mance of deformed details in cracks, such as straight or hooked bars for which the part of the
force transfer accomplished by bond is not negligible in the overall response;

Actual steel reinforcing products are usually composed of 1, 2, 3 or 4 lugs per section. The bars
with a large number of lugs per section are the least sensitive to the orientation of the crack ac
cording to the section (exception: 1 lug section corresponding to continuously threaded bar);

Deformed bars with indentations are the most sensitive to the presence of a crack –for a given
width– in comparison to deformed bars with ribs. This appears to be mainly related to the
disparities in the effective geometry of the section influencing the contact localization;

The parameters actually considered in the definition of bond properties for reinforcing bars in
concrete –bond index fR– are solely not sufficient to characterize its performance properly in
the presence of cracks as well as for various rib geometry of the reinforcement bars.
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The punching test series consisted of three full scale flat slab specimens with a low amount of
transverse reinforcement and a high flexural reinforcement ratio. It aimed at improving the
knowledge on the internal crack kinematic and the activation of the transverse elements for the
failure mode within the shear reinforced area. Specific measurements of the force (external load
cells) and crack openings (full and partial thickness variation devices) pointed out the following
observations:

The activation of the transverse reinforcement may be divided into several phases:

Initially, the transverse elements are only slightly activated until the
load corresponds to the failure of the reference specimen. In this phase,
the concrete contributes mainly solely to the strength of the slab;

Then, the progressive development of several internal cracks –
intercepting only one or two rows– largely contributes to the increase of
the force in the transverse reinforcement. The latter phase was observed
to be related to flexural deformations (function of the slab rotation);

Prior to failure, a redistribution of deformations at the column face leads
to the sudden development of a splitting failure crack from this position
–intercepting three rows or more– providing an additional contribution
rather related to shear deformations (independent of the slab rotation);

After failure, an internal force redistribution leads to a further activation
–potentially up to the yielding capacity– of the transverse elements.

The propagation of the failure crack from a specific position at the column face –systematically
in the weak axis– was confirmed in both radial and tangential directions. The inclination of the
failure surface is progressively decreasing to achieve the transmission of internal forces

The extended measurements of the activation of the transverse reinforcement –systematic in all the
directions of the slab– combined to an innovative reinforcing setup allowed to track the concrete
and steel contributions in the punching phenomenon. It provided the experimental information
required to review the main assumptions of the CSCT for the failure mode of interest. The follow
ing conclusions were pointed out:

The failure criteria considered originally for slabs without shear reinforcement can be ade
quately used to estimate the concrete contribution also for slabs with transverse elements. The
part of the load carried by the concrete is confirmed to decrease for increasing slab rotations;

The simplified flexural based kinematics and the idealist bond and anchorage conditions con
sidered in the activation model of the CSCT provide a reasonable approximation of the total
steel contribution at failure. The individual estimation of the activation per row of transverse
reinforcement at failure is not yet well captured by the current model (overestimated);
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The punching strength for the punching within the shear reinforced area can be defined as the
maximum load between the sum of the individual contributions of the concrete and the trans
verse reinforcement at failure, or the yielding capacity of the transverse reinforcement inter
cepted by the failure crack (achieved for large rotations of the slab in the post failure phase).

Based on the review of the CSCT’s main assumptions –validating the concrete contribution and
crack kinematics– the present work is concluded by an extension of the current activation model.
Non perfect bond and anchorage conditions were implemented in order to highlight theoretically
the influence of cracking phenomenon on the activation of the transverse reinforcement. The main
points related to these developments are the following:

The results presented suggest that, in the case of typical slender slabs, the activation of the
transverse elements for punching failure within the shear reinforced area is governed rather
by the anchorage of the reinforcing system than by its bond properties;

Under similar cracking conditions, the activation of studs in punching was observed to be sys
tematically higher in comparison to other reinforcing systems (such as stirrups). This is direct
ly related to the optimal force transfer performance of headed bar details in cracks highlighted
in this research;

The development of the full capacity of the transverse reinforcement prior to failure is not sys
tematic for the failure mode of interest. The latter affirmation is partially supported by the ex
perimental evidences from the related literature review.

6.2 Recommendations for future research 

In order to contribute to the knowledge on the topic of this research, a limitation of the scope was
required to ensure the achievement of the main objectives initially determined. In this sense, sev
eral related aspects –potentially of importance– would deserve some further investigations:

Activation of various reinforcement detailing solutions in confined concrete, to characterize
the response of the bottom anchorage of the transverse elements at the soffit of the slab in the
vicinity of the column. Although the latter point is not critical, some systems involving bond
phenomena could benefit more significantly from these favourable conditions;

General provisions regarding the performance of anchorage types suitable in cracked concrete
conditions should be proposed. Standardized test procedures and setups should be developed
to characterize and compare new transverse reinforcement systems on similar bases. Also, ad
ditional studies on indented bars should be conducted, as they were clearly under investigated
in the last decades and were observed to be less efficient in severe cracking conditions;

Additional punching tests with low amount of transverse reinforcement and moderate flexur
al reinforcement ratio, combined with specific measurements of the force in the transverse el
ements and of the crack openings in the vicinity of the column should be performed. The re
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sults aim to discuss the influence of realistic bond and anchorage conditions –associated to ac
tual punching systems, not post installed– on the failure kinematic and the activation of the
reinforcement. As important synergies were highlighted, a reference test should be systemati
cally considered in the test program for further interpretations;

Activation of the shear reinforcement in the case of footings or prestressed slabs, for which the
rotations at failure are particularly limited and the crack kinematics might be passably differ
ent. Attention should clearly be focused on the accurate definition of the shear deformations,
contributing more significantly in this case to the increase of force in the transverse elements.
It could also confirm the related maximum punching strength associated to this failure mode;

The considerable amount of parameters involved in punching with transverse reinforcement –
disposition, amount, inclination, anchorage performance– and the disparities amongst the test
configurations strongly limited the related developments. In the coming years, punching nu
merical methods would offer an interesting alternative to experimental campaigns for the de
tailed study of the activation of the transverse reinforcement in punching.

In addition to these topics, some points highlighted during this research could be extended to oth
er issues related to concrete structures. It makes sense to mention, in this concluding chapter, the
potential use of some of the aforementioned developments and results for other research. The fol
lowing recommendations appear, above all, to be the most interesting and the most promising:

The pull out tests on straight and hooked bars –made of the same steel product– pointed out
interesting similarities regarding the force slip relationships. The results make conceivable, for
hooks details, a distinction of the different force transfer mechanisms involved –bond, friction
and mechanical anchorage– and the development of a general method for its characterization;

The analytical expressions developed for straight bars in in plane cracks could be used to im
prove the predictions of the bond phenomenon with corrosion (usually investigated with an
equivalent crack width). However, an additional roughness should be considered in the for
mulation proposed within this research to consider the additional roughness of the interface;

The numerical approach proposed can be easily extended to consider intersecting cracks at the
level of the bar. The evaluation of the bond performance in such severe conditions can also
find potential applications in punching phenomenon (presence of radial and tangential cracks);

Parameters related to rib geometry –such as rib inclination and orientation, lug width and
spacing– should be further investigated for different bar types in order to describe, in a more
consistent manner, the related bond properties with the bond index fR;

Finally, the extended activation model considers realistic bond and anchorage conditions –
developed in the frame of this thesis for punching and steel shear reinforcement– can be used
more generally to estimate the contribution of any type of element in various applications.
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A1

 Activation of the transverse rein-Appendix A

forcement in punching (CSCT) 
This appendix presents the derivations to relate the opening of the critical shear crack and

the stress sw in the transverse reinforcement being intercepted. The original approach (discrete)
will be considered, with the presence of one transverse element in the critical crack in order to
simplify the formulations [Fer09]. Also, for clarity purposes, the indices i –stating for the rows of
shear reinforcement– were not reported and the original notation was generally reworked to be
consistent with the one of the present document.

In the following, a distinction will be done between transverse elements made of plain bars
(see Section A.1) or deformed bars (see Section A.2). The case of prestressed plain reinforcing sys
tems (post installed) is simply obtained by adding a constant term –related to the initial prestress
ing value– to the formulation for plain reinforcement.

A.1 Elements made of plain bars 

For plain transverse reinforcement, the bond between steel and concrete is assumed to be negligi
ble and only the anchorages contribute to the force transfer. Perfect anchorage conditions at the
extremities of the element are considered, providing a full activation of the reinforcing detail with
out the development of any slip. Stress and strain can therefore be reasonably assumed as constant
over its entire length.

The strain ( sw) can be obtained by integrating the component of the crack width effectively acting
on the transverse reinforcement (wb) over the length between both extremities of the anchorage (lw):

w

b
sw l

w
(A.1)

Consequently, assuming a linear elastic material model for the reinforcing steel, the related stress
in the element ( sw) simply becomes:

yw
w

swsw f
l

h
E 2

cos
(A.2)

where Esw is the modulus of elasticity of the transverse reinforcement, is the critical shear crack
opening factor (assumed 0.5), h is the vertical distance between the tip of the crack and the point
where the critical shear crack crosses the transverse element, and fyw its yield strength.
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A.2 Elements made of deformed bars 

For deformed transverse reinforcement, the bond develops on both sides of the interception of the
critical shear crack with the reinforcing element, limiting considerably its opening compared to the
previous case (see A.1). Also, considering a linear elastic material model for the reinforcing steel,
the difference in strain ( sw) per unit length ( x) can be simply obtained as:

swb

b

sw

sw
sw Ed

x
E

0,4
(A.3)

where sw is the difference in stress per unit length, related to b,0 the average bond stress
(uncracked conditions) and db the bar diameter of the reinforcing element.

The component of the crack width effectively acting on the transverse reinforcement (wb) corre
sponds to the total deformation between the two anchorages points (denoted hereafter as a and b):

b

a swb dxw (A.4)

In general, in the case of punching of flat slabs, the length of the reinforcing detail is generally not
sufficient to allow full activation only from bond along the length of the element. Thus, the distri
bution of stress and strain also depends on the position of the intersection of the critical shear crack
with the transverse reinforcement. Assuming that the latter is crossed at a distance lbi from the
lower anchorage –respectively lbs from the upper one– different regimes progressively take place
regarding the force transfer function of the importance of the crack opening.

A.2.1 Regime I 

The development of bond on both sides of the critical shear crack initially controls the activation of
the transverse reinforcing elements. Assuming a rigid perfectly plastic bond law, the strain and
stress follow a linear distribution from the position of the intersection leading to:

yw
b

bswb
Isw f

d
wE0,

,

4
(A.5)

This regime might be limited by the activation of the closest anchorage with respect to the crack
intersection, leading a restriction of the use of the previous formulation (A.5) to crack widths
smaller than:
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ww

2
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,

4
(A.6)

where lai = min(lbi; lbs) is the shorter distance between the crack intersection and one end of the
transverse reinforcement element.
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The performance associated to bond phenomenon might lead to a notable contribution on the total
force provided by the transverse reinforcement at failure. Yet, it was experimentally confirmed
that anchorages –bends or heads– should be provided at the extremities of the transverse elements
in reinforced concrete specimens to guarantee an adequate activation up to yielding.

A.2.2 Regime II 

The contribution of the anchorage on the shortest side of the transverse element –with respect to
the intersection with the critical shear crack– allows to further develop bond on the longest side.
Using the same bond law and assumptions, the stress in the transverse reinforcement is defined as:
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(A.7)

This regime is limited by the activation of the second anchorage. The use of the previous formula
tion is therefore restricted to crack widths included in the following range:
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where las = max(lbi; lbs) is the larger distance between the crack intersection and one end of the
transverse reinforcement.

Practically, this regime might be governing when the transverse element is intersected very close
to one of its extremity anchorage. In the latter case, a concrete cone breakout might develop –
rather for bottom anchorages– and limit the activation of the reinforcing details [Fer10a].

A.2.3 Regime III 

Once both anchorages are activated, the increase of force in the transverse reinforcement becomes
linearly dependent on the crack opening up to the yielding of the steel is finally achieved:
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Practically, this case is determining when the effective length of the transverse element is not suffi
cient to perform the force transfer solely by bond. This is typically the case for thin slender slabs,
where in comparison to footings, the contribution of bond in the total force provided by the trans
verse reinforcement to the punching strength is relatively limited.
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